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Abstract. — We introduce the category of irregular mixed Hodge modules consisting
of possibly irregular holonomic D-modules which can be endowed in a canonical way
with a filtration, called the irregular Hodge filtration. Mixed Hodge modules with
their Hodge filtration naturally belong to this category, as well as their twist by the
exponential of any meromorphic function. This category is stable by various standard
functors, which produce many more filtered objects. The irregular Hodge filtration
satisfies the E1-degeneration property with respect to any projective morphism. This
generalizes some results previously obtained by H.Esnault, J.-D.Yu and the author.
We also show that, modulo a condition on eigenvalues of monodromies, any rigid
irreducible holonomic D-module on the complex projective line underlies an irregular
pure Hodge module. In a chapter written jointly with Jeng-Daw Yu, we make explicit
the case of irregular mixed Hodge structures, for which we prove in particular a
Thom-Sebastiani formula.
Résumé (Théorie de Hodge irrégulière). — Nous introduisons la catégorie
des modules de Hodge mixtes irréguliers formée de D-modules holonomes à singula-
rités éventuellement irrégulières qui peuvent être munis de manière canonique d’une
filtration, dite filtration Hodge irrégulière. Les modules de Hodge mixtes avec leur
filtration de Hodge sont naturellement des objets dans cette catégorie, de même que
leur produit tensoriel avec l’exponentielle de toute fonction méromorphe. Cette caté-
gorie est stable par plusieurs foncteurs standard, ce qui permet d’obtenir de nombreux
exemples. La filtration de Hodge irrégulière satisfait à une propriété de dégénérescence
en E1 par rapport à un morphisme projectif. Ceci généralise des résultats précédem-
ment obtenus par H.Esnault, J.-D.Yu et l’auteur. Nous montrons aussi que, modulo
une condition sur les valeurs propres des monodromies, les D-modules holonomes
irréductibles rigides sur la droite projective complexe sous-tendent des modules de
Hodge purs irréguliers. Dans un chapitre écrit en collaboration avec Jeng-Daw Yu,
nous considérons le cas des structures de Hodge mixtes irrégulières, pour lequel nous
montrons en particulier une formule de Thom-Sebastiani.
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INTRODUCTION
Let X be a complex manifold. The category MTM(X) of mixed twistor D-
modules on X, introduced by T.Mochizuki [Moc15], represents a vast generalization
of that of mixed Hodge modules on X, introduced by M. Saito [Sai90] and denoted
by MHM(X). (1) An intermediate step to compare these categories is the category
MTMint(X) of integrable mixed twistor D-modules on X (see below). There are
natural functors
MHM(X) 7−→ MTMint(X) 7−→ MTM(X),
where the second functor forgets the integrable structure, while the first one is a
natural fully faithful functor compatible with the standard functors on each category
(see [Moc15, §13.5]). On the other hand, the category MTMint(X) contains much
more objects, since the holonomic D-module underlying a mixed Hodge module has
regular singularities, while that underlying an object ofMTMint(X) can have arbitrary
complicated irregular singularities.
One drawback of the category MTMint(X) (or MTM(X)) is that objects do not
come with many numerical invariants, like Hodge numbers. Our aim is to introduce
an intermediate category between MHM(X) and MTMint(X), which is not as large
as MTMint(X), but so that the D-module associated with each object is equipped
with a good filtration, called the irregular Hodge filtration. Many interesting irregular
holonomic D-modules underlie objects in this category, in particular those generated
by expϕ, where ϕ is any meromorphic function on X. Some of the standard functors
(pushforward by a projective morphism, pullback by a smooth morphism) extend to
this category, that we call the category of (possibly) irregular mixed Hodge modules
and that we denote by IrrMHM(X), and the filtered holonomic D-module associated
with any object has a good behaviour with respect to these functors. The original
idea of finding such a category is due to Deligne in 1984 [Del07b], and has waited
the development of the theory of wild twistor D-modules [Moc11a, Sab09] to start
a new life in [Sab10], before being considered from various points of view in [Yu14,
ESY17, SY15, KKP17, Moc17].
1. Throughout this article, we consider complex mixed Hodge module and MHM(X) stands for
MHM(X,C), see Section 1.7.b.
2 INTRODUCTION
Let us emphasize some discrepancies between the usual Hodge filtration and the
irregular Hodge filtration.
(1) A mixed Hodge module can naturally be seen as an object of IrrMHM(X), and
in such a way its Hodge filtration is the irregular Hodge filtration. However, the
properties of the irregular Hodge filtration of the D-module underlying an object of
IrrMHM(X) are not enough to characterize this object as such, i.e., are not constitutive
of the definition of an object of IrrMHM(X), while the Hodge filtration is one of the
fundamental objects used to define a Hodge module. In other words, the irregular
Hodge filtration is only a byproduct of the definition of the category IrrMHM(X), and
the main properties of this category are obtained from those of MTMint(X).
(2) Recall that the behaviour of the Hodge filtration with respect to nearby cycles
is one of the fundamental properties used to define the categoryMHM(X). In contrast,
we do not exhibit any such property for the irregular Hodge filtration. It is reasonable
to expect that a similar behaviour occurs with respect to a divisor along which the
mixed twistor D-module is tame, but we do not even have a conjectural statement in
general.
The rescaling operation will be used to define the category IrrMHM(X). It has been
defined in the framework of TERP structures in [HS07]. This rescaling operation is
the main ingredient in order to define the category ιMTMresc(X). However, before
doing so, we need to modify the presentation of objects in MTMint(X): while it is
easy to define the rescaling of an integrable RX -module (with X := X × Cz) by
adding a new parameter θ ∈ C∗ and changing z to z/θ, the pairing is not rescalable,
since it is defined only on X × S (S = {|z| = 1}), and the rescaling operation does
not preserve S. We are therefore led to give another description of an object in
MTMint(X), where the pairing ιC is now ι-sesquilinear (ι : z 7→ −z) and is defined on
X ◦ := X ×C∗z and not only on X ×S. The purpose of Chapter 1, which is essential
for simply giving the definition of the rescaling operation, is to define this category
ιMTM
int(X) and to show the equivalence ιMTMint(X) ' MTMint(X). (Note that the
integrability property is important and we cannot argue without it.)
Remark 0.1 (on the notation). — We usually denote an object of MTM as (T ,W•),
but we sometimes shorten the notation as T , when the context is clear.
The main theorems. — The category ιMTMint(X) comes equipped with standard
functors which are compatible with those defined for MTMint(X) in [Moc15], as
shown in Chapter 1:
• The duality functor DX .
• For a projective morphism f : X → Y between smooth complex manifolds, the
pushforward functors fk† =H
kf†.
• For a smooth morphism g : X → Y , the pullback functor g+.
• The external product z (a bi-functor).
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• Let H be an effective divisor in X. One can define a localization functor and
a dual localization functor, denoted respectively by [∗H] and [!H], and in a short
way by [?H] (? = ∗, !), which is an endofunctor of MTM(X) and of MTMint(X)
(see [Sab05, §3.4] for the definition of [∗H] on strictly specializable R-modules and
[Moc15, Chap. 3 & §11.2] for the definition on R-triples and on MTM). There are
corresponding functors on ιMTMint(X).
Such functors also exist on mixed Hodge modules, and the natural fully faith-
ful functor ΦX : MHM(X,R) 7→ MTMint(X) (see [Moc15, Prop. 13.5.4, 13.5.5]) is
compatible with them (see [Moc15, Prop. 13.5.6]).
• Let ϕ be a meromorphic function on X with pole divisor P . According to
[Moc15] (see also [SY15, Prop. 3.3]), there exists a localizable RX -module E ϕ/z
extending (OU , zd + dϕ), where U = X r P , such that E ϕ/z = E ϕ/z[∗P ] (see §1.6.a
below for details). When equipped with the constant metric on U , it gives rise to an
object T ϕ/z of MTMint(X) which satisfies T ϕ/z[∗P ] = T ϕ/z. For each object T in
MTMint(X), there is (see [Moc15, Prop. 11.3.3] and Section 1.6.a below) an object
T ϕ/z ⊗ T in MTMint(X) satisfying the following property: if (M,∇) is the holo-
nomic D-module M ′′/(z − 1)M ′′ associated with T , then (M(∗P ),∇ + dϕ) is that
associated with T ϕ/z ⊗T .
Theorem 0.2
(1) The category IrrMHM(X) is an abelian full subcategory of ιMTMint(X) which
contains (a subcategory equivalent to) MHM(X) as a full subcategory. As such, it is
stable by direct summand in ιMTMint(X). The functors fk† (f : X → Y projective)
and g+ (g : X → Y smooth) preserve the category IrrMHM.
(2) The functor T ϕ/z ⊗ • sends the category MHM(X) to IrrMHM(X).
Theorem 0.3. — For each object (ιT ,W•) =
(
(M ′,M ′′, ιC),W•
)
of IrrMHM(X),
the associated DX-module M := M ′′/(z − 1)M ′′ is naturally endowed with a weight
filtrationW•M by DX-submodules and with a good filtration F irr• M (called the irregular
Hodge filtration) indexed by R. The following properties are satisfied for such objects.
(1) (Naturality) If (ιT ,W•) belongs to the essential image of MHM(X), then
F irr• M = F•M.
(2) (Strictness) Any morphism in IrrMHM(X) induces a morphism in Mod(DX)
which is bi-strictly compatible with the irregular Hodge filtrations and the weight fil-
trations.
(3) (Smooth pullback) For a smooth morphism g : X → Y we have
F irr• g
+M = g∗F irr• M.
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(4) (Degeneration at E1 for the projective pushforward) For a projective morphism
f : X → Y and for each α ∈ [0, 1), the complex f†RF irrα+•M is strict and for each k ∈ Z,
RF irrα+•f
k
†M = f
k
† RF irrα+•M.
Remarks 0.4
(1) See [SY15, Def. 1.2] for the definition of a good filtration indexed by R, as
well as for the notation Fα+• and the associated Rees construction RFα+• , which then
means a filtration indexed by Z.
(2) We do not claim that DX , z and [?H] preserve IrrMHM(X) (see also Remark
0.6(3) below), although it could be expected, but they preserve MHM. In partic-
ular, we do not give a formula for the behaviour of the irregular Hodge filtration
with respect to these functors. Special cases however have already been obtained
by J.-D.Yu: the behaviour of the irregular Hodge filtration under duality has been
considered in [Yu14, §2] in the special case corresponding to Eϕ := (OX(∗P ),d+dϕ),
and its behaviour with respect to the external product in the case of Eϕ  Eψ has
been considered in [CY16]. See also Sections 3.4 and 3.5 of Chapter 3, written jointly
with Jeng-Daw Yu, for complementary results.
Corollary 0.5 (Irregular mixed Hodge modules of exponential-Hodge origin)
Let T (resp. λ : T1 → T2) be a mixed Hodge module (resp. a morphism of mixed
Hodge modules). Any object (resp. morphism) of ιMTMint obtained by applying to T
(resp. λ) any finite sequence of functors fk† (f projective), g
+ (g smooth), D, z,
[?H] (? = ∗, !) and T ϕ/z ⊗ • (ϕ meromorphic), taken in any order, is an object
(resp. a morphism) of IrrMHM, hence is equipped with a canonical irregular Hodge
filtration (resp. induces a strictly bi-filtered morphism between the corresponding bi-
filtered holonomic D-modules).
Idea of the proof. — We notice that, according to the commutation relations between
these functors (see Section 1.7), it is possible to obtain the same result in ιMTMint
by applying first a sequence of functors of the type D, z, [?H] or g+ (g smooth),
then a single twist T ϕ/z⊗ •, and then a sequence of functors of the type fk† . Starting
from objects (resp. morphisms) in MHM, the first sequence only produces objects
(resp. morphisms) in MHM. Applying then a single functor T ϕ/z ⊗ • gives an object
(resp. a morphism) in IrrMHM, according to Theorem 0.2(2). Then for projective
pushforwards we apply 0.2(1).
The proof of the previous results will be given in Section 2.4.
Remarks 0.6
(1) We also say that an integrable mixed twistor D-module obtained as in
Corollary 0.5 is an integrable mixed twistor D-modules of exponential-Hodge origin
(see Definition 1.88). The associated holonomic DX -module comes then equipped
with a canonical irregular Hodge filtration.
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(2) When M underlies an exponentially twisted mixed Hodge module, the be-
haviour with respect to a single projective pushforward has already been obtained in
[SY15] and the particular case of a projection has been obtained in [ESY17]. We
will check that in such a case, the definition of the irregular Hodge filtration we give
here coincides with that of loc. cit. The approach of loc. cit. did not however allow
iterating various functors of the kind fk† (f projective) and g
+ (g smooth) on a given
exponentially twisted mixed Hodge module, while the present one gives a canonical
irregular Hodge filtration on the result of such an iteration, and moreover shows that
two such iterations starting from the same exponentially twisted mixed Hodge module
lead to the same holonomic DX -module, with the same irregular Hodge filtration.
(3) (Nearby/vanishing cycles) Theorem 0.3 says nothing about the behaviour of
the irregular Hodge filtration with respect to moderate nearby/vanishing cycles along
a function (see Section 2.4.h). Let h : X → C be a holomorphic function and set
H = h−1(0). If T is tame along H, one can expect that, for each α ∈ [0, 1),
the RFDX -module RF irrα+•M is strictly specializable along H, so the behaviour of the
irregular Hodge filtration along H is similar to the case of an ordinary Hodge filtration
coming from MHM. (See [SY15, Th. 6.1].)
On the other hand, if T is wild along H, such a behaviour should not be expected,
due to the presence of “slopes” (see e.g. [CJG04, Def. 3.5.1 & 3.5.2]) between the
irregular Hodge filtration and the Kashiwara-Malgrange filtration along h.
(4) (Uniqueness for irreducible holonomic D-modules) Assume that X is a smooth
projective variety and let M be an irreducible holonomic DX -module. According
to [Moc11a, Th. 1.4.4], there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) polarizable pure
twistor D-module T = (M ′,M ′′, CS) of weight 0 and polarization given by the
identity on M ′ and M ′′ such that ΞDR(T ) := M ′′/(z − 1)M ′′ = M. By Remark
1.39 below, T admits at most one integrable structure (up to an obvious equivalence),
hence there exists at most one (up to equivalence) object ιT of the subcategory
IrrMHM(X) of ιMTMint(X) giving rise to M. The irregular Hodge filtration of M, if
defined, is obtained from this unique object, hence is intrinsically attached to M up
to a shift by an arbitrary real number.
(5) (The Lefschetz morphism) We will show that the cup product by the Chern
class of an ample line bundle induces a morphism in IrrMHM. As a consequence, since
the Hard Lefschetz theorem holds for pure objects in IrrMHM according to [Moc11a],
one can conclude that the Hard Lefschetz isomorphism is strictly filtered with respect
to the irregular Hodge filtration (see Corollary 2.65).
(6) (Real and rational structure) Let k be a subfield of R. The category
MTMintgood(X,k) is defined in [Moc15, §13.4.4]. It consists of integrable mixed
twistor D-modules with a good k-structure. First, these objects are endowed
with a real structure κ which is compatible with the action of z2∂z, and which
induces a real structure on the holonomic RX -module M ′′(z−1). Second, this real
structure is refined as a k-structure in the sense of [Moc14b]. The equivalence
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MTMint(X) ' ιMTMint(X) enables us to define the category ιMTMintgood(X,k), and
this naturally leads to the category IrrMHM(X,k). Note that, in order to be com-
pletely compatible with the notion of a k-mixed Hodge structure, it would be natural
to impose the condition of the existence of a polarization defined over k on each
graded module with respect to the weight filtration. We do not add this condition in
order to be compatible with the definition in [Moc15, §13.4.4]. However, with such a
condition, if k = R and X is a point, this would completely agree with the notion of
tr-TERP structure of Hertling [Her03], and if k = Q with that of non-commutative
Hodge structure of [KKP08].
Irregular mixed Hodge structures. — In Chapter 3, written jointly with Jeng-Daw Yu,
we consider the simple case of irregular mixed Hodge modules when X is reduced
to a point, that we call irregular mixed Hodge structures. The presentation via the
rescaling operation can be a little simplified. The category IrrMHS of irregular mixed
Hodge structures is endowed with a functor in the category of bi-filtered vector spaces
(H,F irr• ,W•) and, as an application of Theorem 0.3(2), any morphism in IrrMHS gives
rise to a strictly bi-filtered morphism. The main result in this chapter is the Thom-
Sebastiani formula for the irregular Hodge filtration (Theorem 3.39), for which we
give two different proofs, one much relying on the theory of mixed twistor D-modules
[Moc15], and the other one depending more on results of [SY15]. We give an appli-
cation to the alternating product of the irregular Hodge filtrations. We also show that
the category of exponential mixed Hodge modules of Kontsevich-Soibelman [KS11]
is equipped with a natural functor to IrrMHS.
Application to irreducible rigidD-modules on P1. — Let us now consider an irreducible
holonomic D-module M on the complex projective line P1. At any of its singular
points xo ∈ P1, the formalized module Mx̂o has a decomposition as the sum of a
regular DP1,x̂o-module and an irregular one (see e.g. [Mal91]). The irregular one
is a free OP1,x̂o(∗xo)-module with connection, which can be decomposed further as
the direct sum of elementary OP1,x̂o(∗xo)-modules with connection, according to the
Levelt-Turrittin theorem. For each summand as well as for the regular part there
is a notion of formal monodromy, and it is meaningful to require that the eigenval-
ues of the formal monodromy of Mx̂o have absolute value equal to one. We also
say that M is locally formally unitary if this holds at each singular point. On the
other hand, given an irreducible holonomic D-module M, restricting (algebraically)
to any proper Zariski open set j : U ↪→ P1 not containing any singularity of M
produces a free OU -module (V,∇) with connection which is irreducible as such, and
this restriction functor is an equivalence, a quasi-inverse functor being given by the
minimal (or intermediate) extension j!∗. We say that M is rigid if it satisfies Katz’
criterion that its index of rigidity is equal to 2, that is,
h1
(
P1,DR(j!∗End(V,∇))
)
= 0.
For example (see [Kat90, Th. 3.7.3]), irreducible hypergeometric DP1-modules of type
(n,m) with n 6= m have an irregular singularity and are rigid.
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Theorem 0.7. — Assume thatM is irreducible and rigid. Then the unique pure twistor
D-module it underlies is integrable if and only ifM is locally formally unitary. In such
a case, this integrable pure twistor D-module is graded-rescalable and comes from
a unique object (up to equivalence) of IrrMHM(P1). In particular, M can be equipped
with a canonical irregular Hodge filtration (up to a shift).
The case when M has regular singularities is well-known, according to [Sim90,
Cor. 8.1] and [Del87, Prop. 1.13]. These results assert that the corresponding lo-
cal system underlies a unique polarized variation of complex Hodge structure (up
to a shift), see [DS13, §2.4]. The proof of Theorem 0.7 given in Section 2.5 relies
on the existence of a variant, due to Deligne [Del06] and Arinkin [Ari10], of the
Katz algorithm to reduce to a rank-one (V,∇). We give in Section 3.2.c an example
of computation for the case of some confluent hypergeometric differential equation,
originally due to A.Castaño Domínguez and C. Sevenheck [CDS17].
Remark 0.8. — We do not know how to make precise the behaviour of the irregular
Hodge data (e.g. degrees and ranks of irregular Hodge bundles) along the Arinkin-
Deligne algorithm, in a way similar to what is done in [DS13] for the regular case
and the Katz algorithm (see an explicit computation for irreducible hypergeometric
differential equations of type (n, n) in [Fed17]). We find the same problem as in
Remark 0.6(3). Note also that, compared to Corollary 0.5, a new argument is needed
here in order to treat the intermediate extension functor, regarded as taking the
image of [!H] into [∗H]. On the other hand, the Laplace transformation entering in
the Arinkin-Deligne algorithm can be regarded as a sequence of functors considered
in Corollary 0.5.
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8 INTRODUCTION
All over this text, we will use the following notation and definition.
Notation 0.9. — Let Cz be the complex line with coordinate z. We set S={z | |z|=1},
and we denote by OS the sheaf of real analytic functions on S. It can be regarded as
the sheaf-theoretic restriction i−1S OCz of the sheaf of holomorphic functions on Cz.
We denote by P1 the completion of the complex line Cz. We will consider the
following involutions:
• σ is the anti-linear involution induced by z 7→ −1/z,
• γ is that induced by z 7→ 1/z,
• ι is the holomorphic involution induced by z 7→ −z, so that γ = σ ◦ ι = ι ◦ σ.
Note that σ and γ (but not ι) exchange 0 and ∞ on P1. We also have γ|S = IdS , so
that σ and ι coincide on S.
Given a complex manifoldX of dimension dX , we setX =X×Cz andX ◦=X×C∗z,
and pi resp. pi◦ denote the corresponding projections to X.
Definition 0.10. — An OCz -module (resp. a C[z]-module, resp. a C[z, z−1]-module) is
called strict if it is flat as such.
Notation 0.11 (for maps). — We usually denote a projective morphism by f : X → Y
and a smooth morphism by g. A holomorphic function h : X → C has divisorH = (h).
The graph inclusion is denoted by ih : X ↪→ X ×Ct =: Xh, and h is the composition
of ih and the function t : Xh → Ct, the latter having divisor Hh := X × {0}. The
corresponding pushforward for a DX -module M or an RX -module M is denoted by
Mh := ih+M or Mh := ih+M .
Notation 0.12 (for ΞDR). — We use the same notation for various functors.
• If T = (M ′,M ′′, CS) is an object of R-Triples(X) or if ιT = (M ′,M ′′, ιC) is
an object of Rint-ιTriples(X), then we set
ΞDR(T ) =M
′′/(z − 1)M ′′ ∈ Mod(DX),
that we also denote by M.
• If (T ,W•) is a W -filtered object of R-Triples(X), that is, an object of the
category WR-Triples(X), or if (ιT ,W•) is an object of WRint-ιTriples(X), we set
ΞDR(T ,W•) = (ΞDRT ,W•ΞDRT ) and similarly for ΞDR(ιT ,W•), where the latter
filtration is the filtration naturally induced by W•M ′′.
• If (ιT ,W•) is an object of IrrMHM(X), then we regard ΞDR(ιT ,W•) as also
endowed with its irregular Hodge filtration, that is,
ΞDR(ιT ,W•) = (M, F
irr
• M,W•M),
and we regard ΞDR as a functor from IrrMHM(X) to the category of bi-filtered DX -
modules.
CHAPTER 1
AN EQUIVALENT PRESENTATION OF
INTEGRABLE MIXED TWISTOR D-MODULES
1.1. A review of twistor structures in dimension zero
In this section, we review the notion of a pure polarized, or mixed, twistor structure,
together with supplementary structures on it called real or good real structure and,
for a subfield k of R, good k-structure. These are the simplest examples of objects
considered in this chapter. Various aspects of such structures, introduced by Simpson
in [Sim97], have also been considered with other names, e.g. tr-TERP structures in
the sense of Hertling [Her03] and non-commutative k-Hodge structures as defined
in [KKP08] (see also [Sab11, §3.8]). We first present these structures as living on
a vector bundle on P1, and then we use the presentation by R-Triples, introduced
in [Sab05], in order to extend them in any dimension and make the link with the
theory of mixed twistor structures [Moc15]. This presentation will also prove useful
for expressing the rescaling property in Chapter 2.
1.1.a. Twistor structures as vector bundles on P1
A twistor structure is a vector bundle T on P1. We then denote (see Notation 0.9)
(1.1)

• T ∨ the dual bundle,
• T ∗ := σ∗T
∨
the Hermitian dual bundle,
• T c := γ∗T the conjugate bundle,
and we define a real structure on T to be an isomorphism κ : T → T c such that,
through the canonical isomorphism (T c)c = T , we have κc = κ−1. Note that κ∗−1
(resp. κ∨−1) is then a real structure on T ∗ (resp. on T ∨).
Remark 1.2. — If we describe T as the result of the gluing of vector bundles M 0
andM∞ in the charts of P1 centered at 0 and∞ respectively, then a real structure κ
identifies M∞ with γ∗M 0, so that the vector bundle T on P1 can be also described
as resulting of the gluing of M 0 with γ∗M 0 in a way invariant with respect to γ∗ .
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An integrable twistor structure is a pair (T ,∇) consisting of a twistor structure
endowed with a meromorphic connection ∇ having a pole of order at most two at
z = 0 and z = ∞, and no other pole. Then (T ,∇)∨, (T ,∇)∗, (T ,∇)c are defined
similarly, and a real structure on (T ,∇) is an isomorphism κ : (T ,∇) ∼−→ (T ,∇)c
such that κc = κ−1.
Example 1.3 (The Tate object). — We will use the convention and the notation of
[Moc15, §2.1.8], that we recall. For ` ∈ Z, we denote by T (`) the bundle OP1(−2`),
that we endow with the meromorphic connection ∇ having a simple pole at 0 and∞,
both with residue `, and no other pole. We have natural identifications, that we
denote by Id:
ι∗T (`) = T (`), T (−`) = T (`)∨, T (−`) = T (`)∗, T (`) = T (`)c.
However, we use the following identifications, compatible with tensor product:
(1.3 ∗)

• Id : ι∗T (`) = T (`),
• d−2` = Id : T (−`) = T (`)∨,
• s−2` = (−1)` Id : T (−`) ∼−→ T (`)∗,
• κ−2` = (−1)` Id : T (`) ∼−→ T (`)c.
The local system T (`)∇S is the constant local system CS endowed with the real struc-
ture κ∇−2` induced by the multiplication by (−1)`. It is natural to endow it with the
rational structure T (`)∇S,Q := (2pii)
`QS , in such a way that
ker(κ∇−2` − Id) =: T (`)∇S,R = R⊗Q T (`)∇S,Q.
Given a twistor structure T (resp. an integrable twistor structure (T ,∇)), an
Hermitian duality of weight w on T (resp. on (T ,∇)) is an isomorphism S : T →
T ∗ ⊗ T (−w) (resp. compatible with ∇) such that the composed isomorphism
T ⊗ T (w) Id⊗s−2w−−−−−−−−→ T ⊗ T (−w)∗ S
∗
−−−−→ T ∗
tensored by T (−w) gives back (−1)wS . In other words, S is a pairing
S : T ⊗OP1 σ∗T = T ⊗OP1 ι∗T c −→ T (−w),
which satisfies, through the isomorphism κ−12w : σ
∗T (−w) = T (−w)c ∼−→ T (−w),
σ∗S = (−1)wS , equivalently ι∗S c = (−1)wS .
Example 1.4
(1) We can regard s−2` as a morphism T (`) ⊗ T (−2`) → T (`)∗, hence as a mor-
phism T (`) → T (`)∗ ⊗ T (2`), and as such it is a Hermitian duality of weight −2`
on T (`).
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(2) We denote by U(p, q) the bundle OP1(p− q) that we equip with the connection
having a simple pole with residue −p at 0 and q at ∞, and no other pole. Its adjoint
U(q, p) = U(p, q)∗ is OP1(q − p) with connection. We have T (`) = U(−`, `). The
morphism
U(p, q)
(−1)p−−−−−−→ U(p, q)∗ ⊗ T (q − p)
is a Hermitian duality of weight p−q on U(p, q). We have U(p, q)∨ = U(−p,−q) and
U(p, q)c = U(−q,−p). Note that, forgetting the connection, what distinguishes the
various U(p, q)’s with p− q fixed is the Hermitian duality.
Given a Hermitian duality of weight w on T , we obtain a Hermitian duality S0
of weight 0 on T ⊗ OP1(−w) by tensoring with U(0, w):
S0 : (T ⊗U(0, w)) −→ (T ⊗U(0, w))∗.
We note that it induces an ordinary Hermitian pairing
H0(P1,T ⊗U(0, w))⊗C H0(P1,T ⊗U(0, w)) −→ C.
Definition 1.5. — A twistor structure T (resp. an integrable twistor structure (T ,∇))
is pure of weight w ∈ Z if T ⊗ OP1(−w) is the trivial bundle. A polarization of T
(resp. of (T ,∇)) is a Hermitian duality of weight w on T (resp. on (T ,∇)) such that
the Hermitian form induced by S0 on H0(P1,T ⊗U(0, w)) is positive definite.
IfS is a polarization of T of weight w, thenS c (resp. S ∗−1, resp. S ∨−1) induces
a polarization of T c (resp. T ∗, resp. T ∨) of weight w (resp. −w).
Definition 1.6. — We say that a pure twistor structure T (resp. an integrable pure
twistor structure (T ,∇)) is polarizable if it admits a polarizationS (resp. compatible
with ∇).
Remark 1.7
(1) The category of polarizable (integrable) pure twistor structures of a given
weight is abelian. A pure (integrable) twistor structure which is a direct summand of
a polarizable one of the same weight is also polarizable.
(2) The notion of mixed twistor structure and integrable mixed twistor structure is
defined as usual, and leads to an abelian category (we always assume that the pure
objects grW` T are polarizable). Note that the functors (1.1) preserve these categories
and grading with respect to the weight filtration W behaves as usual. In particular,
grW` (T
c) = (grW` T )
c.
A real structure is a morphism κ : (T ,W ) → (T ,W )c in the category of (inte-
grable) mixed twistor structure such that κc ◦ κ = Id. This leads to the abelian
categories of real mixed twistor structures and real integrable mixed twistor structures.
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1.1.b. Good real and k-structures
For a real integrable pure twistor structure (T ,∇, κ), the meromorphic flat bundle
T (∗{0,∞}) corresponds, through the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, to a Stokes-
filtered local system (L ,L 0• ,L∞• ): L is a local system on C∗z, that we also regard as
a local system on the closed annulus P˜1z obtained as the real oriented blow-up space
of P1 at 0 and ∞; L 0• is the Stokes filtration of the restriction of L to the boundary
circle above 0, and L∞• is similarly defined (see [Del07a] and [Mal91]).
The real structure κ induces an isomorphism (L ,L 0• ) ' γ−1(L ,L
∞
• ). We note
that L is completely determined by its restriction to S, on which γ = Id. Therefore,
κ induces a real structure κ∇ : L ' L , i.e., defines an R-local system LR such that
L = C⊗R LR.
It is simpler to imagine that L is a local system on S, and that S is identified both
with the boundary over 0 and with the boundary over∞ of the oriented real blow-up
of P1 at 0 and ∞. In such a way, we can replace γ with Id, so that L 0• and L∞• are
Stokes filtration on the same local system L , which are conjugate with respect to the
real structure on L induced by κ∇. This suggests an enrichment of the notion of an
R-structure by imposing that
• the Stokes filtration L 0• is defined over R, and thus coincides with its complex
conjugate L∞• ,
Definition 1.8 (k-good integrable pure twistor structure). — Let k be a subfield of R.
A good k-structure on an integrable twistor structure (T ,∇) consists of a real struc-
ture κ together with the data of a Stokes-filtered k-local system (Lk,L 0k,•) such that
(1) R⊗k Lk = LR (the latter defined by κ),
(2) C⊗k (Lk,L 0k,•) = (L ,L 0• ).
Definition 1.9 (k-good integrable mixed twistor structure). — A good k-structure on
an integrable mixed twistor structure (T ,∇,W ) consists of a real structure κ com-
patible with W (Remark 1.7(2)), together with the data of a W -filtered Stokes-
filtered k-local system (Lk,L 0k,•,W ) such that (R⊗k Lk,W ) = (LR,W ) and C⊗k
(Lk,L 0k,•,W ) = (L ,L
0
• ,W ).
Proposition 1.10. — The categories of mixed twistor structures, resp. integrable mixed
twistor structures, resp. k-good integrable mixed twistor structures are neutral Tan-
nakian categories with fibre functor given by taking the fiber at z = 1 (of the attached
local systems in the integrable cases).
Proof. — We will use the criterion of [DM82, Prop. 1.20]. The tensor product is
obviously defined. The unit object 1 is the trivial bundle OP1 with connection d and
trivial W -filtration jumping at zero, that is, T (0). It is then clear that End(1) = C
(or k). By construction, for any rank-one object T , the dual object T ∨ satisfies
T ⊗T ∨ ' T (0).
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1.1.c. Compatibility with a polarization
We have given the definition of a real structure in order to be compatible with that
of [Moc15] for general mixed twistor D-modules. However, in order to mimic the
definition of a real (or rational) mixed Hodge structure, one should add a condition
of compatibility with some polarization. As we will see, this gives back the notion of
TERP structure of [Her03] or that of non-commutative Hodge structure of [KKP08].
Let T (resp. (T ,∇)) be a pure (integrable) twistor structure of weight w. A real
structure κ on T and a polarization S on T are said to be compatible (we also say
that the polarization is real) if the following diagram commutes
(1.11)
T
κ //
S

T c
S c

T ∗ ⊗ T (−w) κ
∗−1
// T ∗c ⊗ T (−w)
and a similar diagram in the integrable case. We say that a real (integrable) pure
twistor structure (T , κ) (resp. (T ,∇, κ)) is polarizable if it admits a real (integrable)
polarization S .
Let (T ,S , κ) be a real polarized twistor structure of weight w. From κ and S we
obtain a nondegenerate OP1-linear pairing
Q = S c ◦ κ = κ∗−1 ◦S : T −→ ι∗T ∨ ⊗ T (−w).
This pairing “commutes” with κ, in the sense that Qc ◦ κ = κ∗ ◦Q, and is (−1)w-ι-
symmetric in the sense that
T ⊗ T (w) ' T ⊗ ι∗T (−w)∨ ι
∗Q∨−−−−−→ ι∗T ∨,
when tensored with T (−w), gives back (−1)wQ. In other words,Q is a nondegenerate
(−1)w-ι-symmetric pairing
Q : T ⊗ ι∗T −→ T (−w).
Using the notation of Section 1.1.b, the pairing Q induces a nondegenerate ι-sym-
metric pairing
Q∇ : (L ,L 0• ,L
∞
• )⊗C ι−1(L ,L 0• ,L∞• ) −→ CC∗z ,
where CC∗z is the constant sheaf on C
∗
z endowed with its trivial Stokes filtration at 0
and at ∞. (Note that ι−1L = L , but the Stokes filtrations are rotated by ι−1.)
Therefore, a real polarized twistor structure of weight w can also be given as a triple
(T ,Q, κ), noticing however that the positivity condition involvesS . In the integrable
case, Q is compatible with ∇. Moreover, the restriction of Q∇ to LR⊗R ι−1LR takes
values in (2pii)−wR, due to the compatibility of Q and κ. As in Section 1.1.b, this
suggests to enrich the notion of a real polarized integrable pure twistor structure by
adding the condition:
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• The pairing Q∇ induces a nondegenerate pairing
(LR,L
0
R,•)⊗ ι−1(LR,L 0R,•) −→ (2pii)−wRS ,
where the latter is equipped with its trivial Stokes filtration.
Then,
• in Definition 1.8, one adds the condition
(3) Q∇ restricted to (Lk,L 0k,•) takes values in the constant sheaf (2pii)
−w
kS
(with its trivial Stokes filtration),
and in order to simply define the polarizability condition, one adds in Definition 1.8
the condition that there exists a polarization Q satisfying (3) above,
• in Definition 1.9, one adds the condition that each grW` is a k-good integrable
polarizable pure twistor structure of weight `, in the enriched sense of Definition 1.8,
as defined above.
The analogue of Proposition 1.10 holds for this enriched setting.
1.1.d. Twistor structures as triples
The category R-Triples(pt) gives another presentation of twistor structures, which
is better suited to the extension to higher dimension and arbitrary singularities. We
represent a vector bundle T on P1 by a triple T = (M ′,M ′′, CS), where M ′,M ′′
are vector bundles on Cz and CS is a nondegenerate pairingM ′|S⊗OS σ∗M ′′|S → OS .
We regard the pairing as giving rise to a vector bundle by gluing M ′∨ with σ∗M ′′.
Morphisms are pairs (λ′, λ′′) compatible with the pairings, covariant with respect
to λ′′ and contravariant with respect to λ′. The notation of (1.1) reads as follows:
(1.12)

• T ∨ = (M ′∨,M ′′∨, C∨−1S ),
• T ∗ = (M ′′,M ′, C∗S),
• T c = ι∗(T ∨)∗ = ι∗(T ∗)∨,
where we have set
C∗S(m
′′, σ∗m′) := σ∗CS(m′, σ∗m′′),
and we define C∨−1S so that, if CS is regarded as an isomorphism M
′∨
|S
∼−→ σ∗M ′′|S ,
then C∨−1S is the dual inverse isomorphism M
′
|S
∼−→ σ∗M ′′∨|S . The category
Rint-Triples(pt) of integrable triples is defined similarly, asking that the connection ∇
on M ′,M ′′ has a pole of order at most two at z = 0 and no other pole, and CS is
compatible with the connections. Let us set L ′ = M ′(∗0)∇ resp. L ′′ = M ′′(∗0)∇,
and let us use the notation L for T as in Section 1.1.a. Then the correspondence is
C∇S : L
′∨ ∼−→ ι−1L ′′ = L .
Remark 1.13. — Integrable triples have a more algebraic formulation: by using
Deligne’s meromorphic extension at infinity for (M ′,∇) and (M ′′,∇), we find free
C[z]-modules with connection (M ′,∇) and (M ′′,∇) which give back the previous
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ones by tensoring with OCz . Moreover, ∇ on M ′,M ′′ has a regular singularity at
infinity.
Example 1.14 (The Tate object)
(1) The Tate object (see [Moc15, §2.1.8]) is defined as the triple
T (`) := (z−`OCz , z
`OCz , C0),
where C0 is induced from the natural sesquilinear pairing (see Notation 0.9)
C0 : OS(∗0)⊗ σ∗OS(∗0) −→ OS , f ′ ⊗ σ∗f ′′ 7−→ f ′ · σ∗f ′′,
and the connection ∇ is induced from the standard differential d on OS(∗0). We keep
the isomorphisms (1.3 ∗) as they are. We note that the local systems L ′,L ′′ for T (`)
are independent of ` and are canonically identified to CC∗z , and C
∇
S is equal to Id.
From the identification L ′′ = ι−1L and the Q-structure LS,Q = (2pii)`QS we obtain
L ′′S,Q = (2pii)
−`QS = L ′S,Q.
(2) We use the triple U(0, w) := (OCz , zwOCz , C0), whose associated vector bundle
is OP1(−w), to reduce to weight zero and define the polarizability, by means of the
identification σ∗U(0, w) = U(−w, 0) and the natural pairing
U(0, w)⊗U(−w, 0) Id−−−→ U(−w,w) = T (w),
that we regard as a Hermitian duality of weight −w. This pairing is compatible with
the connections induced by d.
The full subcategory MTS(C) (resp. MTSint(C)) of the category WR-Triples(pt)
(resp. WRint-Triples(pt)) of W -filtered triples consists of objects which give rise to
mixed twistor structures (resp. integrable mixed twistor structures) by the gluing pro-
cedure above. The categories MTS(R), MTSint(R), MTSintgood(k), are defined accord-
ingly. As already remarked, it is enough to define the k-structure on the Stokes-filtered
local system (L ′′,L ′′• ) attached to (M ′′,d), since it coincides with that attached
to (L ′,L ′•). Lastly, we note that there are forgetful faithful functors
MTSintgood(k) 7−→ MTSint(R) 7−→
MTS(R)
or
MTSint(C)
7−→ MTS(C).
Remark 1.15 (On the notation). — In the next chapter, we will consider the notion of
a mixed twistor D-module on a complex manifold, following [Moc15] and, with the
notation introduced there, the previous chain of functors reads
MTMintgood(pt,k) 7−→ MTMint(pt,R) 7−→
MTM(pt,R)
or
MTMint(pt)
7−→ MTM(pt).
We obtain as in Proposition 1.10:
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Proposition 1.16. — The above categories are neutral Tannakian categories with fibre
functor given by taking the fiber ofM ′′ at z = 1 (resp. that of the attached local system
in the integrable cases), and the forgetful functors preserve these structures.
1.1.e. Integrable twistor structures as ι-triples
For integrable triples (M ′,M ′′, CS), the pairing CS is completely determined by
its restriction C∇S : L
′
S ⊗C σ−1L ′′S → CS . Since σ|S = ι|S , giving C∇S is equivalent to
giving a nondegenerate pairing ιC∇ : L ′ ⊗ ι−1L ′′ → CC∗z defined on the whole C∗z.
We therefore define the category Rint-ιTriples(pt) as the category consisting of triples
((M ′,∇), (M ′′,∇), ιC∇), and we have an equivalence of categories
Rint-ιTriples(pt)
∼7−→ Rint-Triples(pt)
obtained by sending ιC∇ first to its restriction to S and then to the associated CS .
Remark 1.17
(1) Giving ιC∇ as above is equivalent to giving a sesquilinear pairing
ιC :M
′
|C∗z ⊗C ι∗M ′′|C∗z −→ AC∗z ,
where AC∗z denote the sheaf of real analytic functions on C
∗
z, which satisfies
∂z ιC(m
′,m′′) = ιC(∇∂zm′,m′′) and ∂z ιC(m′,m′′) = ιC(m′,∇∂zm′′).
(2) As in Remark 1.13, we can equivalently represent the objects ofRint-Triples(pt)
by triples (M ′,M ′′, C∇), where M ′,M ′′ are free C[z]-module with connection having
a pole of order two at the origin and a regular singularity at infinity.
Given the object (M ′,M ′′, ιC∇) of WRint-ιTriples(pt), we can associate an object
(M ′,M ′′, CS) of WRint-Triples(pt), where
CS :M
′
|S ⊗OS σ∗M ′′|S −→ OS
is the sesquilinear pairing obtained by
• extending ιC∇ as a sesquilinear pairing
ιC :M
′
|C∗z ⊗ ι
∗M ′′|C∗z −→ AC∗z
(see Remark 1.17(1)),
• sheaf-theoretic restricting the latter to S,
• identifying ι∗ with σ∗ on S and regarding the restriction ιC|S as the desired
pairing CS .
Example 1.18 (The Tate object). — The Tate object is the triple
ιT (`) := (z
−`OCz , z
`OCz , ιC0),
where ιC0 is induced from the natural sesquilinear pairing
ιC0 : OC∗z (∗0)⊗ ι∗OC∗z (∗0) −→ AC∗z , f ′ ⊗ ι∗f ′′ 7−→ f ′ · ι∗f ′′,
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and the connection ∇ is induced from the standard differential d on OC∗z (∗0). One
can define similarly ιU(p, q).
One can thus define the following abelian categories with their forgetful functors
ιMTS
int
good(k) 7−→ ιMTSint(R) 7−→ ιMTSint(C)
and the functors in the corresponding MTSint categories are equivalences of neutral
Tannakian categories.
Definition 1.19. — We call ιMTSint(C) (resp. ιMTSintgood(k)) the category of non-com-
mutative mixed Hodge structures (resp. that of non-commutative mixed k-Hodge struc-
tures), with the caveat that it does not include the compatibility with polarization as
considered in Section 1.1.c, hence is a little weaker, in the pure case, than the notions
introduced in [Her03] and [KKP08].
1.2. Presentation of the results in Chapter 1
We use the notations 0.9–0.12. Let X be a complex manifold. We denote by RX
the sheaf on X of z-differential operators (it is locally written as OX 〈ðxi〉i=1,...,dX ,
where ðxi acts on OX as z∂/∂xi, see [Sab05, §1.1], [Moc07, §14.1]) and by RX×S
(resp. RX ◦) its sheaf-theoretic restriction to X × S (resp. to X ◦). We can regard
RX as a subsheaf of DX , by sending ðxi to z∂/∂xi. Under this identification, RX ◦
is the sheaf DX ◦/C∗z of differential operators relative to the projection X
◦ → C∗z,
since z is invertible on X ◦, and similarly RX×S is the sheaf-theoretic restriction of
the latter to X × S. Given an RX -module M , we denote by MS its sheaf-theoretic
restriction to X × S and by M ◦ its restriction to X ◦.
We denote by RintX the sheaf RX 〈z2∂z〉 (with the standard commutation relations,
so that it can be considered as a subsheaf of DX by sending ðxi to z∂xi). We will often
identify RintX ◦ with DX ◦ , since z is invertible on X
◦, and RintX [1/z] with DX [1/z].
If we denote by DX×S the sheaf of differential operators on OX×S (sheaf-theoretic
restriction OX×C∗z |X×S , equivalently sheaf of real-analytic functions on X × S which
are holomorphic with respect to X), then we can also identify RintX×S with DX×S : If
we write z = eiϑ on S, then we replace z∂z with −i∂ϑ. In this article, (1) we denote
by DbX×S/S the sheaf of relative distributions which are Ck with respect to S for all
k ∈ N. Then DbX×S/S is naturally a left DX×S-module (see Section 1.3.c).
The category Rint-Triples(X) is that consisting of triples T = (M ′,M ′′, CS),
where M ′,M ′′ are (left) RintX -modules and CS : M
′
S ⊗OS σ∗M ′′S → DbX×S/S is
a DX×S ⊗OS σ∗DX×S-linear morphism (see [Sab05, Chap. 7], [Moc15, §2.1.5] and
1. When considering possibly non-integrable triples, the convention for DbX×S/S is not the same,
see [Sab05, §0.5].
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Section 1.3.d for more details). A morphism λ : T1 → T2 is a pair of RintX -linear
morphisms
λ′ :M ′2 −→M ′1, λ′′ :M ′′1 −→M ′′2
such that, for any local sections m′2,m′′1 ,
C1,S(λ
′(m′2), σ
∗m′′1) = C2,S(m
′
2, σ
∗λ′′(m′′1)).
Remark 1.20 (on the terminology). — We say that an RX -module M is integrable
(see [Sab05, Chap. 7]) if it admits a compatible action of z2∂z, that is, if the RX -
action can be extended to an RintX -action. However, such an extension is not unique:
two actions of z2∂z are compatible if and only if they differ by anRX -linear morphism
M → M . (See however Remark 1.39.) We will also use the terminology integrable
for an RintX -module, hoping that this will not produce any confusion when the context
is clear. In other words, we will use the terminology integrable either for the category
Mod(RintX ) or for its essential image in Mod(RX ) by the natural forgetful functor. We
will use a similar terminology for the category Rint-Triples(X) and for its essential
image in R-Triples(X).
The category Rint-Triples(X) is abelian. This category, and the category
WRint-Triples(X) of objects of Rint-Triples(X) equipped with a finite increasing
filtration W•, are endowed with various functors.
Definition 1.21 (of the functors)
(a) The Tate twist T ⊗ T (`) with ` ∈ Z (see Example 1.14, [Sab05, §1.6.a], and
also [Moc07, §3.3], [Moc15, §2.1.8]), and the action of z2∂z is the natural one on
the tensor product (see [Sab05, §7.1.c]). It shifts by −2` the W -filtration.
(b) The adjunction T ∗ = (M ′′,M ′, C∗S) with C
∗
S(m
′′, σ∗m′) := σ∗CS(m′, σ∗m′′).
(c) The pushforward functors fk† by a morphism f : X → Y between complex
manifolds (see [Sab05, §1.6.d& §7.1.d]).
(d) The pullback functor by a smooth morphism g : X → Y (see 1.23(c) below for
the definition).
(e) The external tensor product z (see Definition 1.53 below for a similar defini-
tion).
Given a holomorphic function h : X → C with associated divisor H (see Notation
0.11), we have the notion of strictly specializable RX -module along h = 0, obtained
by considering strict specializability along t = 0 of Mh in terms of the existence
of a Kashiwara-Malgrange V -filtration (see [Sab05, §3.3]). The “stupid” localization
functor Mh(∗Hh) can then be refined (in order to keep coherence) as a localization
functor denoted [∗Hh] (see [Moc15, Chap. 3]). There is also a dual-localization func-
tor [!Hh]. One then says that M is localizable along H if there exist RX -modules
M [?H] (with ?=∗ or !), such that Mh[?Hh] = (M [?H])h. Integrability is preserved
by these functors, and they can be extended to the subcategory of Rint-Triples(X)
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whose underlying R-modules are strictly specializable resp. localizable (see [Moc15,
Prop. 3.2.1]), and they preserve the subcategory Rint-Triples(X) (see loc. cit. and
Proposition 1.26 below).
The category MTM(X) resp. MTMint(X) of (integrable) mixed twistor D-modules
on X, as constructed in [Moc15], is a full subcategory of the abelian category
WR-Triples(X) (resp. WRint-Triples(X)). It is obtained by adding an admissibility
condition to the category MTW(X) (resp. MTWint(X)), see loc. cit.
Remark 1.22 (Stability by direct summand). — The category MTMint(X) is stable
by direct summand in WRint-Triples(X). Indeed, the category of polarizable pure
Hodge modules is stable by direct summand inR-Triples(X), as follows from [Sab05,
Prop. 4.1.5, 4.2.5], [Sab09] and [Moc11a, §17.1]. It is obvious to adapt these results
by adding the integrability property. It follows that the category MTW(X) is stable
by direct summand in WR-Triples(X) and similarly MTWint(X) is stable by direct
summand in WRint-Triples(X). It remains to check that the admissible specializ-
ability property (i.e., the existence of the relative monodromy filtration, see [Moc15,
Def. 4.4.4]) is stable by direct summand. This follows from [SZ85, Cor. 2.10], since
the conditions in [SZ85, Lem. 2.8] are stable by direct summand.
The category MTMint(X) is equipped with the functors corresponding to those in
Definition 1.21 in the following way.
Definition 1.23 (Definition of the functors)
(a) The Tate twist sends MTMint(X) into itself, but shifts the weight filtration
by −2`.
(b) We assume that f : X → Y is projective. The pushforward functors
fk† : WR
int-Triples(X) 7→WRint-Triples(Y ) (see [Sab05, §1.6.2]) send the subcate-
gory MTMint(X) to MTMint(Y ) (see [Moc15, Prop. 7.2.7 & 7.2.12]).
(c) We claim that the pullback functor
MTMint(Y ) 7−→ MTMint(X)
by a smooth morphism g : X → Y is well-defined.
Firstly, the pullback functor by a smooth morphism g : X → Y is well-defined
between the categories of Rint-triples on Y and X. Indeed, the pullback on the
Rint-module part of a triple is defined as for D-modules. For the sesquilinear pairing
part, note that, due to smoothness of g, integration on fibres of g sends C∞-forms of
maximal degree on X with compact support to C∞-forms of maximal degree on Y
with compact support. This enables one to define the pullback of a distribution on
Y × S, or of a S-relative distribution on Y × S (see [Sab05, §0.5]). We get functors
g+ : WRint-Triples(Y ) 7−→WRint-Triples(X)
between the categories of integrable triples with finite filtration. Now, the full subcat-
egory MTMint(X) of WRint-Triples(X) is defined by local properties, hence checking
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that g+ sends MTMint(Y ) to MTMint(X) is a local question on X and Y , so that we
can assume that g is a product. At this point we can use that the pullback functor can
be expressed as an external tensor product, and the assertion follows from [Moc15,
Prop. 11.4.6]. A similar arguments holds in the integrable case.
(d) For the external tensor product, see [Moc15, Prop. 11.4.1].
(e) The duality functor is constructed in [Moc15, Th. 13.3.1].
(f) Stability by the localization and dual-localization functors [?H] is shown in
[Moc15, §11.2].
We introduce below (see Section 1.3.f) the category Rint-ιTriples(X), by using the
involution ι instead of σ. We will consider the sheaf DbX ◦/C∗z of distributions on X
◦
which are C∞ with respect to z (see Section 1.3.c). An object of Rint-ιTriples(X) is a
triple (M ′,M ′′, ιC), where M ′,M ′′ are as above and ιC is a DX ◦ ⊗C ι∗DX ◦ -linear
pairing M ′◦ ⊗C ι∗M ′′◦ → DbX ◦/C∗z .
This category is equipped with functors fk† and g
+ as above. Since a distribution
in DbX ◦/C∗z restricts to a distribution in DbX×S/S , and since σ and ι coincide on S,
we have a natural functor Rint-ιTriples(X) 7→ Rint-Triples(X) compatible with the
above functors (see Section 1.3.f).
Definition 1.24 (of ιMTMint(X)). — The category ιMTMint(X) is the full subcategory
of WRint-ιTriples(X) consisting of objects whose image by the natural functor
WRint-ιTriples(X) 7−→WRint-Triples(X)
is an object of MTMint(X).
Our main result in this chapter is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.25 (Equivalence between ιMTMint(X) and MTMint(X))
The restriction functor ιMTMint(X) 7→ MTMint(X) is an equivalence, compatible
with pushforward by a projective morphism, pullback by a smooth morphism, external
tensor product, duality, and localization along a divisor H.
Proving essential surjectivity amounts to showing the existence of a unique lift-
ing of CS to ιC. The full faithfulness then means that any integrable morphism
compatible with CS is also compatible with ιC. Note also that the duality functor
on ιMTMint(X) still needs to be defined, as it is a priori not defined on the whole
category Rint-ιTriples(X).
We will prove (see Section 1.4) by induction on d the following statements:
(a) For each T = ((M ′,M ′′, CS),W•) ∈ MTMint(X) supported in dimension 6 d,
there exists an integrable lifting ιC of CS (which is unique, according to Lemma 1.62).
(b) Each morphism λ : T1 → T2 in MTMint(X) between objects of support 6 d is
compatible with ιC constructed in (a).
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By the uniqueness proved in Lemma 1.62, it is enough to solve (a) locally, and
then (b) is also a local question. The case d = 0 is given by Lemma 1.61.
The proof will use the local description of an object of MTMint(X) with support
of dimension d by gluing, in a functorial way, objects supported in dimension < d
with an object defined from a good admissible variation of mixed twistor structure
(see [Moc15, Prop.11.1.1&Eq. (11.2)]).
1.3. The category ιMTMint(X)
In this section we introduce the notion of a ι-sesquilinear pairing, which is not the
one used in the definition of Rint-Triples(X). We will make precise the functors on
the corresponding category Rint-ιTriples(X).
1.3.a. Short reminder on strictly specializable R-module along h = 0
We continue using Notation 0.11. Let h : X → C be a holomorphic function and
let M be a coherent RX -module or a coherent RX (∗H)-module which is strictly
specializable along (h), i.e.,Mh is so along (t) (see [Sab05, §3.4.a]), and let us denote
by V•Mh the V -filtration, indexed by real numbers (notice however that the notation
of indices in the present article is shifted by one with respect to the notation in loc. cit.,
since we use the operator tðt instead of ðtt). This filtration is a priori defined only
locally with respect to z, but for u = (a, α) ∈ R × C, the nearby cycles ψh,uM ,
defined from the local V -filtrations (see loc. cit. and [Moc07, §14.2.5]) can be glued
with respect to z. We say thatM is strictly R-specializable along h = 0 if the indices u
such that ψh,uM 6= 0 belong to R × {0}, so that we write this module ψh,aM and,
with respect to the notation in loc. cit., the V -filtration is globally defined, as already
noticed in [Sab05, Rem. 3.3.6(2)]. The V -filtration satisfies Vα+kMh = t−kVαMh for
α ∈ [0, 1) and k ∈ −N (resp. k ∈ Z in the (∗H) case).
Let λ : M1 → M2 be a strictly specializable morphism between strictly
R-specializable RX -modules or RX (∗H)-modules (see loc. cit.). Then λ is V -strict,
and kerλ, imλ, cokerλ are strictly R-specializable with the expected behaviour of
the V -filtration (see [Sab05, Lem. 3.3.10]).
1.3.b. Some properties of integrable RX -modules
Proposition 1.26. — Let M be an integrable holonomic RX -module with character-
istic variety contained in Λ × Cz for some Lagrangian subvariety Λ ⊂ T ∗X and let
M (∗z) := RintX [1/z] ⊗RintX M be the associated localized module, that we also regard
as a coherent DX /Cz [1/z]-module endowed with a compatible structure of DX [1/z]-
module.
(1) Then M (∗z) is a holonomic DX -module and its characteristic variety as a
DX [1/z]-module is contained in Λ×(T ∗C∗zC∗z∪T ∗ΣC∗z) for some discrete subset Σ ⊂ Cz.
(2) If moreoverM is strictly specializable along some holomorphic function h, then
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(a) M is strictly R-specializable along h; in particular, [Sab05, Lem. 7.3.8]
applies;
(b) the V -filtration ofM ◦h :=Mh|X ◦h along Hh as an RX ◦h -module coincides
with that as a DX ◦h -module; in particular, for a ∈ R, ψh,aM ◦ is equal to the
nearby cycle module attached to the holonomic DX ◦-module M ◦.
Proof
(1) Note that M (∗z) is a coherent DX /Cz [1/z]-module with characteristic va-
riety contained in Λ × C∗z ⊂ T ∗(X ◦/C∗z). If M is integrable, then M (∗z) is a
DX [1/z]-module. As such it has the presentation
DX [1/z]⊗DX /Cz [1/z] M (∗z)
∂z ⊗ Id− Id⊗∂z−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ DX [1/z]⊗DX /Cz [1/z] M (∗z)
−→M (∗z) −→ 0,
where the first map can simply be written as
M (∗z)[∂z] −→M (∗z)[∂z]∑
k>0
mk∂
k
z 7−→
∑
k>0
(mk−1 − ∂zmk)∂kz ,
and induces an exact sequence
0 −→M (∗z)[∂z] −→M (∗z)[∂z] −→M (∗z) −→ 0.
Clearly,M (∗z)[∂z] is DX [1/z]-subholonomic with characteristic variety contained in
Λ× T ∗C∗z. Then M (∗z) is DX [1/z]-holonomic with characteristic variety contained
in Λ × T ∗C∗z. Since it is conic and Lagrangian in T ∗X ◦, it must be of the form
given in the statement for some Σ ⊂ C∗z, and we obtain the discreteness of Σ in Cz
because we worked over the ring DX [1/z] (and not only over DX ◦). It now follows
from [Kas78, Th. 1.3] that M (∗z) is DX -holonomic.
(2) (See also [Moc11b, Lem. 7.3].) Due to the strict specializability of M , the
statement in (2a) holds as soon as it holds for M ◦. We will therefore treat (2a)
and (2b) for M ◦. By [Sab05, Prop. 7.3.1], each V (zo)β M
◦
h is stable by ∂z (β ∈ R),
hence is V0DX h◦ -coherent. On the one hand, the minimal polynomial of −t∂t on
grV
(zo)
β M
◦
h takes the form
∏
γ∈C
(
s−β+(γ/z−γz))νγ and on the other hand, sinceM ◦h
is DX ◦h -holonomic, it is of the form
∏
δ∈C(s − δ)νδ , according to [Kas78]. As a
consequence, the possible γ’s are zero and the possible δ’s are equal to β, hence are
real. Therefore, the filtration V (zo)• M ◦h satisfies the characteristic properties of the
Kashiwara-Malgrange filtration of the holonomic DX ◦h -module M
◦
h , hence is equal
to it. The remaining assertions are then clear.
1.3.c. Sheaves of Ω-C∞ distributions
(See [Sab05, §0.5] and [Moc15, §2.1.3] for this section.) Let Ω be a complex
manifold equipped with a volume form dvolΩ (one can also consider a real-analytic
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manifold with a volume form, embedded into its complexification ΩC). Our main
example will be the case of an open set of C∗z with dvolΩ = i2pi (dz/z) ∧ (dz/z) (we
also consider the case where Ω = S = {|z| = 1} with its standard volume form).
Notation 1.27. — If Ω is real-analytic, we define OX×Ω as the sheaf-theoretic restric-
tion of OX×ΩC to X × Ω, and DX×Ω as the subsheaf of (DX×ΩC)|X×Ω generated by
OX×Ω,ΘX and partial derivatives with respect to coordinate in Ω.
We denote by X the complex conjugate manifold with OX := OX . We then set
OX×Ω,X×Ω := OX×Ω ⊗C OX×Ω DX×Ω,X×Ω := DX×Ω ⊗C DX×Ω.
If Ω is real-analytic, we can replace X × Ω with X × Ω.
The sheaf of distributions DbX×Ω is a left DX×Ω,X×Ω-module. We will consider
the sheaf DbX×Ω/Ω of distributions on X×Ω which are continuous with respect to Ω
(see [Sab05, §0.5]). Recall that a section u ∈ Γ(W,DbX×Ω/Ω) is a C∞(Ω)-linear
morphism from the space of relative forms of maximal degree 2dX with compact
support on W ⊂ X × Ω to the space C0c (Ω), which is continuous with respect to the
usual topologies on these spaces. Since a volume form is fixed on Ω, we can regard
DbX×Ω/Ω as a subsheaf of DbX×Ω by the natural injective morphism DbX×Ω/Ω →
DbX×Ω, defined by u 7→
∫
Ω
u(•)dvolΩ, which is C∞X×Ω-linear.
As is usual, we define the conjugate u of a relative distribution in DbX×Ω/Ω as
u(•) := u(•). If Ω = C∗z, we also define ι∗u as ι∗u(•) := ι∗(u(ι∗•)). We give a similar
definition for σ∗u for u in DbX×S/S (defined similarly, see [Sab05, §0.5]).
For k ∈ N, we say that u ∈ DbX×Ω/Ω(W ) is Ck with respect to Ω if all its deriva-
tives up to order k with respect to Ω, when considered as elements of DbX×Ω(W ),
belong to (the image of) DbX×Ω/Ω(W ). For a vector field ς on Ω and a test relative
form χ on W , we then have (ςu)(χ) = −u(ς(χ)) in C0c (Ω). This leads to the natural
definition of Db∞X×Ω/Ω(W ), which is seen to be a Γ(W,DX×Ω,X×Ω)-module.
Pullback with respect to Ω. — Let ν : Ω′ ↪→ Ω be the inclusion of a closed submanifold.
For W ⊂ X × Ω, set W ′ = W ∩ (X × Ω′). For u ∈ DbX×Ω/Ω(W ) and η a relative
test form of maximal degree on W , u(η)|Ω′ only depends on η|W ′ . For any relative
test form η′ on W ′, we choose η with η|Ω′ = η′ and we set ν∗u(η′) = u(η)|Ω′ . Then
ν∗η ∈ DbX×Ω′/Ω′(W ′). This defines a restriction morphism ν∗ : ν−1DbX×Ω/Ω →
DbX×Ω′/Ω′ . We will mainly consider the case of the inclusion ν : S ↪→ C∗z, for which
we obtain the natural restriction morphism
(1.28) ν−1DbX ◦/C∗z −→ DbX×S/S .
Let q : Ω′ := Ω × Ω˜ → Ω be the projection For u ∈ Γ(W,DbX×Ω/Ω) the pullback
q∗u ∈ Γ(q−1W,DbX×Ω′/Ω′) is defined as follows: for η′(x, z, z˜) ∈ Γc(q−1W,E dX ,dXX×Ω′/Ω′)
and for z˜ fixed, u(η′(x, z, z˜)) belongs to C0c (Ω). When z˜ varies, this defines an element
of C0c (Ω× Ω˜), that we denote by q∗u(η′).
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For any C∞ map µ : Ω′ → Ω, we decompose it as µ = q ◦ ν and we set µ∗u :=
ν∗(q∗u) ∈ DbX×Ω′/Ω′(W ′), with W ′ := µ−1(W ). We denote by Tµ the tangent map
Θ∞Ω′ → µ∗Θ∞Ω . The following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 1.29. — If u ∈ Db∞X×Ω/Ω(W ), then µ∗u ∈ Db∞X×Ω′/Ω′(W ′), and for any vector
field ς ′ on µ−1W , setting Tµ(ς ′) =
∑
i ϕi ⊗ ςi, with ϕi ∈ C∞(W ′) and ςi ∈ Θ∞(W ),
we have ς ′µ∗u =
∑
i ϕiµ
∗(ςiu).
Pullback with respect to X by a smooth morphism. — Let g : X → Y be a smooth
morphism of complex manifolds, and set dX = dimX, dY = dimY . We denote by
the same letter the map g × Id : X × Ω → Y × Ω or X × S → Y × S. Integration
along the fibres of g sends the space Γc(X ×Ω,E dX ,dXX×Ω/Ω) of relative forms of maximal
X-degree with compact support to the space Γc(Y × Ω,E dY ,dYY×Ω/Ω). As a consequence,
we can define the smooth pullback g∗ : g−1DbY×Ω/Ω → DbX×Ω/Ω by the formula
(g∗u)(χ) = u
(∫
h
χ
)
. Note that
DX×Ω→Y×Ω := OX×Ω ⊗g−1OY×Ω g−1DY×Ω
is DY×Ω-flat. Let us set
g++Db∞Y×Ω/Ω := D(X×Ω,X×Ω)→(Y×Ω,Y×Ω) ⊗
g−1DY×Ω,Y×Ω
g−1Db∞Y×Ω/Ω .
In other words,
(1.30) g++Db∞Y×Ω/Ω = g
∗Db∞Y×Ω/Ω := OX×Ω,X×Ω ⊗g−1OY×Ω,Y×Ω g−1Db∞Y×Ω/Ω
as an OX×Ω,X×Ω-module, and the left action of DX×Ω,X×Ω is the natural one. By
extending the smooth pullback above, we obtain a DX×Ω,X×Ω-linear morphism
(1.31) g++Db∞Y×Ω/Ω −→ Db∞X×Ω/Ω,
which is compatible with the action of derivations with respect to Ω.
Pushforward by a proper morphism. — Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of
complex manifolds. We will now use currents of maximal degree (with respect to X
or Y ) and use dvolΩ to switch from distributions to currents with respect to Ω. In-
tegration of currents defines a morphism
∫
f
: f∗ C
dX ,dX
X×Ω/Ω → CdY ,dYY×Ω/Ω, which preserves
differentiability with respect to Ω and extends as a DY×Ω,Y×Ω-linear morphism
(1.32) f++ C
∞,dX ,dX
X×Ω/Ω −→ C∞,dY ,dYY×Ω/Ω ,
induced by the right action of DY×Ω,Y×Ω, where we have set
f++ C
∞,dX ,dX
X×Ω/Ω := f∗
(
C∞,dX ,dXX×Ω/Ω ⊗DX×Ω,X×ΩD(X×Ω,X×Ω)→(Y×Ω,Y×Ω)
)
= f∗ C
∞,dX ,dX
X×Ω/Ω ⊗OY×Ω,Y×ΩDY×Ω,Y×Ω.
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External tensor product. — Let u ∈ DbX×Ω(W ) and v ∈ DbY×Ω(W ′). If χ(x, y, z, z′)
is an (Ω × Ω)-relative test form on W × W ′, then 〈vy,z′ , χ〉 is an Ω-relative
test form on W and the external tensor product u  v is the distribution in
DbX×Y×Ω×Ω(W×W ′) defined by
〈ux,z  vy,z′ , χ(x, y, z, z′)〉 =
〈
ux,z, 〈vy,z′ , χ(x, y, z, z′)〉
〉
.
If u, v are C0 with respect to Ω, i.e., are sections of DbX×Ω/Ω and DbY×Ω/Ω, then
uv is C0 with respect to Ω×Ω. We can thus restrict it to the diagonal Ω ↪→ Ω×Ω,
and obtain a relative distribution denoted by uz v in DbX×Y×Ω/Ω. Differentiability
with respect to Ω is preserved.
Localization. — Let H be a hypersurface of X. We set
DbX×Ω/Ω(∗H) = OX×Ω(∗(H × Ω))⊗OX×Ω DbX×Ω/Ω .
Then DbX×Ω/Ω(∗H) is naturally identified with the image of the natural morphism
DbX×Ω/Ω → j∗j−1DbX×Ω/Ω, if j : X rH ↪→ X denotes the open inclusion, whose
kernel consists of relative distributions supported by H × Ω. We also denote this
image by DbmodH(XrH)×Ω/Ω. A similar result holds for Db
∞
X×Ω/Ω.
1.3.d. Short reminder on σ-sesquilinear pairings
Given a section P (x, z,ðx) ofRX |S , we denote by P its conjugate, which is an anti-
holomorphic differential operator, and by σ∗P its pullback by σ, which is a section of
RX |S . One can identify RX |S with DX×S/S and RX |S with DX×S/S .
By an integrable σ-sesquilinear pairing CS on a pair (M ′,M ′′) of leftRintX -modules,
we mean a C-linear morphism
(1.33) CS :M ′S ⊗C σ∗M ′′S −→ DbX×S/S
such that, for sections m′ ofM ′ on U ×Ω ⊂ X×S (resp. m′′ ofM ′′ on U ×σ−1(Ω)),
we have, for any P ∈ Γ(U × Ω,RX |S), the following equalities in DbX×S/S :
(1.34) CS(Pm′, σ∗m′′) = PCS(m′, σ∗m′′), CS(m′, σ∗Pm′′) = σ∗PCS(m′, σ∗m′′),
(in particular it descends to M ′S ⊗OS σ∗M ′′S ) satisfying the integrability property:
−i∂ϑCS(m′, σ∗m′′) = CS(z∂zm′, σ∗m′′)− CS(m′, σ∗z∂zm′′).
The latter equality is seen in DbX×S . However, as seen in Section 1.3.c, it means
precisely that CS is C1 with respect to S and the equality holds in DbX×S/S . It
follows, by iterating the vector field ∂ϑ, that CS takes values in Db∞X×S/S . As a
consequence, (1.34) holds for any local section P of DX×S .
Convention 1.35. — In order to simplify notation, we will simply use the notation
DbX×Ω/Ω for Db∞X×Ω/Ω, when Ω = S or Ω = C∗z.
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Remark 1.36 (The category Rint-Triples(X)). — The objects of Rint-Triples(X) are
triples T = (M ′,M ′′, CS) consisting of RintX -modules M
′,M ′′ and an integrable
pairing between them, and morphisms consist of pairs of morphisms (λ′, λ′′) of
RintX -modules (with λ
′′ covariant and λ′ contravariant) which are compatible with
the pairings. (2) Forgetting the integrable structure gives a functor to the category
R-Triples(X). Given an integrable triple T , any other action of z2∂z is obtained
by replacing z2∂z : M ′ →M ′ with z2∂z + λ′, where λ′ is any RX -linear morphism
M ′ → M ′, and similarly for M ′′ with λ′′. The modified action is compatible
with CS , i.e., defines a new action on T , if and only if λ′, λ′′ satisfy
z−1CS(λ′(m′), σ∗m′′) = CS(m′, σ∗z−1λ′′(m′′))
for any local sections m′ of M ′|S and m
′′ of M ′′|S . This equality means that (λ
′, λ′′)
defines a morphism in R-Triples(X):
(1.36 ∗) λ : T −→ T ⊗ T (−1).
If T is the trivial rank-one twistor structure on a point, that is, the vector bundle OP1z ,
an integrable structure is a connection with poles of order two at most at z = 0 and
z =∞, and no other pole, that is, in the given trivialization, a polynomial of degree
two in z. Starting from the triple (OCz ·e,OCz ·e, CS) with CS(e, σ∗e) = 1 and the
standard action of z2∂z on OCz , any other integrable structure is given by a pair
of morphisms λ′, λ′′, which are thus multiplications by entire holomorphic functions
on Cz, denoted by λ′(z), λ′′(z). The compatibility condition reads
(1.36 ∗∗) λ′(z) = −z2λ′′(−1/z),
which implies (by considering the series expansion of these entire holomorphic func-
tions) that λ′(z), λ′′(z) are polynomials of degree two and λ′ determines λ′′.
Definition 1.37 (Equivalent integrable structures). — We will say that two integrable
structures on a given object T of R-Triples(X) are equivalent if one is obtained
from the other by tensoring by an integrable structure on the trivial rank-one twistor
structure on a point, that is, if the corresponding morphism (1.36 ∗) takes the form
(λ′(z) Id, λ′′(z) Id), with λ′, λ′′ satisfying (1.36 ∗∗).
Example 1.38. — Set λ′(z) = a+ bz + cz2, so that λ′′(z) = −c+ bz − az2. Then
(1.38∗) ((M ′, z2∂z + λ′(z)), (M ′′, z2∂z + λ′′(z)), CS)
' ((M ′, z2∂z + a+ bz), (M ′′, z2∂z − c+ bz), e−cz−a/zCS).
Remark 1.39 (Uniqueness of the integrable structure up to equivalence)
Assume X is a smooth complex projective variety and let M be an irreducible
holonomic DX -module. According to one of the main results in [Moc11a], there
2. Replacing CS with cCS with c > 0 obviously leads to an isomorphic object.
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exists a unique (up to isomorphism) pure twistor D-module T of weight 0 giving rise
to M by the functor ΞDR (Notation 0.12).
An integrable structure (if any) on T is obtained from a given one through a
morphism λ : T → T (−1), after Remark 1.36. Set λ = (λ′, λ′′). Then for any
given zo 6= 0, λ′|zo : M ′zo → M ′zo takes the form c′(zo) Id since M ′zo is an irreducible
DX -module. It follows that λ′ = c′(z) Id and similarly λ′′ = c′′(z) Id, with c′(z), c′′(z)
holomorphic, and defining an integrable structure on the trivial twistor structure of
rank one on a point.
Hence, any irreducible holonomic DX -module underlies at most one object of pure
weight 0 (up to equivalence of integrable structures) in MTMint(X).
1.3.e. ι-Sesquilinear pairing
We use Convention 1.35. By a ι-sesquilinear pairing on a pair (M ′,M ′′) of left
RintX -modules, we mean a C-linear morphism
(1.40) ιC :M ′◦ ⊗C ι∗M ′′◦ −→ DbX ◦/C∗z
such that, for sections m′ of M ′ on U × Ω (resp. m′′ of M ′′ on U × ι−1(Ω)) with
Ω ⊂ C∗z, we have, for any P ∈ Γ(U × Ω,DX ◦), the following equalities in DbX ◦/C∗z :
(1.41) ιC(Pm′, ι∗m′′) = P ιC(m′, ι∗m′′), ιC(m′, ι∗Pm′′) = ι∗P ιC(m′, ι∗m′′).
In particular,
ιC(z∂zm
′, ι∗m′′) = z∂z ιC(m′, ι∗m′′),
ιC(m
′, ι∗z∂zm′′) = z∂z ιC(m′, ι∗m′′),
(1.42)
where ι is missing on the last term because ι∗z∂z = z∂z. Working in polar coordinates
z = %eiϑ, this can be written as
−i∂ϑ ιC(m′, ι∗m′′) = ιC(z∂zm′, ι∗m′′)− ιC(m′, ι∗z∂zm′′),
%∂% ιC(m
′, ι∗m′′) = ιC(z∂zm′, ι∗m′′) + ιC(m′, ι∗z∂zm′′).
(1.43)
Lemma 1.44. — The restriction (in the sense of (1.28)) to S of an integrable sesquilin-
ear pairing (1.40) is an integrable sesquilinear pairing (1.33).
Proof. — Indeed, ι and σ coincide when restricted to S, hence σ∗(PS) = ι∗(PS) for
a differential operator.
Remark 1.45. — We note that ιC is DX ◦,X ◦ -linear, so if we regard ιC as aDX ◦ -linear
morphism
(1.45 ∗) M ′◦ −→HomDX ◦ (ι∗M ′′◦,DbX ◦/C∗z ),
we obtain by composition with the natural inclusionDbX ◦/C∗z ↪→ DbX ◦ a DX ◦ -linear
morphism M ′◦ →HomDX ◦ (ι∗M ′′◦,DbX ◦).
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Remark 1.46 (Restriction to zo ∈ C∗z). — For zo ∈ C∗z, we denote byM zo the quotient
of the RX -moduleM by the submodule (z− zo)M , that we regard as a DX -module
by identifying RzoX ◦ with DX . Then a ι-sesquilinear pairing ιC can be restricted as a
DX ⊗C DX -linear pairing ιCzo :M ′zo ⊗CM ′′−zo → DbX .
1.3.f. Standard functors on Rint-ιTriples(X)
The category Rint-ιTriples(X) is defined in a way very similar to Rint-Triples(X)
by considering triples (M ′,M ′′, ιC) instead of triples (M ′,M ′′, CS) (see [Sab05,
Chap. 7]). By Lemma 1.44, we have a natural functor
Rint-ιTriples(X) 7−→ Rint-Triples(X)
by restricting ιC to S, and considering it as a σ-sesquilinear pairing. We now define
functors on the category on the left-hand side. Let ιT = (M ′,M ′′, ιC) be an object
of Rint-ιTriples(X).
Example 1.47 (Changing the integrable structure). — Let λ′(z), λ′′(z) be as in Exam-
ple 1.38, and let (M˜ ′, M˜ ′′, CS) denote the object (M ′,M ′′, CS) ofR-Triples(X) with
modified integrable structure (z2∂z + λ′(z), z2∂z + λ′′(z)). Then the corresponding
object of Rint-Triples(X) is (M˜ ′, M˜ ′′, ιC˜) with
ιC˜ = |z|2bea(z−1/z)+c(z−1/z)ιC.
We also have
(1.47 ∗) (M˜ ′, M˜ ′′ιC˜) '
(
(M ′, z2∂z+a+bz), (M ′′, z2∂z−c+bz), |z|2be−(a/z+c/z)ιC
)
.
Definition 1.48 (Tate twist). — For ` ∈ Z, we set ιT (`) := ιT ⊗ ιT (`) (see Example
1.14).
Definition 1.49 (Adjunction). — The adjoint ιT ∗ of ιT is defined as ιT ∗ =
(M ′′,M ′, ιC∗) with ιC∗(m′′, ι∗m′) := ι∗ιC(m′, ι∗m′′). (Note that (1.41) clearly
holds for ιC∗.)
Definition 1.50 (Pullback by a smooth morphism). — Let g : X → Y be a smooth
morphism and let ιT be an object of Rint-ιTriples(Y ). Then g+ιT is defined as
(g+M ′, g+M ′′, g+ιC), where g+M is the pullback as an RintY -module, and g
+
ιC is
defined as follows. Firstly, ιC induces a DX ◦,X ◦ -linear morphism
g+M ′◦ ⊗
C
ι∗g+M ′′◦ → D(X ◦,X ◦)→(Y ◦,Y ◦) ⊗
g−1O
Y ◦,Y ◦
g−1DbY ◦/C∗z = g
++DbY ◦/C∗z ,
and, by composing with (1.31), we obtain an integrable sesquilinear pairing g+ιC.
In order to get the compatibility with the behaviour of mixed Hodge modules,
one modifies a little the pullback functor. Let us denote by TO(X) the object of
R-Triples(X) defined as (M ′,M ′′, CS)=(zdXOX ,OX , CS), with CS(zdX , 1)=zdX .
The polarization is adapted accordingly (see [Moc15, §13.5.2.1]). It is an object
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of Rint-Triples(X) if the z2∂z-action on M ′ is the action induced by that on OX .
Lastly, one can define similarly the object ιTO(X) of Rint-ιTriples(X) by defin-
ing ιC correspondingly. We have TO(X) ' UX(dX , 0) (resp. ιTO(X) ' ιUX(dX , 0)),
see Examples 1.14(2) and 1.18.
Definition 1.51 (Normalized pullback by a smooth morphism)
For g : X → Y smooth and let ιT be an object of Rint-ιTriples(Y ). We define
Tg
+
ιT as (zdX/Y g+M ′, g+M ′′, g+ιC). It is an object of Rint-ιTriples(X).
If g : X=Y×Z→Y is a projection, then Tg+ιT = ιT z ιTO(Z) (see below forz).
Definition 1.52 (Pushforward by a proper morphism). — Let f : X → Y be a mor-
phism between complex manifolds. The pushforward objects f j† ιT (j ∈ Z) are de-
fined as in [Sab05, §1.6.d]. For j ∈ Z we obtain a functor f j† : Rint-ιTriples(X) 7→
Rint-ιTriples(Y ) (see [Sab05, Prop. 7.1.4]).
Definition 1.53 (External tensor product). — The external tensor product
z : Rint-ιTriples(X)×Rint-ιTriples(Y ) 7−→ Rint-ιTriples(X × Y )
is defined as usual for the Rint-modules. Let X,Y be complex manifolds and
set Z = X × Y . We set OXzY := OX OCz OY and similarly for RXzY .
Then OZ (resp. RZ ) is flat over OXzY (resp. RXzY ). For M ∈ Mod(RX )
and N ∈ Mod(RY ), the external tensor product M z N ∈ Mod(RXzY ) can
also be considered as being in Mod(RZ ) after tensoring with RZ . If M ,N are
endowed with a compatible action of z2∂z, then so is M zN by using the Leibniz
rule. For the sesquilinear pairing, one uses the relative external tensor product of
relative distributions as defined in Section 1.3.c. The integrability property is clearly
preserved. In order to avoid any derived external tensor product, it is natural to
assume that M ,N are strict.
Remark 1.54 (Specialization of a ι-sesquilinear pairing). — The definition of the
nearby cycles along a function h : X → C of a ι-sesquilinear pairing between
integrable strictly specializable RX -modules is obtained as for a σ-sesquilinear
pairing (see [Sab05, §3.6& 7.3.b] and [Moc11a, §22.10]). The basic result [Sab05,
Prop. 3.6.4] (see also [Moc11a, §22.10]) also applies to ι-sesquilinear pairings in the
integrable case and is compatible with the restriction considered in Lemma 1.44, and
we will refer without any further ado to results concerning σ-sesquilinear pairings for
application to ι-sesquilinear pairings, as well as to the good behaviour with respect
to restriction 1.44. We emphasize that the property for an object of Rint-ιTriples(X)
to be strictly specializable along h is a condition on the RintX -modules of the object
of Rint-ιTriples(X), not on the ι-sesquilinear pairing.
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Remark 1.55 (Localization and dual localization of a ι-sesquilinear pairing)
The results on localization also apply to ιC, in particular [Moc15, Prop. 3.2.1].
For a hypersurface H of X, the “stupid” localization functor (∗H) sends RX -modules
to RX (∗H)-modules and ι-sesquilinear pairings with values in DbX ◦/C∗z to ι-sesqui-
linear pairings with values in DbmodH(X ◦rH ◦)/C∗z = DbX ◦/C∗z (∗H). This gives rise to the
category Rint-ιTriples(X, (∗H)).
Given now an effective divisor H and H-strictly specializable RintX -modules, there
is a notion of H-localizability for these modules, to which one can apply localiza-
tion functors [?H] (? = ∗, !). An integrable ι-sesquilinear pairing is then automat-
ically localizable, a statement which is proved exactly as in [Moc15, Prop. 3.2.1],
so the functors [?H] are defined on objects of Rint-ιTriples(X) as soon as the RintX -
module components are localizable. The full subcategory Rint-ιTriples(X, [?H]) of
Rint-ιTriples(X) consists of objects ιT satisfying ιT ' ιT [?H] (? = ∗, !).
The following is now straightforward.
Proposition 1.56. — The functors considered above are compatible with the restriction
Rint-ιTriples(X) 7→ Rint-Triples(X).
Remark 1.57 (Beilinson’s construction and gluing). — Beilinson’s construction and
gluing procedure along a function h : X → C, as explained in [Moc15, §4.2]
for the category Rint-Triples(X) can be extended in a straightforward way to
Rint-ιTriples(X), and the restriction functor Rint-ιTriples(X) 7→ Rint-Triples(X)
is compatible with this construction, as well as with the associated definition of
vanishing cycles as done in [Moc15, §4.2.3].
Remark 1.58 (Variations of mixed twistor structures). — Let H be a hypersurface
in X. The notion of variation of integrable mixed twistor structure on (X,H)
is defined in [Moc15, §9.1.1], giving rise to the full subcategory MTSint(X,H) of
WRint-Triples(X, (∗H)): the only condition is that, on X r H, the corresponding
integrable object is a (smooth) variation of mixed twistor structure. A similar defi-
nition leads to ιMTSint(X,H) as a full subcategory of WRint-ιTriples(X, (∗H)), and
the restriction functor
(1.58 ∗) WRint-ιTriples(X, (∗H)) 7−→WRint-Triples(X, (∗H))
sends ιMTSint(X,H) to MTSint(X,H). Moreover, one can also define ιMTSint(X,H)
as the full subcategory of WRint-ιTriples(X, (∗H)) whose objects have restriction
(1.58 ∗) in the subcategory MTSint(X,H) of WRint-Triples(X, (∗H)).
On the other hand, the full subcategoryMTSintadm(X,H) ofMTS
int(X,H) consisting
of admissible variations of mixed twistor structures is defined in two steps. Firstly,
if H = D is a divisor with normal crossings, MTSintadm(X,D) is defined in [Moc15,
§9.1.5]. For H general, the definition is given in [Moc15, §11.3.2] by pushing forward
objects of MTSintadm(X ′, D′) by a suitable projective modification (X ′, D′)→ (X,H).
With the method already used, we define the category ιMTSintadm(X,H) as the
full subcategory of WRint-ιTriples(X, (∗H)) whose objects restrict via (1.58 ∗) to an
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object of MTSintadm(X,H). By definition, (1.58 ∗) induces a functor ιMTSintadm(X,H)→
MTSintadm(X,H).
Remark 1.59 (Compatibility with localization). — Let H be an effective divisor in X.
Recall (see [Moc15, §11.2.2]) that the category MTMint(X, [?H]) is the full subcat-
egory of MTMint(X) consisting of objects satisfying T [?H] ' T . We can define
similarly ιMTMint(X, [?H]) as a full subcategory of ιMTMint(X), the latter being
given by Definition 1.24, and there is a restriction functor
(1.59 ∗) ιMTMint(X, [?H]) 7−→ MTMint(X, [?H]) (? = ∗, !).
If we know the equivalence in Theorem 1.25, we deduce easily that the previous
functor (1.59 ∗) is also an equivalence. However, the proof of the Theorem 1.25 will
go through Beilinson’s construction, which essentially means proving first that the
restriction functor (1.59 ∗) at the localized level is an equivalence.
On the other hand, tensoring with RX (∗H) induces functors
MTMint(X, [∗H]) 7−→WRint-Triples(X, (∗H)),
ιMTM
int(X, [∗H]) 7−→WRint-ιTriples(X, (∗H)).and
Moreover, the first functor is fully faithful (see [Moc15, Lem. 7.1.43&Lem. 11.2.4]).
For the sake of simplicity, we will denote by MTMint(X, (∗H)) its essential image, so
that we have an equivalence
MTMint(X, [∗H]) ' MTMint(X, (∗H)).
As a particular case of [Moc15, Prop. 11.3.3] we obtain that MTSintadm(X,H), the
category of admissible integrable variations of mixed twistor structures on (X,H), is
a full subcategory of MTMint(X, (∗H)).
Once we know that (1.59 ∗) is an equivalence, we deduce that the functor
(1.59 ∗∗) ιMTMint(X, [∗H]) 7−→WRint-ιTriples(X, (∗H))
is fully faithful, and we denote its essential image by ιMTMint(X, (∗H)), which is
therefore equivalent to MTMint(X, (∗H)). We also conclude that ιMTSintadm(X,H) is a
full subcategory of ιMTMint(X, (∗H)). Let us end this remark by noticing that, in the
category ιMTMint(X, (∗H)), the weights produced by the poles alongH are irrelevant,
that is, for an object ιT in ιMTMint(X, [∗H]), we have W•[ιT (∗H)] = [W•ιT ](∗H).
Remark 1.60 (Compatibility with the restriction to z = 1). — Let us notice that the
functors introduced on the category ιMTMint(X) are compatible with the similar
functors on Modhol(DX) by the functor ΞDR : ιT 7→M ′′/(z − 1)M ′′ = M (Notation
0.12). This is mostly obvious for the pushforward by a projective morphism, the
pullback by a smooth morphism and the external tensor product, due to preservation
of strictness by these functors. For nearby cycles, this is due to strict specializability
and local unitarity (see [Sab05, Prop. 3.3.14]), and this implies the property for [?H]
(see also [Moc15, Cor. 11.2.10]). For duality, this is contained in [Moc15, Th. 13.3.1].
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1.4. Proof of Theorem 1.25
1.4.a. The smooth case
The category of smooth integrable R-Triples on X is the full subcategory of
Rint-Triples(X) whose objects (M ′,M ′′, CS) are such that M ′,M ′′ are OX -locally
free of finite rank. We define in a similar way their ι-version.
Lemma 1.61. — The natural functor Rint-ιTriples
sm
(X) 7→ Rint-Triplessm(X) is an
equivalence of categories.
This obviously implies Theorem 1.25 for the full subcategory of smooth objects in
ιMTM
int(X).
Proof. — We note thatM ′◦,M ′′◦ (restrictions ofM ′,M ′′ toX ◦ := X×C∗z) are flat
bundles, and giving CS is equivalent to giving its restriction C∇S to the corresponding
local systems on X × S. The latter takes values in the constant sheaf, due to the
integrability property. The lemma follows then from the property that the inclusion
X × S ↪→X ◦ is a homotopy equivalence, so the pairing
C∇S :M
′∇
S ⊗C σ−1M ′′∇S −→ CX×S ,
that we can rewrite
C∇S :M
′∇
S ⊗C ι−1M ′′∇S −→ CX×S ,
determines in a unique way
ιC
∇ :M ′∇|X ◦ ⊗C ι−1M ′′∇|X ◦ −→ CX ◦ ,
and then in a unique way an integrable ι-sesquilinear pairing
ιC :M
′◦ ⊗C ι∗M ′′◦ −→ DbX ◦/C∗z .
This proves essential surjectivity. Full faithfulness is proved similarly.
1.4.b. The case of graded S-decomposable holonomic RX -modules
Let us consider an object (T ,W ) = ((M ′,M ′′, CS),W ) of WRint-Triples(X) such
that, for each graded object grW` T = (gr
W
−`M
′, grW` M
′′, grW` CS) in the category
Rint-Triples(X), the components grW−`M
′, grW` M
′′ are holonomic, integrable and
strictly S-decomposable (see [Sab05, Def. 3.5.1 & Rem. 7.3.5]).
Lemma 1.62. — Given such an object (T ,W ) in WRint-Triples(X), there is at most
one lifting ιC of CS.
Proof. — We can argue locally in the neighbourhood of any point xo ∈ X. We argue
by induction on the length of the filtrationW•. Let us assume first that T is an object
of Rint-TriplesS-dec(X). Let (Zi)i∈I be the family of strict components of M ′,M ′′
at xo. Due to Remark 1.45, the proof of [Sab05, Prop. 3.5.8] can be applied to show
that ιC :M ′◦Zi ⊗C ι∗M ′′◦Zj → DbX ◦/C∗z is zero as soon as Zi 6= Zj . Let us now assume
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that M ′,M ′′ have the same strict support Z, which is closed irreducible in (X,xo).
According to Kashiwara’s equivalence [Sab05, Cor. 3.3.12] and Section 1.4.a above,
CS has at most one lift ιC on some Zariski dense open set U of Z. It is then enough
to prove that, if some ι-sesquilinear pairing ιC betweenM ′◦ andM ′′◦ vanishes on U ,
then it is zero. We can assume that Z r U is the zero set of some holomorphic
function h on (X,xo) and, up to changing M ′,M ′′ by their direct images by the
graph inclusion ih, we can assume that h is part of a coordinate system and we call
it t.
Since DbX ◦/C∗z ⊂ DbX ◦ , a local section m′ of M ′ satisfies ιC(m′) = 0
(see Remark 1.45) if and only if ιC(m′) is zero in HomDX ◦ (M
′′◦,DbX ◦). By
our assumption, ιC(m′) is zero when restricted to t 6= 0. For any local section m′′
of ι∗M ′′, the distribution ιC(m′)(m′′) is zero away from t = 0 hence, up to shrinking
the neighbourhood of xo, is annihilated by some power of t. Applying this to a
generating finite family of ι∗M ′′ implies that ιC(m′) is annihilated by some power
of t. At this point, we can argue exactly as in the end of the proof of [Sab05,
Prop. 3.5.8].
We now assume that the filtrationW has arbitrary finite length and we argue by in-
duction on its length. Assume for simplicity thatW6−1 = 0. Assume that ιC restricts
to CS = 0 between M ′ and M ′′. By the first part, the pairing ιC between W0M ′
and W0M ′′ is zero. Then the pairing ιC between W0M ′ and W1M ′′ comes from a
pairing between W0M ′ and grW1 M ′′, which is also zero by the first part. Continuing
this way, we conclude that the pairing induced by ιC between W0M ′ andM ′′ or be-
tweenM ′ andW0M ′′ is zero, so we can replaceM ′,M ′′ byM ′/W0M ′,M ′′/W0M ′′
and conclude by induction that ιC is zero.
Remark 1.63. — As a consequence of Lemma 1.62, the essential surjectivity statement
in Theorem 1.25 (hence the equivalence statement) is a local statement on X.
1.4.c. The case of admissible mixed twistor structures
We start from a pair (X,D), where D is a divisor with normal crossings in a
complex manifold X (the setting is local near a point of D, so we can as well work
with coordinates). Let T = ((M ′,M ′′, CS),W•) be an admissible variation of mixed
twistor structure on (X,D) which is good wild (see [Moc15, §9.1.2]). The condition
(Adm0) of loc. cit. ensures the local uniqueness of our construction of ιC, according
to Lemma 1.62, and we will not use it for another purpose. We will now focus on the
condition (Adm1), asserting that T is a smooth good KMS-RX (∗D)-triple, and that
the filtration W• is compatible with the corresponding structures. In particular, CS
takes values in the sheaf DbmodDX×S/S of moderate distributions along D (see [Moc15,
§2.1.4]).
Lemma 1.64. — There exists a ι-sesquilinear pairing ιC with values in DbmodDX ◦/C∗z lift-
ing CS.
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Proof. — It is enough to prove that ιC, as given by Lemma 1.61 on X r D , takes
values in DbmodDX ◦/C∗z when applied to local sections of M
′
|D◦ ,M
′′
|D◦ . The question
is local on D and, by taking a local covering of X ramified along the components
of D, one can assume that the local set of exponential factors (irregular values) of
M ′,M ′′ is non-ramified. Recall that the exponential factors take the form a(x)/z
with a ∈ x−1C[x−1] (where x is a local coordinate system on X adapted to D), and
they form a good family. We work locally at (xo, zo) ∈ D◦.
Let $ : X˜ := X˜ (D)→X denote the real blow-up of X along the components of
D×Cz and let us denote by X˜ ◦ its restriction above C∗z. We have an open inclusion
morphism ˜ : X ◦ r D◦ ↪→ X˜ ◦ whose complementary closed inclusion is denoted
by ı˜ : ∂X˜ ◦ ↪→ X˜ ◦. Let A
X˜
denote the sheaf of C∞ functions on X˜ which are
holomorphic on X˜ r$−1(D×Cz) and let A rdD
X˜
be the subsheaf of functions having
rapid decay along $−1(D × Cz). It is enough to prove the proposition on X˜ ◦ by
considering
M˜ ◦ := A
X˜ ◦ ⊗$−1OX ◦ M ◦ (M =M ′,M ′′).
We now regardM ◦ as a DX ◦ -module, due to integrability. The pushforward L :=
˜∗(M ◦|X ◦rD◦)
∇ of (M ◦|X ◦rD◦)
∇ to X˜ ◦ is a local system on X˜ ◦ whose restriction
ı˜−1L is equipped with a Stokes filtrationL• which is non-ramified by our assumption
and indexed by the good finite family (a) (see [Moc11a, Chap. 4], [Moc11c] and
[Sab13, §9.e]). We denote with an index S the objects restricted to X˜ × S.
Since CS is integrable, it induces a C-bilinear pairing on (X rD)× S:
C∇S : ˜
−1L ′S ⊗C(XrD)×S σ−1˜−1L ′′S −→ C(XrD)×S .
Lemma 1.65. — The pairing C∇S extends in a unique way as a pairing
L ′S ⊗CX˜×S σ−1L ′′S −→ CX˜×S
and this extension induces a pairing of Stokes-filtered local systems
(˜ı−1L ′S ,L
′
S,•)⊗CX˜×S σ−1(˜ı−1L ′′S ,L ′′S,•) −→ (C∂X˜×S ,C∂X˜×S,•),
where the Stokes filtration C∂X˜×S,• is the trivial one, i.e., such that C∂X˜×S =
CX˜×S,60 and for each open stratum D
◦
I of the natural stratification of D, denoting
by D˜◦I := $
−1(D◦I ), we have CD˜◦I×S,<0 = 0.
Proof. — The first assertion is obvious since the inclusion XrD ↪→ X˜ is a homotopy
equivalence. The second assertion follows from [Moc15, Lem. 5.5.1].
Corollary 1.66. — There exists a unique C-bilinear pairing
ιC
∇ : (L ′,L ′′• )⊗C ι−1(L ′′,L ′′•) −→ (CX˜ ◦ ,C∂X˜ ◦,•)
whose restriction to X˜ × S is C∇S .
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Proof. — The existence on X ◦rD◦ is clear, since we can regard C∇S as a morphism
from the dual local system L ′∨S to σ
−1L ′′S = ι−1L ′′S , and the inclusion
(X rD)× S ↪−→ (X rD)× C∗z
induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups pi1.
On ∂X˜ ◦, we regard C∇S as a morphism of good Stokes-filtered local systems, and we
use the equivalence of categories [Moc11c, Th. 3.9] for the inclusion ∂X˜×S ↪→ ∂X˜ ◦,
which is easy in this case since the deformation of each exponential factor a/z = ae−iϑ
is written as % · ae−iϑ, where % varies in R∗+, so not only goodness is preserved in this
deformation, but also the order between the various pairs of exponential factors is
strictly preserved.
End of the proof of Lemma 1.64. — Let us fix a point (x˜o, zo) ∈ ∂X˜ ◦ above (xo, zo).
By the generalized Hukuhara-Turrittin theorem (see [Moc15, Chap. 3], [Sab10,
Th. 12.5]) there exists near (x˜o, zo) an isomorphism
M˜ ◦(x˜o,zo) '
⊕
a,α
[
A
X˜ ,(x˜o,zo)
(∗D)⊗$−1OX ,(xo,zo) (E a/z ⊗Fa,α)
]
,
where a varies in the finite good family above, E a/z :=
(
OX ◦(∗D),d + d(a/z)
)
,
α∈ [0, 1)n and Fa,α is a free OX ◦ -module with flat logarithmic connection whose
residue along Di has eigenvalue αi. There exists thus a horizontal basis ε(zo) =(ε
(zo)
a,α )
of L on some neighbourhood of (x˜o, zo) in X˜ ◦ and an AX˜ ,(x˜o,zo)(∗D)-basis e(zo) =
(e
(zo)
a,α ) of M˜ ◦(x˜o,zo) such that
e
(zo)
a,α = ε
(zo)
a,α · e−a/zx−α Id +N,
where N = Na,α is nilpotent.
The compatibility of ιC∇ with the Stokes filtration asserted by Corollary 1.66 is
equivalent to the vanishing, for any pair (a, b) of exponential factors, of the entries of
the matrix ιC∇(ε
′(zo)
a,α , ε
′′(−zo)
b,β ) as soon as Re(a/z − b/z) < 0 on some nonempty set
containing (x˜o, zo) in its closure (that we use −b/z is due to the involution ι).
On the other hand, we will show that the entries of each matrix ιC(e
′(zo)
a,α , e
′′(−zo)
b,β )
are L1loc and C
∞ with respect to z. Such a matrix can be written as
eb/z−a/z · x−α · x−β · xNta,α · ιC∇(ε′(zo)a,α , ε′′(−zo)b,β ) · xNb,β ,
where Nt is the transpose of N. By the compatibility of ιC∇ with the Stokes fil-
tration, this matrix is nonzero only if eb/z−a/z is bounded near (x˜o, zo). Since the
entries of ιC∇(ε
′(zo)
a,α , ε
′′(−zo)
b,β ) are constant in any case, the L
1
loc property follows from
αi, βi ∈ [0, 1) for all i = 1, . . . , dX , and the C∞ behaviour with respect to z follows
from the same property for eb/z−a/z.
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Remark 1.67 (Full faithfulness). — In the present setting, full faithfulness is obvious.
Indeed, given an integrable morphism λ = (λ′, λ′′) : T1 → T2 in MTMint(X) (that is,
in WRint-Triples(X)), Lemma 1.61 shows that, for local sections m′2,m′′1 ofM ′2,M ′′1 ,
the two moderate distributions ιC(λ′(m′2), ι∗m′′1) and ιC(m
′
2, ι
∗λ′′(m′′1)) coincide on
X ◦ r D◦, hence they coincide, since DbmodDX ◦/C∗z is nothing but the image of the re-
striction morphism DbX ◦/C∗z → j∗Db(X ◦rD◦)/C∗z .
1.4.d. End of the proof of equivalence in Theorem 1.25
Equivalence in the localized case. — Let T be an object of MTMint(X) and let us
denote by Z its support. Let us fix xo ∈ Z ⊂ X. Up to replacing X with a neigh-
bourhood of xo, there exists a hypersurface H of X and a projective modification
e : Z ′ → Z, that we regard also as a morphism e : Z ′ → X, such that Z ′ is smooth,
H ′ := e−1(H) is a divisor with normal crossing in Z ′, and e : Z ′ r H ′ → Z r H
is an isomorphism, and an integrable admissible mixed variation of mixed twistor
structure V on (Z ′, H ′), such that T (∗H) = e0†V (see [Moc15, Prop. 11.1.1]). We
can therefore apply Lemma 1.64 to V , together with the pushforward by e0† (and the
compatibility between pushforward and restriction 1.44), to obtain the existence of ιC
with values in DbmodDX ◦/C∗ lifting CS on T (∗H).
By the argument given in Remark 1.67, we conclude that any morphism T1(∗H)→
T2(∗H) in WRint-Triples(X, (∗H)) is compatible with ιC.
Equivalence: the general case. — As mentioned in Remark 1.55, the prolongations
[!H] and [∗H] of strictly specializable RX (∗H)-triples also apply, in a way compatible
with restriction 1.44, to strictly specializable integrable RX (∗H)-ι-triples (recall that
strict specializability is a property ofM ′,M ′′ only). It follows that the construction
of the Beilinson functor and the corresponding exact sequences (see [Moc15, §4.2])
can be obtained in this category.
Let T and H be as in the localized case above, and assume that H is defined by
a local equation h = 0. By [Moc15, §11.1.4] (which we refer to for the notation),
we can recover T by a gluing procedure from the data of T (∗H) and of an object T ′
of MTMint(X) supported on H, together with integrable morphisms u, v:
ψ
(1)
h T (∗H)
u−−→ T ′ v−−→ ψ(0)h T (∗H).
We know that T (∗H) has a lifting in Rint-ιTriples(X, ∗H), hence ψ(1)h T (∗H) and
ψ
(0)
h T (∗H) have a natural lifting in Rint-ιTriples(X). Moreover, by induction on
the dimension of the support, so has T ′, and u, v are also lifted. It follows that
Glue(T (∗H),T ′, u, v) can also be lifted to Rint-ιTriples(X) (see [Moc15, §4.2.4] for
the definition of the object Glue(T (∗H),T ′, u, v)).
Since the Glue functor is also fully faithful, we obtain similarly the full faithfulness
in Theorem 1.25 by using the full faithfulness in the localized case above together with
the induction hypothesis on the dimension of the support, to treat (T ′, u, v).
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1.4.e. Construction of the duality functor and compatibility by restriction
In order to end the proof of the various compatibilities asserted in Theorem 1.25,
it remains to construct the duality functor on ιMTMint(X) and to prove its compati-
bility with that of MTMint(X) by the restriction 1.44. We follow the construction in
[Moc15, Th. 13.3.1].
Definition 1.68 (Non-degenerate objects ofRint-ιTriples(X))
Let ιT = (M ′,M ′′, ιC) be an object of Rint-ιTriples(X). We say that it is
non-degenerate if the following properties hold:
(a) Regarded as a DX ◦ -ι-sesquilinear pairing with values in DbX ◦ , ιC is non-
degenerate, that is, the induced DX ◦ -linear morphism
M ′◦ −→HomDX ◦ (ι
∗M ′′◦,DbX ◦)
is an isomorphism.
(b) For each zo ∈ C∗z, the induced DX -sesquilinear pairing ιCzo (see Remark 1.46)
is non-degenerate, that is, the induced DX -linear morphism
M ′zo −→HomDX (M ′′−zo ,DbX)
is an isomorphism.
Proposition 1.69. — Any object ιT of ιMTMint(X) is non-degenerate.
Sketch of proof
1.68(a) We argue by induction as in Sections 1.4.c and 1.4.d. We first consider the
notion of non-degeneracy for T (∗H) where ιC takes values in moderate distributions
DbmodHX ◦rH ◦ . In this setting, a ι-sesquilinear pairing is non-degenerate as soon as its
restriction to X rH is so. Therefore, the ι-sesquilinear pairing obtained in the first
part of Section 1.4.d is non-degenerate. Arguing now as in the proof of [Moc15,
Lem. 12.2.1], one finds that ιT [∗H] and ιT [!H] are non-degenerate. By applying
[Moc15, §12.2.4] together with Remark 1.55, and using the argument of the second
part of Section 1.4.d, one obtains the desired property.
1.68(b) The argument is similar, if we note that for any zo ∈ C∗z, the restriction
to zo is compatible with all operations above, by strictness and the fact that, in the
integrable case, any such zo is non-singular in the sense of [Sab05, §09] (see [Sab05,
Prop. 3.3.14(3)]).
Let (ιT ,W•) be an object of ιMTMint(X). It follows from [Moc15, Th. 13.3.1]
that, setting M =M ′ or M ′′, we have
DM := RHomRX (M ,RX ⊗ zdXω−1X )[dX ] =H 0DM .
Moreover, the dual of the restriction T is well-defined and is integrable. By the
arguments similar to those of Section 1.4.d, one obtains in a way similar to [Moc15,
Th. 13.3.1]:
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Proposition 1.70. — Let (ιT ,W•) be an object of ιMTMint(X). Then there exists a
unique integrable ι-sesquilinear pairing DιC between DM ′ and DM ′′, such that, for
each zo ∈ C∗z, (DιC)zo = D(ιCzo), where the latter is given by 1.68(b) and [Moc15,
Th. 14.4.1]. Moreover, DιC restricts toDCS as given by [Moc15, Th. 13.3.1]. Lastly,
DιC, regarded as a DX ◦ ⊗C DX ◦-sesquilinear pairing between DM ′◦ and ι∗DM ′′◦
with values in DbX ◦ , is equal to the dual of ιC as given by [Moc15, Th. 12.4.1].
1.5. Real and good k-structures
In this section, we review the notion of real and good k-rational structure (when k
is a subfield of R) for an object of MTM(X) and MTMint(X), as defined in [Moc15,
§13.4]. In view of the preceding results, the extension of such real and good k-rational
structures to ιMTMint(X) is straightforward.
In a way similar to (1.12) we set, for an object (T ,W ) = ((M ′,M ′′, CS),W ) of
MTM(X),
(1.71)

• T ∨ = DT ,
• T ∗ = (M ′′,M ′, C∗S),
• T c = ι∗(T ∨)∗ = ι∗(T ∗)∨.
These three functors preserve the subcategories MTMint(X) and ιMTMint(X), as
recalled or explained above. Moreover, they behave in a natural way with respect to
the weight filtration W . In particular, we have grW` (T
c) = (grW` T )
c.
We denote by TX(`) the pullback of T (`) (see Examples 1.3 and 1.14) to X. Let us
recall (see [Sab09, Def. 3.1.2] and [Moc11a, Def. 17.1.9]) that, for a pure object T
of weight w, a polarization S is a Hermitian duality of weight w, that is, a morphism
S : T → T ∗⊗TX(−w) such that S ∗ = (−1)wS (by using κ−2w, see (1.3 ∗)) which
satisfies the polarizability property after applying exponentially twisted nearby cycles
along any germ of holomorphic function on X. The functors (1.71) preserve purity
and also act in a natural way on polarizations (see the argument in [Moc15, §13.3.8]).
We can copy Definition 1.6 and Remark 1.7(2), to obtain the definition of
MTM(X,R), MTMint(X,R) and ιMTMint(X,R). Moreover, the natural functor
ιMTM
int(X,R) 7→ MTMint(X,R) is an equivalence of categories.
For an object ((M ′,M ′′, CS), κ) of MTMint(X,R), the localizationM ′′(∗z) ofM ′′
is a holonomic DX -module (see Proposition 1.26(1)) and κ endows its restriction
to X ◦ with an R-Betti structure, and this is compatible with projective pushforward
and duality (see [Moc15, Lem. 13.4.8 & Prop. 13.4.9]). A good real structure consists
of the enrichment of (T , κ) with a real perverse sheaf PR satisfying the following
compatibility properties (similar to that of Definition 1.8):
(1) C ⊗R PR ' pDRM ′′(∗z) and the restriction of this isomorphism to X ◦ is
compatible with the real structures naturally existing on both sides,
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(2) the pre-R-Betti structurePR ofM ′′(∗z) is an R-Betti structure (see [Moc14b,
§7.2.1]), i.e., is compatible with the Stokes structure of M ′′(∗z).
For a subfield k of R, the notion of a good k-structure is defined similarly. The
categories MTMintgood(X,k) and ιMTM
int
good(X,k) are then defined as in Definition 1.9.
Remark 1.72 (Compatibility with a polarization). — As in Section 1.1.c, it would be
natural to add the compatibility of the real structure with the polarization, in the
polarized case, and with some polarization in the polarizable case. Let (T ,S ) be
a pure polarized twistor D-module of some weight. We say that a real structure κ :
T
∼−→ T c is compatible withS if the diagram (1.11) commutes. However, in order to
use the corresponding categories, one would need to check that the standard functors
behave nicely with respect to the polarization, that is, the statements of [Moc15,
Prop. 13.4.6] also hold with this enhanced version of MTM(X,R), MTMint(X,R), and
thus ιMTMint(X,R). As in Section 1.1.c, the notion of a good R-structure (or k-struc-
ture) should be enriched by the following property, in the pure polarized case, and
then extended to the polarizable pure case, and then the mixed case:
(3) the duality Q = S c ◦ κ : T → ι∗T ∨ ⊗ TX(−w) induces an isomorphism of
holonomic DX×Cz -modules with R-Betti structures:
(M ′′(∗z),PR) ∼−→ ι∗(M ′′(∗z),PR)∨ ⊗ (2pii)−wRX×Cz .
(Let us recall that morphisms in the category Hol(X ,R) consist simply of pairs of
compatible morphisms of D-modules and real perverse sheaves, i.e., the category
Hol(X ,R) is full in the category of holonomic D-modules with pre-Betti structure,
see Def. 7.2.2 and below in [Moc14b].)
1.6. Exponential twist
1.6.a. The object ιT ϕ/z in ιMTMintgood(X, [∗P ],Q)
Let ϕ be a meromorphic function on X with reduced pole divisor P ⊂ X. We set
U = X r P . Let OX (∗P ) be the sheaf of meromorphic functions on X with poles
contained in the divisor P × Cz. The z-connection zd + dϕ makes it a coherent
left RX (∗P )-module. Moreover, the action of z2∂z defined by z2∂z · 1 := −ϕ en-
hances this structure to an RintX (∗P )-module structure. It is obtain by exponen-
tially twisting the standard structure (OX (∗P ), zd, z2∂z), i.e., by replacing zd with
e−ϕ/z ◦ zd ◦ eϕ/z and z2∂z with e−ϕ/z ◦ z2∂z ◦ eϕ/z. Our aim is to construct an
object ιT ϕ/z in ιMTMintgood(X, [∗P ],Q) such that (OX (∗P ), zd + dϕ, z2∂z) under-
lies the associated localized object ιT
ϕ/z
∗ := ιT ϕ/z(∗P ) in ιMTMintgood(X, (∗P ),Q).
(Recall that the “stupid” localization functor (∗P ) is not the appropriate one in
MTM(X),MTMint(X), ιMTM
int(X), and has to be replaced with the functor [∗P ].)
This will make more precise the construction in [SY15, §3].
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The smooth case. — We first construct the object in ιMTSint(X,P ) (see Remark
1.58). We denote by E ϕ/z∗ the RX (∗P )-module OX (∗P ) equipped with the
z-connection zd + dϕ. It is also equipped with the z2∂z-action as above. Let
(C∞U , ∂, h) be the trivial bundle with its standard holomorphic structure, equipped
with its standard metric for which h(1, 1) = 1. Consider it as a harmonic Higgs
bundle on U with holomorphic Higgs field θ = dϕ. The associated flat bundle is
(OU ,d + dϕ). We associate with it an integrable triple T
ϕ/z
U = (E
ϕ/z
U ,E
ϕ/z
U , CS)
where, for z ∈ S,
CS(1, 1) = exp(ϕ/z − zϕ)
(see [Sab04, §2.2]). It follows that T ϕ/zU is an integrable polarized variation of smooth
twistor structure of weight 0, equivalently an integrable pure polarized smooth twistor
D-module of weight 0. The polarization S is equal to (Id, Id). The associated
ι-sesquilinear pairing is given by
ιC(1, 1) = exp(ϕ/z − ϕ/z).
If we stay away from P , the object thus defined is isomorphic to the integrable triple
(or ι-triple) associated with (OU , zd, z2∂z).
On the other hand, we note that the functions exp(ϕ/z − zϕ) on U × S and
exp(ϕ/z−ϕ/z) on U×C∗z have moderate growth, as well as all their derivatives, along
P ×S and P ×C∗z. They define thus moderate distributions depending continuously
on z, and therefore
T
ϕ/z
∗ := (E
ϕ/z
∗ ,E
ϕ/z
∗ , exp(ϕ/z − zϕ))
is an object of MTSint(X,P ), while
ιT
ϕ/z
∗ := (E
ϕ/z
∗ ,E
ϕ/z
∗ , exp(ϕ/z − ϕ/z))
is an object of ιMTSint(X,P ).
We have
C∨S(1, 1) = exp(−ϕ/z + zϕ), C∗S(1, 1) = CS(1, 1),
so that
(1.73) (T ϕ/z∗ )∨ = T
−ϕ/z
∗ , (T
ϕ/z
∗ )∗ = T
ϕ/z
∗ , (T
ϕ/z
∗ )c = T
ϕ/z
∗
in MTSint(X,P ), and the latter equality is interpreted as an integrable real structure
κ : T
ϕ/z
∗
∼−→ (T ϕ/z∗ )c. A similar statement holds for ιT ϕ/z∗ .
The object in ιMTMint(X, [∗P ]). — It follows from [Moc15] (see [SY15, Prop. 3.3])
that E ϕ/z∗ is localizable along P and the coherent RX -module E ϕ/z := (E
ϕ/z
∗ )[∗P ]
is integrable and underlies an object T ϕ/z of MTMint(X) extending T ϕ/z∗ . By con-
struction, it satisfies T ϕ/z = T ϕ/z[∗P ], i.e., belongs to MTMint(X, [∗P ]).
The case when ϕ is a morphism X → P1 is simpler than the general case. Then
E ϕ/z = E
ϕ/z
∗ and T ϕ/z is the canonical prolongation of T
ϕ/z
∗ in the sense of
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[Moc11a], and is an object of MTMint(X) which is pure of weight 0 and polarized
by S = (Id, Id) (see [SY15, Prop. 3.3]).
In general, however, T ϕ/z can be mixed, but the graded objects of nonzero degree
with respect to the weight filtration are supported on P . Let e : X ′ → X be a
projective modification such that e−1(P ) has normal crossings and e∗ϕ is good, i.e.,
its pole divisor P ′ does not intersect its zero divisor. Set also e−1(P ) = P ′∪H ′. Then
T ϕ
′/z[∗H ′] is an admissible mixed twistor structure on (X, e−1(P )), in the sense of
[Moc15, §9.1.4], and T ϕ/z = e0†T
ϕ′/z[∗H ′] (we omit to mention here the weight
filtration).
By using the ι-version, we obtain an object ιT ϕ/z of ιMTMint(X, [∗P ]) extending
ιT
ϕ/z
∗ and corresponding to T ϕ/z. If ϕ induces a morphism X → P1, it is pure of
weight 0.
Real structure and good Q-structure. — Let us recall that the “stupid” localization
functor MTMint(X, [∗P ]) 7→ MTMint(X, (∗P )) is fully faithful (in fact, an equivalence,
by the very definition of the category MTMint(X, (∗P )), see Remark 1.59), as well as
ιMTM
int(X, [∗P ]) 7→ ιMTMint(X, (∗P )). Since MTMintadm(X,P ) is a full subcategory
of MTMint(X, (∗P )) (see Remark 1.59), it follows that the isomorphisms (1.73) can
be lifted in a unique way, giving rise to a real structure κ : T ϕ/z ∼−→ (T ϕ/z)c, and
similarly with ιT ϕ/z.
Let us now consider the Q-structure. We first note that E ϕ/z(∗z) = E ϕ/z∗ (∗z).
This is a consequence of the following argument. Let h be a local equation of P
and let us use Notation 0.11. For an integrable RXh-module M which is strictly
specializable along t, we have (V0Mh)(∗z) = V0(Mh(∗z)), where the latter filtra-
tion is the V -filtration with respect to t on the DXh [1/z]-module Mh(∗z). Now, it
is standard that Mh(∗t)(∗z) = DXh [1/z] · V0(Mh(∗z)), and we use that, by defi-
nition, Mh[∗t] = RXh · (V0Mh) ⊂ Mh(∗t) (see [Moc15, §3.1.2]), to conclude that
Mh[∗t](∗z) = Mh(∗t)(∗z). Lastly, when M is an integrable RX -module which is
strictly specializable and twistor-localizable along P , in the sense that M [∗P ] is de-
fined, we deduce that M [∗h](∗z) = Mh(∗h)(∗z). We apply this to M = E ϕ/z to
obtain the desired assertion.
It follows that E ϕ/z(∗z) is a meromorphic flat bundle on X with poles along
(P × Cz) ∪ (X × {0}). We can find a projective modification $ : X ′ → X which
is an isomorphism away from the poles, such that E ϕ/z(∗z) is the pushforward of a
good rank-one meromorphic flat bundle M on X ′. In the latter case, it is easy to
check thatM has a natural Q-Betti structure extending the natural Q-Betti structure
defined away from the poles. One obtain theQ-Betti structure on E ϕ/z(∗z) by pushing
forward the latter by $.
Note that we can assume that, away from z = 0, $ is isomorphic (at least locally
on X) to e × IdC∗z , where e : X ′ → X is as above. The compatibility with the
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R-structure κ (Condition (1) in Section 1.5) is then easily checked on X ′◦, and then
can be obtained for E ϕ/z(∗z) by pushforward by e× Id.
1.6.b. Exponential twist in ιMTMint(X)
Given an object T of MTMint(X), one can define the exponential twist T ϕ/z∗ ⊗T
which is an object of MTMint(X, (∗P )) (see [Moc15, Prop. 11.3.3], recalling that
T
ϕ/z
∗ = e0†T0, with T0 := T
ϕ′/z
∗ (∗H ′)). For ? = ∗, !, we then obtain the objects
(T
ϕ/z
∗ ⊗ T )[?P ], which are objects of MTMint(X, [?P ]) (see loc. cit.). By a similar
procedure, if ιT is an object of ιMTMint(X), one defines ιT
ϕ/z
∗ ⊗ ιT , which is an ob-
ject of ιMTMint(X, (∗P )), and then (ιT ϕ/z∗ ⊗ιT )[?P ] are objects of ιMTMint(X, [?P ]).
If ιT = (M ′,M ′′, ιC), (we omit here the weight filtration), the first and second com-
ponents of ιT
ϕ/z
∗ ⊗ιT are (M ′(∗P ),∇′+dϕ) and (M ′′(∗P ),∇′′ + dϕ), where ∇′,∇′′
are the z-connections, the action z2∂z is changed to z2∂z − ϕ and the pairing with
moderate growth ιC is multiplied by exp(ϕ/z − ϕ/z). Also, the first and second com-
ponent of (ιT
ϕ/z
∗ ⊗ ιT )[∗P ] are (M ′[!P ],∇′ + dϕ) and (M ′′[∗P ],∇′′ + dϕ), and a
symmetric statement for (ιT
ϕ/z
∗ ⊗ ιT )[!P ], so that the latter is the adjoint of the
former. In the following, we will use the notation
ιT
ϕ/z ⊗ ιT := (ιT ϕ/z∗ ⊗ ιT )[∗P ],
Γ[!P ](ιT
ϕ/z ⊗ ιT ) := (ιT ϕ/z∗ ⊗ ιT )[!P ].
(1.73 ∗)
Remark 1.74 (Compatibility with the restriction to z = 1). — Similarly to Remark
1.60, and using the notation (1.73 ∗), we have (see Notation 0.12)
ΞDR(ιT
ϕ/z ⊗ •) = Eϕ ⊗ • and ΞDRΓ[!P ](ιT ϕ/z ⊗ •) = (Eϕ ⊗ •)(!P ).
Remark 1.75 (Exponential twist in ιMTMint(X,R) and ιMTMintgood(X,k))
If T is an object of MTMint(X,R) resp. MTMintgood(X,k), then so are T ϕ/z ⊗ T
and Γ[!P ](T ϕ/z ⊗T ), as follows by adapting the last point of [Moc15, Prop. 13.4.6],
according to the results in Section 1.6.a. A similar result holds for the corresponding
object ιT of ιMTMint(X,R) resp. ιMTMintgood(X,k).
1.7. Applications of the compatibility between the functors
In this section, we first consider compatibility properties between various functors
on holonomic D-modules, and we introduce the notion of holonomic D-module of
exponential-regular origin. In a similar way, we introduce the notion of integrable
mixed twistor-D-module of exponential-Hodge origin, by replacing the notion of reg-
ular holonomic D-module by that of mixed Hodge module, and working with the
corresponding functors in the category of integrable mixed twistor D-modules.
1.7.a. Holonomic D-modules of exponential-regular origin
Let X be a complex manifold.
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1.76. Functors. — We have the following exact functors on the category Modhol(DX)
of holonomic DX -modules.
(a) The localization functor (∗H), that we will find convenient to denote by Γ[∗H],
for a hypersurface H in X: if OX(∗H) denotes the sheaf of meromorphic functions
with poles along H, then Γ[∗H]M = M(∗H) = OX(∗H) ⊗OX M with its natural
structure of left DX -module.
(b) The dual localization functor (!H), that we similarly denote by Γ[!H], which is
adjoint by duality of Γ[∗H] and can also be expressed without using the duality functor
by using V -filtrations (see [Moc15, §3.1.3], which also applies to the D-module case).
(c) the duality functor DX ,
(d) The pullback functor g+ : Modhol(DY ) 7→ Modhol(DX) by a smooth morphism
g : X → Y .
(e) Let e : X ′ → X be a projective modification for which there exists a hypersur-
face D ⊂ X such that, setting D′ = e−1(D), e induces an isomorphism X ′ rD′ ∼−→
X rD. The pullback and pushforward of holonomic D-modules by e induce inverse
equivalences between the categoriesModhol(X, ∗D) andModhol(X ′, ∗D′) of holonomic
D-modules localized along D,D′. We denote them by ∗e+ and ∗e0†, by noticing that
∗ek† = 0 for k 6= 0. We will use the functors ∗e+Γ[∗D] : Modhol(X) 7→ Modhol(X ′) and
∗e0†Γ[∗D′] : Modhol(X
′) 7→ Modhol(X).
(f) The external product D : Modhol(DX) ×Modhol(DX′) 7→ Modhol(DX×X′) (a
bi-functor exact on each side), defined by
MD N := DX×X′ ⊗(DXDX′ ) (MN).
(g) The exponential twist functor Eϕ ⊗OX • for a nonzero meromorphic function
ϕ ∈ Γ(X,OX(∗P )) with reduced pole divisor P , defined, for any left DX -module M
regarded as an OX -module with a flat connection ∇, by the formula Eϕ ⊗OX M :=
(M(∗P ),∇+ dϕ). (In particular, Eϕ := (OX(∗P ),d + dϕ).)
Moreover, possibly non-exact, we have
(h) the pushforward functors fk† : Modhol(DX) 7→Modhol(DY ) (k ∈ Z) for a proper
morphism f : X → Y .
These functors, except for the exponential twist Eϕ⊗OX • by a non-trivial meromor-
phic function, are known to preserve the regularity property of holonomic D-modules.
They satisfy the following commutation relations, where X,Y are smooth.
1.77. Commutation relations
(i) For the localization:
Γ[∗H] ◦ Γ[∗H′] ' Γ[∗H′] ◦ Γ[∗H],
Γ[∗H] ◦D 'D ◦ Γ[!H],
∗e+ ◦ Γ[∗H] ◦ (Eϕ ⊗ •) ' Ee
∗ϕ ⊗ Γ[∗H′] ∗e+•.
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(ii) (Eϕ ⊗ •) ◦ (Eψ ⊗ •) ' Γ[∗(P∪Q)] ◦ (Eϕ+ψ ⊗ •) ' (Eϕ+ψ ⊗ •) ◦ Γ[∗(P∪Q)].
(iii) For f : X → Y proper and k ∈ Z,
fk† ◦ Γ[∗f−1(H)] ' Γ[∗H] ◦ fk† ,
DY ◦ fk† ' fk† ◦DX ,
Eϕ ⊗ (fk† •) ' fk† ◦ (Ef
∗ϕ ⊗ •),
(for the first line, see [Meb04, Prop. 3.6-4]; for the second line, see [Meb89,
Th. 5.3.1], [Sai89], [Kas03, Prop. 4.39]; the third one easily follows from the
first one).
(iv) For the external product:
Γ[∗H′′](•D •) ' Γ[∗H]•D Γ[∗H′]•, H ′′ := (H ×X ′) ∪ (X ×H ′),
Eϕ(x)+ψ(x
′) ⊗ (•D •) ' (Eϕ(x) ⊗ •)D (Eψ(x′) ⊗ •), ϕ ∈ OX(∗P ), ψ ∈ OX′(∗P ′),
DX×X′(•D •) 'DX•D DX′ •,
(f × IdX′)k† (•D •) ' fk† •D • f : X → Y proper,
(the first two lines are obvious, the third line is treated in Appendix A.2, and
see e.g. [HTT08, Prop.1.5.30] for the last line).
(v) For g : Y ′ → Y smooth:
g+ ◦ Γ[∗H] ' Γ[∗g−1(H)] ◦ g+,
g+ ◦DY 'DX ◦ g+,
g+ ◦ (Eϕ ⊗ •) ' Eg∗ϕ ⊗ (g+•),
(g × IdX′)+(•D •) ' g+•D •,
g+ ◦ fk† ' f ′k† ◦ g′+
f : X → Y proper,
cartesian square:
X ′
f ′

g′
//

X
f

Y ′ g
// Y
(see [Kas03, Th. 4.12] for the second line, the first and third lines are easy, the fourth
line follows from the flatness of DX×X′ over DXDX′ , and the last line can be treated
as in Proposition A.2).
(vi) For a projective modification e : (X ′, D′)→ (X,D) as in (e) andH ′ = e−1(H):
∗e+Γ[∗D]Γ[∗H] ' Γ[∗H′]∗e+Γ[∗D],
Γ[∗H]∗e0†Γ[∗D′] ' ∗e0†Γ[∗D′]Γ[∗H′],
∗e+ ◦ (Eϕ ⊗ •) ◦ Γ[∗D] ' (Eϕ◦e ⊗ •) ◦ ∗e+Γ[∗D],
∗e0† ◦ (Eϕ◦e ⊗ •) ◦ ∗e+Γ[∗D] ' (Eϕ ⊗ •) ◦ Γ[∗D]
(this is mostly obvious, and we use ∗e0† ◦ ∗e+ ' Id, ∗e+ ◦ ∗e0† ' Id). Moreover, using
the pushforward functor as in (h), we have
∗ek† = Γ[∗D] ◦ ek† ◦ Γ[∗D′] = ek† ◦ Γ[∗D′] (= 0 if k 6= 0).
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From the commutation properties between D and other functors we obtain the
compatibility relations between Γ[!H] and g+, fk† , D . In order to obtain the com-
patibility relation between Γ[!H] and Eϕ⊗, we will need the following proposition.
Proposition 1.78. — Let M be a regular holonomic DX-module. Let ϕ be a meromor-
phic function on X whose zero divisor and pole divisor do not intersect. Then the
natural morphism DX(E−ϕ ⊗M)→ Eϕ ⊗DXM is an isomorphism.
Proof. — Let us denote by P the reduced pole divisor of ϕ. Note that, if I is an
injective DX(∗P )-module, then Eϕ ⊗ I is also injective. Then, for a DX -module M,
Eϕ ⊗ [(DXM)(∗P )] = Eϕ ⊗DXM is naturally identified with the dual of E−ϕ ⊗M
in D+(DX(∗P )), which is [DX(E−ϕ ⊗M)](∗P ). For M holonomic, we thus have a
natural morphism of DX -modules
DX(E
−ϕ ⊗M) −→[DX(E−ϕ ⊗M)](∗P ) = Eϕ ⊗DXM.
Proving the proposition amounts then to proving that the morphism above is an iso-
morphism, that is, any local equation of P acts in an invertible way onDX(E−ϕ⊗M).
This is thus a local question on P .
Since the zero divisor of ϕ does not intersect its pole divisor P , we can assume
that there exists a holomorphic function ψ such that ϕ = 1/ψ and P = ψ−1(0). Let
i : X ↪→ X×C be the inclusion of the graph of ψ. Then i+(E−1/ψ⊗M) = E−1/t⊗i+M
(see [SY15, Lem. 4.2]) and it is enough to prove that, for any regular holonomic
DX×C-module N, t acts in an invertible way on DX×C(E−1/t⊗N). For that purpose,
it is enough to check that the Kashiwara-Malgrange filtration of E−1/t⊗N along t = 0
is constant, since the same is then known to hold for the dual module. In other words,
we are reduced to proving that E−1/t ⊗N is DX×C/C〈t∂t〉-coherent.
We use the property that, for a regular holonomic DX×C-module N, the terms
of the Kashiwara-Malgrange filtration V•N are DX×C/C-coherent. Then, noting that
N[t−1] = V0N[t−1] and denoting by e−1/t the generator 1 of (OX×C[t−1],d− d(1/t)),
the equality t∂t(e−1/t ⊗ n) = t−1(e−1/t ⊗ n) + (e−1/t ⊗ t∂tn) shows that
t−1(e−1/t ⊗ V0N) ⊂ t∂t(e−1/t ⊗ V0N) + (e−1/t ⊗ V0N)
and, iterating the process, we find that E−1/t⊗N = ∑k>0(t∂t)k(e−1/t⊗ V0N), hence
the DX×C/C〈t∂t〉-coherence.
Remark 1.79. — The proposition is not true for any holonomic M: for example,
choose M = Eϕ, so that the left-hand side is equal to DX(OX(∗P )) ' OX(!P ), while
the right-hand side is, according to the lemma applied to M = OX , isomorphic to
OX(∗P ).
Corollary 1.80. — If M is regular holonomic, and if the zero divisor and the pole
divisor of ϕ do not intersect, then for any hypersurface H ⊂ X the natural morphisms
Γ[!H](E
ϕ ⊗M)←− Γ[!H](Eϕ ⊗ Γ[!H]M) −→ Eϕ ⊗ Γ[!H]M
are isomorphisms, hence Γ[!H](Eϕ ⊗M) ' Eϕ ⊗ Γ[!H]M.
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Proof. — Since Γ[!H]M is known to be regular holonomic, it is enough to prove the
dual statement, according to Proposition 1.78. The dual of the left morphism is
Γ[∗H](E−ϕ ⊗DXM) −→ Γ[∗H](E−ϕ ⊗ Γ[∗H]DXM),
and this is an isomorphism because of 1.77(i) above (applied with e = Id). The dual
of the right morphism is
Γ[∗H](E−ϕ ⊗ Γ[∗H]DXM)←− E−ϕ ⊗ Γ[∗H]DXM,
and we also use 1.77(i) above to conclude.
We now relax the assumption on the zero and pole divisors of ϕ. Let us choose a
projective modification e : (X ′, e−1(P ))→ (X,P ), where P is the reduced pole divisor
of ϕ, inducing an isomorphismX ′re−1(P ) ∼−→ XrP and such that ϕ′ = e∗(ϕ) = ϕ◦e
has non-intersecting zero and pole divisors. Note that the pole divisor P ′ of ϕ′ satisfies
P ′ ⊂ e−1(P ), and the inclusion can be strict.
For M holonomic we have, since Eϕ = Γ[∗P ]Eϕ,
Eϕ ⊗M = Eϕ ⊗ Γ[∗P ]M = e0†(Eϕ
′ ⊗ e+Γ[∗P ]M).
Therefore, applying the dual functor for holonomic D-modules, we get, ifM is regular,
DX(E
ϕ ⊗M) ' e0†DX′(Eϕ
′ ⊗ e+Γ[∗P ]M)
' e0†(E−ϕ
′ ⊗DX′e+Γ[∗P ]M) (Proposition 1.78).
(1.81)
Let H be any hypersurface of X and set H ′ = e−1(H). Then we obtain similarly
(1.82) Γ[!H](Eϕ ⊗M) ' e0†(Eϕ
′ ⊗ Γ[!H′]e+Γ[∗P ]M).
Corollary 1.83. — Let us consider the composition
Modhr(DX0) 7
Ψ1−−−→ Modhol(DX1) 7
Ψ2−−−→ · · · 7 Ψr−−−→ Modhol(DXr )
of a sequence of functors, each one being equal to one in 1.76(a)–(h) (we start from
a regular holonomic D-module). Then we obtain the same result, up to isomorphism,
by applying functors of type 1.76(a)–(f) first (up to changing some functors Γ[∗H] with
e+Γ[∗H]), then a single functor 1.76(g), and functors of type 1.76(h) last.
Proof. — According to the commutation relations 1.77(i)–(iv), we can pass functors
fk† at the end and functors g
+, D at the beginning. We are then left to reorder
functors of the type Eϕ⊗ •, D and Γ[?H] (? = ∗, !), starting from a regular holonomic
D-module, so that the functors Γ[?H] and D are applied first, and the functors Eϕ⊗ •
last. Let Eϕ1 ⊗ • be the first functor of this kind which is applied. It is thus applied
to a regular holonomic D-module. If the next functor to be applied is
• Γ[∗H], we apply the third line of 1.77(i),
• Γ[!H], we apply (1.82)
• D, we apply (1.81).
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The latter two operations introduce a new functor e0†, that we pass on the left up
to the first pushforward functor. On the other hand, the holonomic D-module on
the right of Eϕ
′
1 ⊗ • remains regular. After this procedure, if the the next functor
is a pushforward functor, we stop, otherwise the next functor is Eϕ2 ⊗ • and we use
1.77(ii). The number of functors Eϕ ⊗ • strictly decreases by one. We conclude by
induction on the number of functors Eϕ ⊗ • in the sequence of functors.
Definition 1.84 (Holonomic D-modules of exponential-regular origin)
A holonomic DX -module is said to have exponential-regular origin if it is iso-
morphic to one obtained by applying a finite sequence Ψ1, . . . ,Ψr of functors 1.76(g)
and (h) to a regular holonomic DX0-module, so that X = Xr.
Corollary 1.85. — The functors 1.76(a)–(f) (and, by definition, 1.76(g) and (h)) pre-
serve holonomic D-modules of exponential-regular origin.
1.7.b. Complex mixed Hodge modules as integrable mixed twistor modules
Real mixed Hodge modules and real integrable mixed twistor D-modules. — We denote
by MHM(X,R) the category of real mixed Hodge modules of [Sai90]. In [Moc15,
§13.5], T.Mochizuki defines a fully faithful functor MHM(X,R) 7→WRint-Triples(X)
whose essential image is a full subcategory of MTMint(X). In fact this functor factor-
izes through WRint-ιTriples(X). Indeed, let (N, F•N,FR,W•) be a real mixed Hodge
module (here, FR is an R-perverse sheaf and we do not write explicitly the isomorphism
C⊗RFR ∼−→ pDRN). The real structure induces a canonical DX⊗CDX -linear pairing
C : N∨⊗CN→ DbX , where N∨ is the DX -module dual to N (see [Moc15, Chap. 12]).
The restriction to C∗z (in the algebraic sense) of the Rees module RFN :=
⊕
p FpNz
p
is N[z, z−1], and the pairing C extends in a unique way as a DX [z, z−1]⊗CDX [z, z−1]-
linear pairing
ιC : N
∨[z, z−1]⊗C ι∗N[z, z−1] −→ DbX [z±1, z±1].
This pairing is obviously integrable. By taking analytification with respect to z and z
we obtain an object of Rint-ιTriples(X), and then, by restricting to X ×S, we get an
object of Rint-Triples(X), which is shown to belong to the category MTMint(X) in
[Moc15, §13.5]. Therefore, the natural functor MHM(X,R) 7→ MTMint(X) factorizes
through ιMTMint(X). Note that one can define directly the σ-sesquilinear pairing CS
by extending C in a σ-sesquilinear way, to obtain a pairing C with values in DbanX ◦/C∗z ,
as in [Moc07].
The previous functor MHM(X,R) 7→ MTMint(X) can be enriched as a functor with
values in MTMint(X,R) by transporting the real structure, due to the compatibility
with duality and adjunction. A similar statement holds with ιMTMint(X,R).
Goodness. — Let k be a subfield of R. Then [Moc15, Prop. 13.5.5] shows that the
previous functor induces a fully faithful functor MHM(X,k) 7→ MTMintgood(X,k).
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Complex mixed Hodge modules. — Let us define the category Rint-ιTriples(X)alg con-
sisting of triples (RFN′, RFN′′, ιC), with (N′, F•N′) and (N′′, F•N′′) as (N, F•N)
above, and similarly the category WRint-ιTriples(X)alg. There is a natural analytifi-
cation functor taking values in Rint-ιTriples(X) resp. in WRint-ιTriples(X).
Let us recall (see Remark 1.22) that the abelian category MTM(X) is a full sub-
category of the abelian category WR-Triples(X), which is stable by direct summand
in WR-Triples(X) and that MTMint(X) is a full subcategory of the abelian category
WRint-Triples(X), which is stable by direct summand in WRint-Triples(X). The
same property holds for ιMTMint(X) and WRint-ιTriples(X) respectively, according
to Theorem 1.25.
Definition 1.86 (Complex mixed Hodge modules). — We say that an object of the cate-
gory WRint-ιTriples(X)alg is a complex mixed Hodge module if it is a direct summand
in WRint-ιTriples(X)alg of an object corresponding to a real mixed Hodge module.
This defines the full subcategory MHM(X) = MHM(X,C) of WRint-ιTriples(X)alg.
Remark 1.87. — If an object of WRint-ιTriples(X) is a direct summand in the cat-
egory WRint-ιTriples(X) of an object of ιMTMint(X) (and therefore is an object of
ιMTM
int(X), see Remark 1.22) coming from a real mixed Hodge module, then it
comes from a complex mixed Hodge module by analytification: the filtration is recov-
ered by taking ker(z2∂z−pz). In other words, one can equivalently define the category
MHM(X,C) as a full subcategory of ιMTMint(X). It is stable by direct summand in
WRint-ιTriples(X) (equivalently, in ιMTMint(X)).
1.7.c. Integrable mixed twistor D-modules of exponential-Hodge origin
We have functors analogous to those of 1.76 at the level of ιMTMint. For the expo-
nential twist 1.76(g), we consider instead the twist ιT ϕ/z⊗ •, and Γ[!P ] ◦ (ιT ϕ/z ⊗ •).
Let us recall (see [Moc15, Rem. 7.2.9]) that the functor ΞDR : MTM(X) 7→
Modhol(DX) which associates with each object
(
(M ′,M ′′, CS),W•
)
the DX -module
i∗z=1M
′′ = M is faithful. The same result holds for ΞDR on MTMint(X) and
ιMTM
int(X). Moreover, Remark 1.60 shows that ΞDR behaves well with respect to
the functors considered above. It follows that the existence of liftings to ιMTMint(X)
of the morphisms in 1.77, (1.81) and (1.82) implies that these liftings are isomor-
phisms.
Definition 1.88 (Integrable mixed twistor D-modules of exponential-Hodge origin)
An object (resp. a morphism) of ιMTMint is said to be of exponential-Hodge
origin if it can be obtained from an object (resp. a morphism) of MHM by applying
projective pushforward functors fk† (lifting 1.76(g)) and exponential twists ιT
ϕ/z ⊗ •
(lifting 1.76(h)).
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Proposition 1.89. — The functors lifting 1.76(a)–(f) (and, by definition, 1.76(g)
and (h), hence also the functor Γ[!P ](ιT ϕ/z ⊗ •)) preserve integrable mixed twistor
D-modules of exponential-Hodge origin.
Proof. — The proof consists in showing the existence of liftings of the morphisms in
1.77, (1.81) and (1.82). The latter two morphisms are obtained in a way similar to
the other ones, and we will not give details on their liftings.
1.77(i). For the first line, we have natural morphisms of functors on ιMTMint:
Γ[∗(H∪H′)] −→ Γ[∗H′] ◦ Γ[∗(H∪H′)] −→ Γ[∗H] ◦ Γ[∗H′] ◦ Γ[∗(H∪H′)] ←− Γ[∗H] ◦ Γ[∗H′]
and similar ones by exchanging H and H ′. Since they are isomorphisms after ΞDR
(Notation 0.12), they are isomorphisms. The second line is [Moc15, Prop. 13.3.5].
For the third line, we have natural morphisms of functors
Γ[∗H] ◦ (ιT ϕ/z ⊗ •) −→ Γ[∗H] ◦ (ιT ϕ/z ⊗ •) ◦ Γ[∗H] ←− (ιT ϕ/z ⊗ •) ◦ Γ[∗H],
and they become isomorphisms after applying ΞDR.
1.77(ii). By construction, for any object ιT of ιMTMint(X), there exists a natural
morphism ιT → Γ[∗H]ιT . On the other hand, working with R(∗(P ∪Q))-triples, we
have [
(ιT
ϕ/z
∗ ⊗ •) ◦ (ιT ψ/z∗ ⊗ •)
]
(∗(P ∪Q)) ' (ιT (ϕ+ψ)/z∗ ⊗ •).
We therefore have a natural morphism of functors
Γ[∗(P∪Q)] ◦ (ιT ϕ/z ⊗ •) ◦ (ιT ψ/z ⊗ •) −→ (ιT (ϕ+ψ)/z ⊗ •),
which is an isomorphism since it is such after applying ΞDR.
1.77(iii). The first line is given by [Moc15, Prop. 11.2.7], the second line by
[Moc15, Cor. 13.3.3] and the third line by [Moc15, Lem. 11.3.4].
1.77(iv). The first two lines are given by[Moc15, Lem. 11.4.15], the third line by
[Moc15, Prop. 13.3.9] and the last line by [Moc15, Lem. 11.4.14].
1.77(v). The construction of the morphisms are standard and left to the reader
(one can locally interpret g+ as an external tensor product).

CHAPTER 2
IRREGULAR MIXED HODGE MODULES
2.1. Introduction to Chapter 2
We continue using Notation 0.9–0.12. Let us indicate the main lines of the def-
inition, given in this chapter, of the category IrrMHM(X) of irregular mixed Hodge
modules. The basic procedure is to consider objects of ιMTMint(X) having a good
behaviour with respect to rescaling the variable z, obtained by replacing z with θz,
θ ∈ C∗.
The rescaling operation is defined for any integrable ι-triple ιT = (M ′,M ′′, ιC),
and it is a strong condition that, starting from an object of ιMTMint(X), for any
θ ∈ C∗ the θ-rescaled object remains an integrable mixed twistor D-module. Even
stronger is the condition that the rescaled object extends as a mixed twistor D-module
on the affine line with coordinate τ = 1/θ. In the pure case, and when X is a point,
this is a condition similar to the notion of “Sabbah orbit” as defined in [HS07]. This
leads to the category ιMTMresc(X), the objects of which can then be endowed with
an irregular Hodge filtration.
However, supplementary properties are needed:
• The first one is a partial regularity property along τ = 0, which imposes a “tame”
behaviour of the rescaled objects when θ → ∞ (in the case of a “Sabbah orbit”, see
[HS07, Th. 7.3]).
• The second one is a grading property, which ensures a good behaviour of the
irregular Hodge filtration with respect to various operations.
Adding the first condition produces the subcategory ιMTMresc(X), and adding more-
over the second one actually produces the category IrrMHM(X). One can also define
the category IrrMHM(X,k) by adding the data of a k-perverse sheaf on X so that the
underlying object is an object in ιMTMintgood(X,k).
The case when X is a point will be described more explicitly in Chapter 3. This
leads to the category of irregular mixed Hodge structures, whose definition uses never-
theless the category of integrable mixed twistor D-modules on the line Cτ . However,
the proofs of the main results for IrrMHM(pt) are not much simpler than those for
IrrMHM(X), and will thus only be given in the general case.
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Notation 2.1 (for Chapter 2). — We keep the notation introduced in Section 1.2. We
consider P1 equipped with two coordinate charts Cθ,Cτ with τ = 1/θ on the intersec-
tion. We set θX = X ×C∗θ, τX = X ×Cτ (where Cθ,Cτ have their analytic topology)
and τX0 = X × {τ = 0}. We will not consider the behaviour near θ = 0. We will
consider the projection p : τX → X and we denote by the same letter its restriction
to θX. We also set θX ' θX × Cz = X × C∗θ and τX := τX × Cz ' X × Cτ . An
object living on τX (resp. θX ) will be denoted with a left exponent τ (resp. θ). For
example, the restriction to θX of an object defined on τX will simply adquire a left
exponent θ instead of τ .
Let us consider the map µ : θX → X defined by µ : (x, θ, z) 7→ (x, θz). We
will decompose µ as µ = q ◦ ν−1 by introducing the morphism ν : (x, τ, z) 7→
(x, τ, ζ) = (x, τ, τz), which induces an isomorphism θX ∼−→ θX , and the projec-
tion q : (x, τ, z) 7→ (x, z). For τo ∈ C∗τ , we denote by µτo :X →X the isomorphism
(x, z) 7→ (x, z/τo). In particular, µ1 = Id.
We will also use the following notation:
• iz=1 : X ↪→X is the inclusion induced by {1} ↪→ Cz,
• iτ=1 :X ↪→ θX is the inclusion induced by {1} ↪→ C∗τ ,
• more generally, the inclusion iτ=τo :X ↪→ θX is induced by {τo} ↪→ C∗τ ,
• iτ=z :X ◦ ↪→ θX is the inclusion induced by C∗z ↪→ C∗τ × Cz, z 7→ (z, z).
Lastly, we recall that pi : X = X × Cz → X denotes the projection, and pi◦ its
restriction X ◦ := X × C∗z → X. We have µ ◦ iτ=z = iz=1 ◦ pi◦ : X ◦ → X , so that
we can identify i∗τ=zO θX with OX ◦ by sending f(x, τ, z) to f(x, z, z). Similarly, we
identify i∗τ=zO τX (∗ τX0) with OX [1/z].
2.2. Rescaling an integrable R-triple
2.2.a. Rescaling a coherent OX -module
We define the functor µ• : Mod(CX ) 7→ Mod(C τX ) resp. µ? : Mod(OX ) 7→
Mod(O τX ) as the composition µ
• = ν∗ ◦ q−1 resp. µ? = ν∗ ◦ q∗. We note that ν∗
induces an equivalence Mod(O τX (∗ τX0)) ' Mod(O τX (∗ τX0)). We then define the
functor µ∗ : Mod(OX ) 7→ Mod(O τX (∗ τX0)) as the composition
(2.2) ν∗ ◦ (O τX (∗ τX0)⊗ •) ◦ q∗ = (O τX (∗ τX0)⊗ •) ◦ ν∗ ◦ q∗,
and we can replace ν∗ with (ν−1)∗ on the left-hand side.
Note that O τX (∗ τX0) is a flat q−1OX -module, so ν∗O τX (∗ τX0) = O τX (∗ τX0) is
a flat µ•OX -module. For an OX -module F , we have
µ∗F = O τX (∗ τX0)⊗µ•OX µ•F .
If F is an OX -module, we set pi◦∗F := OX [1/z] ⊗pi−1OX F, and if F is an OX -
module, we have an isomorphism i∗τ=zµ∗F ' pi◦∗i∗z=1F given by (with a slight abuse
of notation)
f(x, τ, z)⊗m mod (τ−z) 7−→ f(x, τ, τ)⊗m mod (τ−z) = f(x, z, z)⊗(m mod (1−z)).
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Lemma 2.3. — With the above notation,
(1) µ∗ is an exact functor Mod(OX ) 7→ Mod(O τX (∗ τX0)) and for each τo ∈ C∗τ ,
i∗τ=τo ◦ µ∗ = Li∗τ=τo ◦ µ∗ = µ∗τo .
Let F be an OX -module and set F = i∗z=1F .
(2) IfF is strict, then so is any µ∗τoF , and µ
∗F is OCτ×Cz [1/τ ]-flat. If λ : F → G
is a strict morphism between strict objects of Mod(OX ), then µ∗λ and each µ∗τoλ are
strict.
(3) If F is strict, then pi◦∗F = i∗τ=zµ∗F = Li∗τ=zµ∗F and if λ : F → G is a
strict morphism between strict objects, then i∗τ=zµ∗λ = pi◦∗i∗z=1λ is strict and i∗τ=zµ∗
commutes with ker, im, coker for λ.
(4) For i = 1, 2, let Fi be an OXi-module which is strict. Then τ1 − τ2 acts
injectively on µ∗1F1z µ∗2F2 and we have i∗τ1=τ2(µ∗1F1z µ∗2F2) = µ∗(F1zF2).
Proof. — The desired properties (1)–(2) are clear if we replace µ∗ by the pullback
by the projection q∗ composed with the localization functor. They remain true after
the isomorphism ν∗. For (3) we use the equality Li∗τ=z ◦ µ∗ = pi◦∗ ◦ Li∗z=1 and the
fact that, on strict objects, Li∗z=1 = i∗z=1, and similarly on strict morphisms between
strict objects. For (4), we note that µ∗F = Lµ∗F by the flatness property above,
and if Fi are strict, then so are µ∗iFi (i = 1, 2), so that the external tensor products
involved are strict and are also the derived ones. Since the desired equality holds at
the derived level, we conclude that Li∗τ1=τ2(µ
∗
1F1
zµ∗2F2) = µ∗(F1zF2), which is
the desired statement.
2.2.b. Rescaling an RintX -module
LetM be a left RintX -module. Then the O τX (∗ τX0)-module µ∗M can be endowed
with a natural action of RintτX (∗τX0) in the following way: we set
(2.4)
z(1⊗m) = z ⊗m = τ ⊗ zm = τ(1⊗ zm),
ðxi(1⊗m) = τ(1⊗ ðxim) = τ ⊗ ðxim,
ðτ (1⊗m) = −1⊗ z2∂zm,
z2∂z(1⊗m) = τ(1⊗ z2∂zm) = τ ⊗ z2∂zm
(the last equality also holds if we replace everywhere z2∂z with ∂zz2), and extend
this action in the usual way. We denote this RintτX (∗τX0)-module by τM , that we call
the rescaling of M . Similarly, any morphism λ : M1 → M2 can be rescaled as a
morphism τλ : τM1 → τM2.
We also regard τM as obtained by the composition of the pullback functor q+
of Rint-modules, the localization functor, and the sheaf-theoretic functor ν∗ with the
change of the action given by (2.4), which can also be interpreted as a pushforward ν+
for RintτX (∗τX0)-modules.
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The sheafRintτX (∗τX0) is coherent, equipped with the increasing filtration by locally
free O τX -submodules of finite rank obtained by bounding the order of operators
together with the order of the pole along τX0. Accordingly, we have the notion of
coherent (resp. good)RintτX (∗τX0)-module, and similarly with the sheafRintτX /Cτ (∗τX0)
of relative operators.
On the other hand, recall that we set M = ΞDRM (see Notation 0.12). If M is
RX -coherent (resp. good), then M is DX -coherent (resp. good).
Lemma 2.5. — Let M be an RintX -module.
(1) For each τo 6= 0 we have a functorial identification i+τ=τo τM = µ+τoM as
RX -modules.
(2) If moreover M is RX -coherent (resp. RX -good), then τM is R τX /Cτ (∗τX0)-
coherent (resp. R τX /Cτ (∗τX0)-good), hence R τX (∗τX0)-coherent (resp. R τX (∗τX0)-
good).
(3) If moreover M is strict, then for each τo 6= 0, τM is strictly specializable and
regular along τ = τo (see [Sab05, §3.1.d]) and the corresponding V -filtration is given
by Vk τM = (τ − τo)max(−k,0) τM (k ∈ Z).
(4) By the identification i∗τ=zR τX /Cτ (∗τX0) = RX [1/z] we have a functorial iden-
tification i∗τ=z
τM = pi◦∗M as RX [1/z]-modules, where on the right-hand side, ðxi
acts as z∂xi . It is coherent as such if M is RX -coherent. Moreover, the operator
z2∂z + τðτ sends (τ − z) τM into itself, and induces a pi−1DX-linear endomorphism
of i∗τ=z
τM which corresponds to the natural action of z2∂z on pi◦∗M.
Proof. — Let us prove (3). Let us set τ ′ = τ − τo. According to (2.4) read in the
variable τ ′, the filtration Uk τM defined by the right-hand side in (3) satisfies all the
properties characterizing the V -filtration since each Uk τM is R τX /Cτ (∗τX0)-coherent
by (2) and each grUk
τM is strict, by the strictness of M . We conclude that it is the
V -filtration of τM along τ ′ = 0.
Remark 2.6 (Side changing, integrability and rescaling). — We denote by ωX the sheaf
z−dXΩdXX /Cz , with dX = dimX. It is a rightRX -module, that we enhance with a right
RintX -module structure as follows: it is naturally equipped with a left action of z
2∂z
(even of a left action of z∂z); we transform it into a right action by transposition, by
setting ω · (z2∂z) := −(∂zz2)ω = −z2∂zω − 2zω. Then the side-changing functors for
a left (resp. right) RintX -moduleM (resp. N ) are simply given byM 7→ ωX ⊗OX M
and N 7→HomOX (ωX ,N ) with the usual rules.
For a right RintX -module M , we set
τM = µ∗M with right action given by
(m⊗ 1)ðxi = (mðxi ⊗ 1)τ = mðxi ⊗ τ,
(m⊗ 1)ðτ = −m∂zz2 ⊗ 1,
(m⊗ 1)z2∂z = (mz2∂z ⊗ 1)τ = mz2∂z ⊗ τ.
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(The last equality also holds if we replace everywhere z2∂z with ∂zz2.) We have τωX =
ω τX /Cτ (∗ τX0) with the right action specified by the formulas above. Then τωX serves
for the side-changing functors on τX . We end by noticing the compatibility for a left
module M and a right module N , in a functorial way in M and N :
τ(ωX ⊗OX M ) ' τωX ⊗O τX (∗ τX0)
τM ,
τHomOX (ωX ,N ) 'HomO τX (∗ τX0)(
τωX ,
τN ).
By definition, the equalities hold as O τX (∗ τX0)-modules, and the coincidence of the
RintτX (∗τX0)-actions is easily checked.
2.2.c. Rescaling an integrable ι-sesquilinear pairing ιC
Although the rescaling of an RintX -module can be defined meromorphically with
respect to τ = 0, the rescaling of an integrable ι-sesquilinear pairing is only defined
on θX in general. The question of its extendability as a moderate distribution
along τX ◦0 will be considered in Section 2.3.
Recall that we have defined in Section 1.3.c the pullback with respect to µ, that is,
the operation
µ∗ : µ−1DbX ◦/C∗z −→ Db θX ◦/C∗θ×C∗z (X ◦ := X × C∗z, θX ◦ := θX × C∗z)
attached to the map µ : θX ◦ →X ◦, that we write as q ◦ ν−1. Note that, concerning
the involution ι, we have ι+ θM = θ(ι+M ), according to the first line of (2.4). Let ιC
be an integrable pairing (1.40). We define
θ
ιC :
θM ′| θX ◦ ⊗C ι+ θM ′′| θX ◦ −→ Db θX ◦/C∗z
by O θX ◦ ⊗C O θX ◦ -linearity from the formula
θ
ιC
(
1⊗m′, ι∗(1⊗m′′)) = µ∗ιC(m′, ι∗m′′),
and by composing with the natural inclusion Db θX ◦/C∗θ×C∗z ↪→ Db θX ◦/C∗z (integrat-
ing with respect to θ). One checks, by using Lemma 1.29 and the relations (2.4),
that θιC is D θX ◦, θX ◦ -linear. In such a way we get an object
θ
ιT = ( θM ′, θM ′′, θιC) of
Rint-ιTriples(θX).
Lemma 2.7. — Let λ be a morphism in Rint-ιTriples(X). Then θλ is a morphism in
Rint-ιTriples(θX).
Proof. — It amounts to proving that θλ is compatible with θιC1, θιC2, which is straight-
forward.
On the other hand, since θιC takes values in Db θX ◦/C∗θ×C∗z , one can restrict it to
θ = 1 and obtain a pairing M ′|X ◦ ⊗C ι+M ′′|X ◦ → DbX ◦/C∗z .
Lemma 2.8. — The restriction of θιC to θ = 1 is equal to ιC.
Proof. — This immediate from the definition of µ∗ as given in Section 1.3.c.
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Definition 2.9 (Rescaling). — The rescaling functor
Rint-ιTriples(X) 7−→ Rint-ιTriples(θX)
is defined by
ιT = (M
′,M ′′, ιC) 7−→ θιT = ( θM ′, θM ′′, θιC).
As a consequence of Lemma 2.8, the functor “restriction to θ = 1” is a quasi-inverse
to the rescaling functor.
2.2.d. Behaviour of the rescaling with respect to standard functors
Lemma 2.10 (Adjunction, Tate twist by an integer, and rescaling)
(1) Rescaling is compatible with adjunction, i.e., ( θιT )∗ = θ(ιT ∗).
(2) Rescaling is compatible with the Tate twist by an integer k, i.e.,
θ
ιT (k) =
θ(ιT (k)), ∀ k ∈ Z.
Proof. — The first assertion is obvious. For the second one, we use the formula
ιT (k) = (z
−kM ′, zkM ′′, ιC)
(see [Moc15, §2.1.8]), and the identification θ(zkM ) = zkθk θM = zk θM .
Proposition 2.11 (Pushforward and rescaling). — Let f : X → Y be a proper mor-
phism between complex manifolds, denote by τf : τX → τY the induced morphism and
let θf its restriction to θX. Let ιT be an object of Rint-ιTriples(X) with good RintX -
components M ′,M ′′ both denoted by M . Then the natural functorial morphisms
(2.11 ∗) τ(fk†M ) −→ τfk† τM , θ(fk† ιT ) −→ θfk† θιT
are isomorphisms for all k. If M is a good RintX -module and f
k
†M is strict for all k,
then
(2.11 ∗∗) i∗τ=zτfk† τM ' pi◦∗fk†M.
Proof. — For (2.11 ∗), we use the decomposition (2.2) and its analogue for Rint-
modules. The compatibility of fk† with q
+ amounts to the compatibility with the
external tensor product with the trivial integrable triple on Cτ . The compatibility
with localization is then clear, as well as that with ν∗, which amounts to changing the
actions as in (2.4). The argument for sesquilinear pairings is similar. Let us check
(2.11 ∗∗):
i∗τ=z
τfk†
τM = i∗τ=z
τ(fk†M )
= pi◦∗(i∗z=1f
k
†M ) by 2.5(4)
= pi◦∗fk†M by strictness of f
k
†M for all k.
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The following proposition is mostly obvious.
Proposition 2.12 (Smooth pullback and rescaling). — Let g : X → Y be a smooth
morphism, let τg : τX → τY be the induced (smooth) morphism, and let θg be its
restriction to θX. Let ιT be an object of Rint-ιTriples(Y ) and M = M ′,M ′′. Then
there is a natural functorial isomorphism
(2.12 ∗) τ(g+M ) ' τg+ τM ., θ(g+ιT ) ' θg+ θιT .
Moreover, if M is an RintY -module
(2.12 ∗∗) i∗τ=zτg+ τM ' pi◦∗g+M.
By using Lemma 2.3(4), we also obtain the following result.
Proposition 2.13 (External product and rescaling). — For i = 1, 2, let ιTi be an object
of Rint-ιTriples(Xi) with strict RintXi-components. Then τ1 − τ2 acts injectively on
τ1M1z τ2M2 (Mi =M ′i resp.M ′′i ), and there is a natural bi-functorial isomorphism
(2.13 ∗) τ(M1zM2) ' i+τ1=τ2(τ1M1z τ2M2), θ(ιT1z ιT2) ' i+θ1=θ2(θ1ιT1z θ2ιT2).
Moreover,
(2.13 ∗∗) i∗τ=zτ(M1zM2) = pi◦∗(M1 M2).
Specialization, localization an maximalization along a hypersurface. — Let h : X → C
be a holomorphic function and let M be an RintX -module.
Proposition 2.14 (Strict specializability and rescaling)
(1) Assume that M is strictly specializable along {h = 0}. Then τM is so along
h ◦ p = 0 and, for any β ∈ R, we have
(2.14 ∗) ψh◦p,β τM = τ(ψh,βM ).
Moreover, the nilpotent endomorphism τN on the left-hand side is induced by τ ⊗ N
on the right-hand side.
(2) If moreover h is a projection X = X0×Ct → Ct, the V -filtrations are related by
(2.14 ∗∗) Vβ τM = τ(VβM ).
(3) If ιC is a ι-sesquilinear pairing between strictly specializable RintX -modules,
then, under the isomorphism (2.14 ∗), we have ψh◦p,β(θιC) = θ(ψh,βιC).
Proof. — Let ih : X ↪→ X×Ct denote the graph inclusion. Note that, by Proposition
2.11, we have τ(Mh) = τih+ τM , so we can assume, for the proof, that h is a projection,
as (2) that we start proving.
Recall that, due to integrability, the roots of the Bernstein polynomials involved
withM are of the form βz with β ∈ R (see Proposition 1.26(2a)). If m is a local sec-
tion ofM , then (tðt + βz)(1⊗m) = τ(1⊗ (tðt + βz)m). The filtration U• τM defined
by the right-hand side of (2.14 ∗∗) is a good V -filtration (easy), and (tðt+βz) is nilpo-
tent on grUβ
τM . Moreover, by flatness of O τX (∗ τX0) over OX , grUβ τM = τ(grVβ M ).
We conclude that U• τM satisfies the properties characterizing the V -filtration along
h = 0, so it is equal to it, and τM is strictly specializable along h ◦ p = 0. Now, (1) is
clear.
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For (3), we keep the setting as in (2). Following the definition (see [Sab05,
(3.6.10)]), we first note that, if χ(t) is a test function near the origin in Ct such
that χ ≡ 1 near t = 0, µ∗ of the meromorphic (with respect to the new variable s)
distribution
〈|t|2sιC(m′,m′′), • ∧ χ(t) i2pi dt ∧ dt〉
is the meromorphic distribution
〈|t|2s(µ∗ιC)(m′ ⊗ 1,m′′ ⊗ 1), • ∧ χ(t) i2pi dt ∧ dt〉.
Since the poles of the former meromorphic distribution are independent of z (they
are of the form βz/z = β), they also are the poles of the latter, and the polar
coefficients, among which the residue, correspond by µ∗. This enables us to conclude
that ψh◦p,β(θιC) = θ(ψh,βιC).
Let H (resp. τH) be the divisor of h (resp. h ◦ p, i.e., τH = H × Cτ ). If M is an
integrable RX -module, then its “stupid” localization M (∗H) is so. Recall that, if
M (∗H) is strictly specializable along H, we say that it is localizable along H if the
modules M [∗H] and M [!H] exist (see [Moc15, §3.3]) and that they exist if h is a
projection.
Proposition 2.15 (Localization and rescaling)
(1) Assume thatM is strictly specializable and localizable along H. Then so is τM
along τH and we have
τM [?τH] = τ(M [?H]) (? = ∗, !).
(2) If ιC is a ι-sesquilinear pairing between strictly specializable and localizable
RintX -modules, then
θ
ιC[?
θH] = θ(ιC[?H]).
Proof. — For (1), we first note that τM (∗τH) = τ(M (∗H)) is obvious. If h is a
projection, then the result follows from Proposition 2.14, according to the definition
of [?H]. It follows that, for an arbitrary h, τ(M [?H]) satisfies the properties expected
for τM [?τH], according to Proposition 2.11 applied to the graph inclusion of h.
For (2), we note that, according to (2.14 ∗∗) and the proof of [Moc15, Prop. 3.2.1],
it is enough to check the equality θιC(∗θH) = θ(ιC(∗H)) for the “stupidly” lo-
calized ι-sesquilinear forms. This amounts to showing that if ιC takes values in
DbmodH(XrH)×C∗z/C∗z , then µ
∗
ιC takes values in Dbmod
θH
(XrH)×Cτ×C∗z/Cτ×C∗z . This is obvious
since DbmodH(XrH)×C∗z/C∗z = DbX×C∗z/C∗z (∗H).
Remark 2.16 (Maximalization and Beilinson’s gluing construction)
In a way similar to [Moc15, §4.1.7], we find that if, together with the assumptions
of Proposition 2.15, M is maximalizable along H, then so is τM along τH, and the
Beilinson functor is compatible with rescaling, that is, τ(ΞhM ) ' Ξh◦p τM . As a
consequence, any object τM can be recovered by a gluing construction from the data
( τM [∗H], τN , µ∗ can, µ∗ var) with N ' φh,1M supported on H.
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Exponential twist by a meromorphic function. — Let now ϕ be a meromorphic function
on X with pole divisor P . For an integrable RX -moduleM we denote by E
ϕ/z
∗ ⊗M
the OX -module M (∗P ) equipped with the twisted structure of RintX -module defined
locally by the formulas
ðxi(m⊗ eϕ/z) =
(
ðxi +
∂ϕ
∂xi
)
m⊗ eϕ/z, z2∂z(m⊗ eϕ/z) = (z2∂z − ϕ)m⊗ eϕ/z.
Proposition 2.17 (Exponential twist and rescaling). — We have the following equality
of RintτX-modules (we also regard ϕ as a meromorphic function on
τX):
τ(E ϕ/z ⊗M ) = E τϕ/z ⊗ τM .
Moreover, if E ϕ/z ⊗M is localizable along P then E τϕ/z ⊗ τM is so along τP and we
have
τ(E ϕ/z ⊗M [?P ]) = (E τϕ/z ⊗ τM )[?τP ] (? = ∗, !).
Proof. — The first part is a direct check by using Formulas (2.4). The second part
follows then from Proposition 2.15.
For further reference, we collect all compatibility results.
Proposition 2.18. — The functor Rint-ιTriples(X) 7→ Rint-ιTriples(θX) defined by
(M ′,M ′′, ιC) 7−→ ( θM ′, θM ′′, θιC)
is compatible with proper pushforward and smooth pullback (see Section 1.3.f). When
restricted to strictly specializable and localizable objects, the functor is compatible with
nearby cycles, localization [?H] (? = ∗, !) and exponential twist. When restricted
furthermore to maximalizable objects, it is compatible with Beilinson’s functor Ξh, to
vanishing cycles φh,1 and to the corresponding gluing construction.
Proof. — The first part has already been proved. Let us emphasize the com-
patibility with exponential twist. It follows from the property that the function
exp(τϕ/z − τϕ/z) is a multiplier on Db θX ◦/C∗z since it has moderate growth along
P × C∗θ × C∗z as well as all its derivatives. Note that the minus sign is due to the
involution ι.
2.3. Well-rescalable integrable R-triples
2.3.a. Well-rescalable integrable R-modules
We will use the results on strict specializability and regularity for the projection
τX → Cτ , as recalled in Section 1.3.a. We will also use that i∗τ=zRintτX (∗τX0) =
RintX [z
−1].
Definition 2.19 (Well-rescalable RintX -modules). — Let M be a good RintX -module.
We say that it is well-rescalable if the good RintτX (∗τX0)-module τM is strictly
R-specializable and regular along τX0 (see [Sab05, §3.1.d]).
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Remarks 2.20
(1) By a well-rescalable RintX -module, we will always mean a well-rescalable good
RintX -module.
(2) It follows from Lemma 2.3(1) that i∗τ=1
τM = Li∗τ=1
τM .
(3) (RX -coherence) By the regularity assumption in Definition 2.19, since we have
i∗τ=zR τX /Cτ ' RX , the module i∗τ=zτVβ τM is RX -coherent. This is the statement
where the regularity condition in 2.19 plays a major role.
(4) (The z-adic filtration and the action of z2∂z + τðτ ) Let us consider the z-adic
filtration
zkOX ⊗pi−1OX pi−1M ⊂ pi◦∗M.
The corresponding graded module gr
(
pi◦∗M
)
is OX [z, z−1]⊗OXM, with grp
(
pi◦∗M
) '
zp ⊗M, and we have (analytification with respect to z)
pi◦∗M = OX [z−1]⊗pi−1OX [z,z−1] gr
(
pi◦∗M
)
.
With the identification of Lemma 2.5(4), the above isomorphism becomes
(2.20 ∗) i∗τ=z τM ' OX [z−1]⊗pi−1OX [z,z−1] gr
(
i∗τ=z
τM
)
,
with zp ⊗M ' grp(i∗τ=z τM ).
On the other hand, we can identify grp
(
i∗τ=z
τM
)
with a sub-object of i∗τ=z
τM .
Indeed, the natural action of z2∂z + τðτ on i∗τ=z
τM corresponds to that of z2∂z on
pi◦∗M, according to Lemma 2.5(4). Therefore, since
zp ⊗ pi−1M = ker (z2∂z − pz acting on pi◦∗M),
we also have grp
(
i∗τ=z
τM
) ' ker(z2∂z + τðτ − pz), where the latter operator acts on
i∗τ=z
τM . If we write gr
(
i∗τ=z
τM
)
=
⊕
p gr
p
(
i∗τ=z
τM
) · zp, we thus obtain
(2.20 ∗∗) i∗τ=z τM = OX [z−1]⊗pi−1OX [z,z−1]
(⊕
p
ker(z2∂z + τðτ − pz) · zp
)
.
Lemma 2.21. — Assume that the good RintX -module M is well-rescalable.
(1) For each β ∈ R, we have (τ −z)τVβ τM = (τ −z) τM ∩ τVβ τM and thus a natural
inclusion
(2.21 ∗) i∗τ=zτVβ τM ↪−→ i∗τ=z τM .
(2) For each α ∈ [0, 1), the morphism χ induces an inclusion
i∗τ=z
τVα
τM ↪−→ pi◦∗M,
which is an isomorphism when restricted to z 6= 0.
(3) For each α ∈ [0, 1), i∗τ=zτVα τM is strict.
It follows from the last statement of 2.21(2) that ΞDR(i∗τ=zτVα
τM )
∼−→ M
(see Notation 0.12).
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Proof
(1) (See [ESY17, Proof of Prop. 3.1.2].) The result is clear away from {τ = z = 0}
since τVβ τM = τM away from {τ = 0}. We therefore work at a point (x, 0, 0). Let m
be a local section of τVγ τM such that (τ − z)m is a local section of τVβ τM . If γ > β
and the class of m in gr
τV
γ
τM is nonzero, then the class of (τ −z)m in grτVγ τM is zero,
but this is the class of −zm. By strictness of grτVγ τM we get a contradiction.
(2) It suffices to compose (2.21 ∗) with the identification of Lemma 2.5(4).
When restricting this morphism to X ◦, we can also restrict τM to θX , and the
last assertion follows from the identification τVα τM| θX =
τM| θX .
(3) The strictness of i∗τ=zτVα
τM immediately follows from the inclusion in (2).
Definition 2.22 (The irregular Hodge filtration). — Let M be a well-rescalable good
RintX -module. For every α ∈ [0, 1), the z-adic filtration zkOX ⊗pi−1OX pi−1M induces
on i∗τ=zτVα
τM a filtration whose graded module gr
(
i∗τ=z
τVα
τM
)
is a graded RFDX -
submodule of gr
(
pi◦∗M
)
= OX [z, z−1]⊗OX M, hence strict and corresponding thus to
a uniquely defined good filtration F irrα+•M indexed by Z, in the sense that
gr
(
i∗τ=z
τVα
τM
)
= RF irrα+•M
as graded RFDX -module.
Remark 2.23 (Filtration indexed byR). — We can regard the family(F irrα+pM)α∈[0,1),p∈Z
as a family of coherent OX -submodules of M indexed by R (or by A + Z for some
finite subset A ⊂ [0, 1)). We claim that it is a filtration indexed by R, that is,
F irrβ M ⊂ F irrγ M for β 6 γ ∈ R. As a matter of fact, multiplication by τ−p induces an
isomorphism of graded modules
gr
(
i∗τ=z
τVα
τM
) ∼−→ gr(i∗τ=zτVα+p τM )[−p]
and thus identifies F irrα+pM with the term of degree zero in gr
(
i∗τ=z
τVα+p
τM
)
. The
inclusion τVβ τM ⊂ τVγ τM induces the inclusion between the degree zero terms of
gr
(
i∗τ=z
τVβ
τM
)
and gr
(
i∗τ=z
τVγ
τM
)
, hence the desired inclusion.
Notation 2.24. — Let λ : M1 → M2 be a morphism between well-rescalable RintX -
modules. For α ∈ [0, 1), we denote by τλα the induced morphism τVα τM1 → τVα τM2
and by gr(i∗τ=zτλα) the corresponding graded morphism (with respect to the induced
z-adic filtrations).
Remark 2.25. — Recall (see [Sab05, Prop. 7.3.1]) that τVα τM is preserved by z2∂z
and, of course, by τðτ . It follows that τVα τM is stable by z2∂z+τðτ . As a consequence,
the OX -module
F ′irrα+pM := ker
[
(z2∂z + τðτ − pz) : i∗τ=zτVα τM −→ i∗τ=zτVα τM
]
is identified by means of (2.20 ∗∗) with a submodule of M (identified with zp ⊗M),
since it is isomorphic to (zp ⊗M) ∩ (i∗τ=zτVα τM ).
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Definition 2.26 (Graded well-rescalableRintX -modules and morphisms)
(1) Let M be a well-rescalable RintX -module. We say that it is graded if, through
the isomorphism (2.20 ∗), we have
(2.26 ∗) ∀α ∈ [0, 1), OX ⊗pi−1OX [z] pi−1RF irrα+•M = i
∗
τ=z
τVα
τM .
(2) Let λ :M1 →M2 be a morphism between graded well-rescalableRintX -modules.
We say that λ is graded if, for each α ∈ [0, 1), with respect to the identification (2.26 ∗)
we have (see Notation 2.24)
(2.26 ∗∗) i∗τ=zτλα = Id⊗ gr(i∗τ=zτλα).
Lemma 2.27
(1) If M is a well-rescalable RintX -module, it is graded if and only if (2.26 ∗) holds
with RF ′irrα+•M (see Remark 2.25), and then we have F
′irr
α+•M = F
irr
α+•M.
(2) Any morphism λ between graded well-rescalable RintX -modules M1,M2 is
graded.
(3) Let M1,M2 be well-rescalable RintX -modules. If their direct sum is graded, so
is each of them.
Proof
(1) If (2.26 ∗) holds, then ker(z2∂z − pz) acting on the left-hand side of (2.26 ∗)
is equal to F irrα+pM. Conversely, if (2.26 ∗) holds with RF ′irrα+•M, then grading the
left-hand side of the corresponding (2.26 ∗) with respect to the z-adic filtration gives
RF ′irrα+•M, hence RF ′irrα+•M = RF irrα+•M.
(2) Since τλ commutes with z2∂z+τðτ , it follows that, if we regard pi−1RF ′irrα+•M as
being naturally included in OX ⊗pi−1OX [z] pi−1RF ′irrα+•M, then τλ sends pi−1RF ′irrα+•M1
to pi−1RF ′irrα+•M2. The desired assertion is thus a consequence of (1).
(3) Set M = M1 ⊕M2. We have RF ′irrα+•M = RF ′irrα+•M1 ⊕ RF ′irrα+•M2 and τVα
τM =
τVα
τM1 ⊕ τVα τM2. The natural morphism
OX ⊗pi−1OX [z] pi−1RF ′irrα+•M −→ i
∗
τ=z
τVα
τM
is thus the direct sum of the corresponding morphisms for M1 and M2. It is an
isomorphism if and only if each of them is such.
Remarks 2.28
(1) Property (2.26 ∗∗) implies that the morphism i∗z=1λ : M→M′ is filtered with
respect to F irrα+• for each α ∈ [0, 1). We will give below sufficient conditions in order
that this filtered morphism is strict.
(2) By the assumption of strict R-specializability, the RX -module gr
τV
α (
τM ) :=
τVα
τM /τV<α
τM (α ∈ [0, 1)) is coherent and strict. It is a priori not equal to the
analytification of the Rees module of a coherent filtered DX -module. However, the
associated Higgs sheaf gr
τV
α
τM /z gr
τV
α
τM is identified with the analytification of
RF irrα+•M/RF irr<α+•M =
⊕
p∈Z
grF
irr
α+pM.
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In particular, the support of this Higgs sheaf is homogeneous and the union of the
supports when α varies in [0, 1) is the characteristic variety of M. If moreover M is
holonomic, then the previous identification can be extended to characteristic cycles.
Lemma 2.29 (A criterion for isomorphic irregular Hodge filtrations)
Let Mi (i = 1, 2) be isomorphic RintX -modules. Assume that Mi are strict and
well-rescalable. Then (Mi, F irrα+•Mi) (i = 1, 2) are filtered-isomorphic.
Proof. — Let λ : M1
∼−→ M2 be an isomorphism. Because of the uniqueness of
the τV -filtration for strictly R-specializable RX -modules, τλ induces an isomorphism
τλα :
τVα
τM1
∼−→ τVα τM2 for each α ∈ [0, 1). We thus have a commutative diagram
i∗τ=z
τVα
τM1
i∗τ=z
τλα
∼ // _
(2.21 ∗)

i∗τ=z
τVα
τM2
 _
(2.21 ∗)

i∗τ=z
τM1
i∗τ=z
τλ
∼ // i∗τ=z
τM2
Since λ := i∗τ=1τλ is strict, the morphism i∗z=1λ is an isomorphism, and so is the
pullback pi◦∗i∗z=1λ, which is moreover obviously strict with respect to the z-adic fil-
tration, hence i∗τ=zτλ is also strict with respect to the z-adic filtration. Since the
z-adic filtration on the upper terms of the diagram is the filtration induced by that
on the lower terms through the inclusions (2.21 ∗), we conclude that i∗τ=zτλα is a
strict isomorphism with respect to the induced z-adic filtration, so gr(i∗τ=zτλα) is an
isomorphism.
Lemma 2.30 (Strictness)
(1) LetM be a strict well-rescalable RintX -module. Then, for any germ of holomor-
phic function q(τ, z), multiplication by q(τ, z) is injective on τM (hence on τVβ τM for
all β ∈ R). In particular, τM is strict and (τ − z) is injective on τM .
(2) Let λ be a strict morphism between strict well-rescalable RintX -modulesM1,M2.
Then, τλ is strict.
Proof
(1) By Lemma 2.3(2), τM| θX is OC∗τ×Cz -flat. The kernel of multiplication by q(τ, z)
is thus supported on τ = 0, hence each of its local sections is annihilated by some
power of τ . Since multiplication by τ is invertible on τM , this kernel is zero.
(2) Recall that the functor τ (•) is exact, hence ker τλ = τ (kerλ), etc. By using the
faithful flatness of O θX over µ−1OX , we conclude that (ker τλ)| θX and (coker τλ)| θX
are strict. Since τ is bijective on ker τλ and coker τλ, we conclude as in (1) that both
are strict.
Proposition 2.31. — Let λ : M1 → M2 be a morphism between well-rescalable RintX -
modules. Assume that
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(a) M1, M2 and λ are strict,
(b) τλ is strictly specializable along τ = 0.
Then, setting K := kerλ, I := imλ, C := cokerλ, and K := i∗z=1K etc., we have
(1) K = ker i∗z=1λ etc.,
(2) i∗τ=z
τK = ker i∗τ=z
τλ etc.,
(3) K ,I ,C are strict well-rescalable RintX -modules.
(4) for every α ∈ [0, 1), we have i∗τ=zτVα τK = ker(i∗τ=zτλα) etc.
Proof. — For (1), the strictness of λ implies the equalities K = ker i∗z=1λ, etc.
For (2) we reduce the question to pi◦∗i∗z=1λ, and the assertion follows from the
second part of (1) together with the flatness of OX [z−1] over pi−1OX .
By Assumption (b), we have τVα τK = ker τλα etc., according to [Sab05,
Lem. 3.3.10], so K ,I ,C are well-rescalable. Moreover, since λ is strict, its kernel,
image and cokernel are strict, which concludes (3).
By the strict specializability of τλ, we have exact sequences
0→ τVα τK → τVα τM1 → τVα τI → 0 and 0→ τVα τI → τVα τM2 → τVα τC → 0.
Since τ − z is injective on each such module (by arguing as in the proof of Lemma
2.30(1)), we obtain exact sequences for the corresponding modules i∗τ=zτVα, hence (4).
Proposition 2.32. — Together with Assumptions (a) and (b) in Proposition 2.31 (from
which we keep the notation), assume moreover that
(c) M1,M2 are graded.
Then
(1) K , I , C are graded,
(2) for each α ∈ [0, 1), we have RF irrα+•K = ker gr(i∗τ=zτλα), etc.,
(3) i∗z=1λ : (M1, F irrα+•M1) → (M2, F irrα+•M2) is strict, and we have ker i∗z=1λ =
(K, F irrα+•K), etc.
Proof. — Since λ is graded (Lemma 2.27), we have for each α ∈ [0, 1),
i∗τ=z
τVα
τK = ker(i∗τ=z
τλα) = OX ⊗pi−1OX [z] pi−1 ker gr(i∗τ=zτλα),
and similarly for im and coker, so that K ,I ,C are graded, hence (1).
By faithful flatness of OX over pi−1OX [z], we conclude that ker gr(i∗τ=zτλα), etc.,
are strict, hence correspond to irregular Hodge filtrations on K, I,C, so that (2) holds.
Moreover, gr(i∗τ=zτλα) is strict, hence (3).
2.3.b. Example 1: the case where dimX = 0
In this subsection, we assume thatX is reduced to a point. We haveRX = OCz and
RintX = OCz 〈z2∂z〉. We assume that M is a coherent OCz -module which is integrable
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and strict, that is, OCz -locally free of finite rank. We denote by M = M /(z − 1)M
its fibre at z = 1. This is a finite-dimensional vector space.
The Deligne meromorphic extension of M at z = ∞, together with GAGA, pro-
duces a free C[z]-module M such that OCz ⊗C[z] M = M and the connection in-
duced by z2∂z has a regular singularity at infinity. (1) We have M ⊂ M [z−1] :=
C[z, z−1] ⊗C[z] M . Let V•(M [z−1]) be the V -filtration of M [z−1] at z = ∞. We as-
sume for simplicity that the indices are real (i.e., the eigenvalues of the monodromy
on C∗z have absolute value equal to one). Each Vβ(M [z−1]) is a free C[z−1]-module
and C[z, z−1]⊗C[z−1] Vβ(M [z−1]) = M [z−1], and we have (−z∂z + β)νβVβ(M [z−1]) ⊂
V<β(M [z
−1]) for some νβ ∈ N with νβ+k = νβ for k ∈ Z.
Proposition 2.33. — The strict module M is well-rescalable and graded, and the cor-
responding irregular Hodge filtration F irrα+•M (α ∈ [0, 1)) is the filtration naturally
induced by Vα+•(M [z−1]) on the C-vector space
M = M/(z − 1)M = M [z−1]/(z − 1)M [z−1].
Remark 2.34. — The jumping indices of the irregular Hodge filtration, together with
the dimension of the corresponding graded spaces, form the spectrum ofM at infinity,
as defined in [Sab06a, §1].
Proof. — We will work in the algebraic framework with respect to τ and z. Below
we will simply set Vβ = Vβ(M [z−1]). By definition, τM = C[τ, τ−1]⊗CM , where the
C[τ, τ−1, z]-structure is given by z(1 ⊗m) = τ ⊗ zm, τk(1 ⊗m) = τk ⊗m, and the
differential structure by (2.4). Hence, as a C[τ, τ−1]-module, we have
(2.35) τM =
⊕
k∈Z
τk ⊗M,
and the z-action is given by z ·∑k τk ⊗mk = ∑k τk ⊗ zmk−1. It follows that τM
is C[τ, τ−1, z]-free (because M is C[z]-free), and τM/(τ − 1)τM = M . It also follows
that
τM/(τ − z)τM = ⊕
k
τk ⊗ (M/(z − 1)M),
and after identifying the action of τ with that of z on this quotient, we find the
isomorphism:
(2.36) τM/(τ − z)τM = C[z, z−1]⊗CM.
We now show that τM is strictly specializable and regular along τ = 0 by making
explicit its V -filtration. We set
τUβ
τM =
⊕
k
τk ⊗ (Vβ+k ∩M).
1. The notation G0 is used for such an M in [Sab06a, Sab08, HS07, Sab10], see also Sections
3.4.b and 3.5.
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Then, clearly, τU•τM is an increasing filtration of τM by C[τ, z]-submodules, and we
have τUβ−`τM = τ `τUβτM for each β ∈ R and ` ∈ Z. Since (−z∂z + β)νβVβ ⊂ V<β ,
we have zνβ (−z∂z + β)νβ (Vβ ∩ M) ⊂ V<β+νβ ∩ M , from what we conclude that
(τðτ + βz)νβ τUβτM ⊂ τU<βτM since, according to (2.4), we have
(τðτ + βz)νβ
[
τk ⊗ (Vβ+k ∩M)
]
= τk+νβ ⊗ zνβ(−z∂z + (β + k))νβ (Vβ+k ∩M).
Recall (see [Sab10, §1.a]) that, for β ∈ R, Vβ+k ∩M is a finite dimensional vector
space and there exist k0, k1 such that Vβ+k ∩M = 0 for k < k0 and, for k > k1,
Vβ+k ∩M = (Vβ+k ∩ zM) + (Vβ+k−1 ∩M) = z(Vβ+k−1 ∩M) + (Vβ+k−1 ∩M)
=
k−k1∑
j=0
zj(Vβ+k1 ∩M).
Hence, for k > k1,
τk ⊗ (Vβ+k ∩M) =
(k−k1∑
j=0
Cτk−k1−jzj
)
τk1 ⊗ (Vβ+k1 ∩M).
We conclude that τUβτM =
⊕k1−1
k=k0
τk ⊗ (Vβ+k ∩M) +C[τ, z](1⊗ Vβ+k1 ∩M), hence
the C[τ, z] finiteness.
It remains to show the strictness of τUβτM/τU<βτM . We have
(z − zo)
∑
k
τk ⊗mk =
∑
k
τk ⊗ (zmk−1 − zomk),
and the z-torsion freeness amounts to showing the injectivity of
z :
Vβ+k−1 ∩M
V<β+k−1 ∩M −→
Vβ+k ∩M
V<β+k ∩M .
This is clear, since for m ∈ Vβ+k−1, zm ∈ V<β+k is equivalent to m ∈ V<β+k−1.
We finally conclude that τM is strictly specializable along τ = 0 and τVβτM =
τUβ
τM . We will now compute τVατM/(τ − z)τVατM , for α ∈ [0, 1). Although we have
given a general proof that (τ − z)τVατM = (τ − z)τM ∩ τVατM (see Lemma 2.21(1)),
we will show it in the present situation. This equality amounts to
Vα+k ∩ (1− z)M = (1− z)(Vα+k−1 ∩M).
Let m ∈ M such that (1 − z)m ∈ Vα+k. Let γ be such that m ∈ Vγ . If γ > α + k,
we have zm ∈ Vγ , hence m ∈ Vγ−1 and by decreasing induction we conclude that
m ∈ Vα+k−1, as wanted.
Using the identification as in (2.36), we find
(2.37)
τVα
τM
(τ − z)τVατM =
⊕
k
zk
Vα+k ∩M
(1− z)(Vα+k−1 ∩M) =
⊕
k
zk
Vα+k ∩M
Vα+k ∩ (1− z)M ,
so F irrα+kM is the filtration induced by Vα+k on M. The grading property is obviously
satisfied.
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Definition 2.38
(1) The dual (τM)∨ is HomC[τ,τ−1,z](τM,C[τ, τ−1, z]) equipped with the dual action
of ðτ and z2∂z.
(2) The tensor product τM1⊗C[τ,τ−1,z] τM2 is endowed with the usual tensor prod-
uct action of ðτ and z2∂z.
The following is straightforward.
Lemma 2.39. — We have natural isomorphisms
(τM)∨ ' τ(M∨), τM1 ⊗C[τ,τ−1,z] τM2 ' τ(M1 ⊗C[z] M2).
2.3.c. Example 2: the case of a filtered DX-module
Let N be a coherent DX -module equipped with a good filtration F•N. We set
N = RFN as a graded RFDX -module and we will work in the algebraic framework
with respect to τ and z.
Proposition 2.40
(1) The module N is a strict and graded well-rescalable RFDX-module, and the
corresponding irregular Hodge filtration F irr• N is the filtration F•N (in particular, the
only interesting α is α = 0).
(2) Let λ : RFN1 → RFN2 be a graded morphism. Then τλ is strictly specializable
along τ = 0 if and only if the filtered morphism i∗z=1λ : (N1, F•N1) → (N2, F•N2) is
strict.
Proof
(1) We set τN = OX [τ, τ−1, z] ⊗OX [z] N with the RFDX [τ, τ−1]〈ðτ 〉-structure
described by (2.4). We have, as an OX [τ, τ−1, z]-module,
τN =
⊕
k∈Z
⊕
j
(τk ⊗ zjFjN) =
⊕
k,j
(τk−jzj ⊗ FjN)
= C[τ, τ−1]⊗C
(⊕
j
(zj ⊗ FjN)
)
,
(2.41)
and the ðxi ,ðτ action is given by
ðxi(zj ⊗ FjN) = (zj+1 ⊗ ∂xiFjN) ⊂ (zj+1 ⊗ Fj+1N)
ðτzj(1⊗ FjN) = 0.
In other words,
(2.42) τN = C[τ, τ−1, z]zRFN,
where C[τ, τ−1, z] has its standard RFDCτ -module structure. Note that τN [z−1] =
C[τ, τ−1, z, z−1]N. We also deduce from (2.42) that τN/(τ−z)τN = C[z, z−1]⊗CN.
We easily conclude that τVkτN = τ−kC[τ, z]zRFN (k ∈ Z). The regularity is then
clear. We also have gr
τV
α+k
τN = 0 for α ∈ (0, 1) and any k ∈ Z, and grτVk τN ' RFN
for each k ∈ Z, hence the strict specializability. Therefore, only α = 0 is to be
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considered for the irregular Hodge filtration. Hence, all properties of Definition 2.19
are satisfied. For the grading property, we have
τV0
τN/(τ − z)τV0τN = RFN ⊂ N[z, z−1],
and τV0τN/(τ − z)τV0τN is nothing but gr
(
τV0
τN/(τ − z)τV0τN
)
with its grading
forgotten.
(2) We note that, due to the identifications above, gr
τV
0
τλ is nothing but
λ : RFN1 → RFN2, showing that τλ is strictly specializable along τ = 0 if and only
if λ is strict, that is, i∗z=1λ is strictly filtered. Similarly, i∗τ=zτλ is identified with λ
viewed as acting on OX [z, z−1]⊗OX [z] RFN = pi◦∗N, that is, pi◦∗i∗z=1λ.
2.3.d. Well-rescaled R-triples
Let ιT = (M ′,M ′′, ιC) be an object of Rint-ιTriples(X). According to the con-
structions in Section 2.2, one can rescale it as an object ( τM ′, τM ′′, θιC), where θιC is
a sesquilinear pairing
θ
ιC :
θM ′| θX ◦ ⊗C ι+ θM ′′| θX ◦ −→ Db θX ◦/C∗z .
Let j : θX ↪→ τX denotes the open inclusion. ForM =M ′,M ′′, we have τM ⊂ j∗ θM ,
hence j∗θιC induces a sesquilinear pairing
j∗θιC :
τM ′| θX ◦ ⊗C ι+ τM ′′| θX ◦ −→ j∗Db θX ◦/C∗z .
Definition 2.43. — We say that ιT = (M ′,M ′′, ιC) is well-rescalable if
(1) M ′,M ′′ are well-rescalable in the sense of Definition 2.19,
(2) j∗θιC : τM ′| θX ◦ ⊗C ι+ τM ′′| θX ◦ → j∗Db θX ◦/C∗z takes values in the subsheaf of
moderate distributions along τX0 and defines a moderate sesquilinear pairing
τ
ιC :
τM ′| τX ◦ ⊗C ι+ τM ′′| τX ◦ −→ Db τX ◦/C∗z (∗
τX0)
We say that ιT = (M ′,M ′′, ιC) is graded well-rescalable if moreover τM ′, τM ′′
are graded.
In this way we have defined two full subcategories Rgr resc-ιTriples(X) and
R resc-ιTriples(X) of Rint-ιTriples(X). It is easy to check that R resc-ιTriples(X) is
stable by direct summand in Rint-ιTriples(X) and, according to Lemma 2.27(3),
(2.44) Rgr resc-ιTriples(X) is stable by direct summand in R resc-ιTriples(X).
Let us denote by Rint-ιTriples(τX, (∗τX0)) the category consisting of localized in-
tegrable ι-triples on (τX, (∗τX0)). The subcategories factorize as follows:
(2.45)
Rgr resc-ιTriples(X)_

R resc-ιTriples(X)
 // Rint-ιTriples(τX, (∗τX0))  τ = 1 // Rint-ιTriples(X)
τ
ιT resc
 // τ
ιT =(
τM ′, τM ′′, τιC)
 //
ιT =(M ′,M ′′, ιC).
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Lemma 2.46 (Adjunction and Tate twist by an integer)
The categories Rgr resc-ιTriples(X) and R resc-ιTriples(X) are stable by the ad-
junction functor and the Tate twist functor by an integer in a way compatible with
those existing on Rint-ιTriples(τX, (∗τX0)).
Moreover, for k ∈ Z, if F irrα+•M is the irregular Hodge filtration associated with
ιT resc, then F irrα−k+•M is that attached to ιT
resc(k).
Proof. — The case of adjunction is obvious, as well as that of the Tate twist by an
integer, according to Lemma 2.10(2), since τιT (k) = (z−k τM ′, zk τM ′′, τιC).
The Rees module for the irregular Hodge filtration attached to ιT resc(k) is then
equal to zkRF irrα+•M, hence the last statement.
Remark 2.47 (Changing the integrable structure). — Let us change the integrable
structure of T as in Examples 1.38 and 1.47 and let us use the variant (1.47 ∗).
Let us assume furthermore that b is real and that c = −a. This corresponds to twist-
ing T by a pure polarized integrable twistor structure of weight zero. Let us denote
by M˜ ′, M˜ ′′ the RX -modulesM ′,M ′′ endowed with this new action of z2∂z, that is,
e.g. z2∂z ·m′ = (z2∂z+a+bz)m′, etc. The action of τðτ on τM˜ ′ is by τðτ−aτ−bz and
that of z2ðz is by z2ðz + aτ + bz. If τM ′ is strictly R-specializable and regular along
τ = 0, so is τM˜ ′, whose τV -filtration is the τV -filtration of τM ′ shifted by b. A similar
statement holds for τM˜ ′′. Lastly, θιC is changed to θιC˜ := |z/τ |2be(aτ/z−aτ/z) ·θιC, which
still has moderate growth along τX0 if θιC has so. As a consequence, twisting T by
a pure polarized integrable twistor structure of rank one and weight zero induces an
endofunctor of the category Rgr resc-ιTriples(X).
2.4. Irregular mixed Hodge modules
2.4.a. General construction
We will now use the theory of mixed twistor D-modules, as developed in [Moc15].
However, we will use its “ι-version” considered in Chapter 1. Let ιMTMint(τX) be
the category of integrable mixed ι-twistor D-modules on τX. It is a full subcategory
of the category WRint-ιTriples(τX) of integrable W -filtered R-triples on τX. We will
only consider the full subcategory ιMTMint(τX, [∗τX0]) of localized integrable mixed
twistor modules ( τιT ,W•), such that τιT = τιT [∗τX0] (see Remark 1.59). Recall that
we have a “stupid” localization functor (1.59 ∗∗)
(2.48) ιMTMint(τX, [∗τX0]) 7−→WRint-ιTriples(τX, (∗τX0))
which sends W` τιT to W`[ τιT (∗τX0)] := [W` τιT ](∗τX0). By [Moc15, Lem. 11.2.4],
it is fully faithful. We denote by ιMTMint(τX, (∗τX0)) its essential image. Therefore,
the “stupid” localization functor ιMTMint(τX, [∗τX0]) 7→ ιMTMint(τX, (∗τX0)) is an
equivalence (see Remark 1.59). An object ( τιT ,W•) in ιMTMint(τX, (∗τX0)) comes
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thus from a unique (up to isomorphism) object in ιMTMint(τX, [∗τX0]). We will not
make the distinction between both.
Remark 2.49 (Condition near τ = 0). — The mixed twistor condition that we want to
impose to an object of WRint-ιTriples(τX, (∗τX0)) is important only in some neigh-
bourhood of |τ | 6 1 (for example, the strict specializability along τX0 or the re-
striction to τ = 1), and the behaviour for |τ | large is not relevant. In the following,
ιMTM
int(τX, (∗τX0)) should be taken with this wider interpretation. This corresponds
to the notion of a “Sabbah orbit” in [HS07], when X is reduced to a point and when
we only consider polarized objects which are pure of weight 0. On the other hand,
the notion of nilpotent orbit in loc. cit., which controls the behaviour when |τ | → ∞,
is not relevant here.
Definition 2.50 (Mixed twistor-rescaled D-modules). — The category ιMTMresc(X)
of mixed twistor-rescaled D-modules is the full subcategory of WR resc-ιTriples(X)
whose objects are filtered objects (ιT ,W•) of the category R resc-ιTriples(X) such
that the rescaled object ( τιT ,W•) is an object of ιMTMint(τX, (∗τX0)), which is a full
subcategory of WRint-ιTriples(τX, (∗τX0)).
Remark 2.51. — Since (ιT ,W•) is recovered from ( τιT ,W•) by restricting to τ = 1,
we conclude that (ιT ,W•) is an object of ιMTMint(X)
Definition 2.52 (Irregular mixed Hodge modules)
(1) The category of irregular mixed Hodge modules IrrMHM(X) is defined similarly
as a full subcategory of the category WRgr resc-ιTriples(X), and consists of objects
in ιMTMresc(X) which are graded.
(2) If k is a subfield of R, the objects in the category IrrMHM(X,k) are pairs
((ιT ,W•), (Pk,W•)) in ιMTMintgood(X,k) (see Section 1.5) such that (ιT ,W•) is an
object in IrrMHM(X).
Proposition 2.53
(1) The category ιMTMresc(X) is an abelian full subcategory of ιMTMint(X), which
is stable by direct summand in ιMTMint(X).
(2) The category IrrMHM(X) is an abelian full subcategory of ιMTMresc(X), which
is stable by direct summand in ιMTMresc(X), hence in ιMTMint(X). Each mor-
phism λ induces a strictly bifiltered morphism
i∗z=1λ : (M1, F
irr
• M1,W•M1) −→ (M2, F irr• M2,W•M2).
(3) The category IrrMHM(X,k) is an abelian full subcategory of ιMTMintgood(X,k)
stable by direct summand.
Proof. — Abelianity follows from Propositions 2.31 and 2.32, together with the prop-
erty that 2.31(b) is fulfilled in ιMTMint(τX, (∗τX0)) and that every morphism between
graded well-rescalable objects is graded.
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The only point remaining to be proved is the bistrictness of i∗z=1λ. We note that,
since λ is a morphism in ιMTMint(X), the induced morphism i∗z=1λ is strictly filtered
with respect to W•. On the other hand, Proposition 2.32 implies that it is strictly
filtered with respect to F irr• . For each `, F irr• (grW` M) is the filtration naturally induced
by F irr• M, as follows from Proposition 2.32(3), hence the desired assertion.
2.4.b. Examples of objects of IrrMHM(pt)
Pure polarized integrable twistor structures of weight zero and rank one. — Let us con-
sider such an object (also called a polarizable non-commutative Hodge structure
of weight zero) as given by the trivial bundle OP1 equipped with the connection
∇ = d + (a/z + b − az)dz/z with b real. We can also present it as in Example 1.38
withM ′ =M ′′ = OCz with c = −a, and CS = Id, and work with the isomorphic ob-
ject (1.38∗). We can interpret this object as the result of the change of the integrable
structure of ((OCz , z2∂z), (OCz , z2∂z), CS = Id). In such a way, M ′ = OCz ⊗C[z] M ′,
where M ′ = C[z] is defined as in Example 2.3.b from Deligne’s meromorphic exten-
sion at z =∞, and similarly forM ′′, so thatM ′,M ′′ are well-rescalable and graded,
according to Proposition 2.33. As in Remark 2.47, we find τιC˜ = |z/τ |2be(aτ/z−aτ/z).
Then the restriction of this object to τ = τo 6= 0 remains a pure polarized integrable
twistor structure of weight zero, since this operation reduces to changing a into aτo
(recall that multiplication by the positive constant |τo|−2b leads to an isomorphic
object, see Footnote 2 on Page 26). We conclude:
Proposition 2.54. — Any polarized non-commutative Hodge structure of rank one in-
duces an object of IrrMHM(pt).
Corollary 2.55. — Let ιT be an object of IrrMHM(X). Then any object of ιMTMint(X)
which has an equivalent integrable structure, and so defines the same object in
MTM(X) (see Remark 1.36), gives also rise to an object in IrrMHM(X).
Proof. — Such an object is obtained from ιT by tensoring with a rank-one integrable
polarizable twistor structure ιT1 which is pure of weight zero, according to Remark
2.47. As noticed in this remark, the graded-rescaling property is preserved. We then
have τ(ιT ⊗ ιT1) ' τιT ⊗ τιT1, which is an object of ιMTMint(τX, (∗τX0)).
Remark 2.56. — By changing the integrable structure in such a way, one can shift the
irregular Hodge filtration of M by an arbitrary real number.
Pure polarized integrable twistor structures of weight zero of any rank. — Such an object
T = (M ′,M ′′, CS) is described as follows (see [Sab05, §7.2.b]). There is a complex
vector space H equipped with a positive definite Hermitian pairing h : H ⊗CH → C,
such that M ′ =M ′′ = H ⊗C OCz =:M and the pairing
CS : (H ⊗ OS)⊗ (H ⊗ OS) −→ OS
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restricted to (H ⊗ 1)⊗ (H ⊗ 1) is equal to h. The connection is given by the formula
(for M )
(2.57) (z2∂z)|H⊗1 = U ⊗ 1−Q⊗ z − U∗ ⊗ z2,
where U and Q are endomorphisms of H, Q is self-adjoint with respect to h and U∗
is the h-adjoint of U . On the other hand, the formula for ιC and that for the Deligne
meromorphic extension of M is not explicit, in contrast with the case of rank one.
Proposition 2.58. — Let ιT be a pure polarized integrable twistor structure of weight
zero. Assume moreover that θιT is a variation of pure polarized integrable twistor
structure of weight zero on C∗θ. Then ιT is an object of IrrMHM(pt).
Remark 2.59. — In [HS07], T is called a “Sabbah orbit” when the condition in the
proposition is fulfilled for |θ|  0.
Proof. — The graded well-rescaling property ofM :=M ′,M ′′ follows from Proposi-
tion 2.33. We need to check that θιC has moderate growth when restricted to τM ′, τM ′′
and that the resulting object τιT is in ιMTMint(τX, (∗τX0)).
For this point, we notice as in [HS07, Lem. 4.6] that the harmonic bundle corre-
sponding to the variation θιT is tame at τ = 0. It follows from [Sim90, Moc07] that
it extends as polarizable integrable twistor D-module τ˜ιT = ( τ˜M ′, τ˜M ′′, τ˜ιC) on Cτ ,
which is pure of weight zero. The localized object τ˜ιT [∗{τ = 0}] is thus an object of
ιMTM
int(Cτ ). It is now enough to identify its R-components with τM ′, τM ′′.
We have already remarked in the proof of Proposition 2.33 that τM is C[z, τ, τ−1]-
free. On the other hand, τ˜M is OCτ×Cz [1/τ ]-free, as follows from [Moc07, Lem. 15.6],
after the definition 15.1.1 in loc. cit., which identifies E with our τ˜M . See also
[Moc02, Cor. 4.15] and [Sab05, Cor. 5.3.1(1)]. So, both τM and τ˜M are OCτ×Cz [1/τ ]-
free.
By construction, τM and τ˜M coincide on the open set C∗τ ×Cz. On the other hand,
they also coincide on {0} × C∗z: indeed, on Cτ × C∗z, they are both identified with
the Deligne meromorphic extension along the divisor τ = 0 of the flat bundle with
connection τM|C∗τ×C∗z =
τ˜M |C∗τ×C∗z . Let us set C
2∗
τ,z := Cτ ×Cz r {(0, 0)}. By Hartogs,
the induced isomorphism τM|C2∗τ,z
∼−→ τ˜M |C2∗τ,z extends as an isomorphism on C2τ,z,
according to the freeness of τM and τ˜M .
Caveat 2.60. — Let U,Q be as in (2.57). Since Q is self-adjoint, it is semi-simple
with real eigenvalues, and defines a direct sum decomposition of H indexed by real
numbers (the eigenvalues ofQ). We can regard this decomposition as a complex Hodge
structure. However, the irregular Hodge filtration is not, in general, the filtration
associated with this decomposition. This occurs if U = 0 but, for U 6= 0, there may
be a difference between the jumping indices of the irregular Hodge filtration (called the
spectrum at infinity in [Sab11, §7.1]) and the jumping indices of the Q-decomposition
(called the new supersymmetric index in [Sab11, §7.3]).
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In higher dimensions, if X is a quasi-projective variety, a variation of integrable
polarizable pure twistor structure of weight 0 on X which is tame at infinity defines,
via Q and by the rigidity theorem [HS10, Th. 6.2], a variation of polarized complex
Hodge structure, but the irregular Hodge filtration, if defined, does not necessarily fit
with the Hodge decomposition. This occurs however if the constant endomorphism U
of the corresponding Higgs bundle is zero.
Fourier-Laplace transforms of mixed Hodge modules. — We now assume that X = P1.
Let T be an object of MTMint(P1, [∗∞]) coming from a mixed Hodge module.
Its Fourier-Laplace transform is an object of MTMint(A1τ ), according to [Moc15]
(see Section 1.6.b for the exponential twist). Moreover, it is tame at τ = 0, as
follows from [Sab06b, Prop. 4.1]. Comparing the formulas in Section 2.3.b and
[Sab08, Lem. 2.1], we identify this Fourier-Laplace transform with the rescaling of
its restriction at τ = 1. Note that this restriction is nothing but the pushforward
by the constant map P1 → pt of the twisted object T t/z∗ ⊗ T , where t is the affine
coordinate on A1 = P1 r {∞}. We therefore obtain the following result.
Proposition 2.61. — With the above notation, the fibre at τ = 1 of the Fourier-Laplace
transform of a mixed Hodge module on P1 is an object of IrrMHM(pt).
2.4.c. Pushforward by a projective morphism
Theorem 2.62. — Let f : X → Y be a projective morphism and τf : τX → τY the
induced map.
(1) For each (ιT ,W•) ∈ ιMTMresc(X) and each k ∈ Z, the pushforward
fk† (ιT ,W•) is an object of ιMTM
resc(Y ) and for each α ∈ [0, 1) we have, for
M =M ′,M ′′,
(2.62 ∗) i∗τ=zτVα(τfk† ( τM )) ' fk†
(
i∗τ=z
τVα
τM
)
.
(2) Moreover, if (ιT ,W•) ∈ IrrMHM(X), then fk† (ιT ,W•) ∈ IrrMHM(Y ) and, for
each α ∈ [0, 1), the complex f†RF irrα+•M is strict and
(2.62 ∗∗) RF irrα+•f
k
† (M) ' fk† (RF irrα+•M).
Lemma 2.63. — For an object ιT = (M ′,M ′′, ιC) of R resc-ιTriples(X), if fk† ψτM
is strict for all k (M =M ′,M ′′), then fk† ιT belongs to R resc-ιTriples(Y ).
Proof. — For theRint-module part, the condition implies that strict R-specializability
is preserved by proper pushforward, according to [Sab05, Th. 3.3.15], and the reg-
ularity is also preserved, according to [Sab05, §3.1.d]. On the other hand, if θιC is
moderate along τ = 0, then the formula of [Sab05, §1.6.d] for fk†
θ
ιC implies that the
latter is also moderate along τ = 0.
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Proof of Theorem 2.62
(1) Let us recall that for objects of ιMTMint(τX, (∗X0)) and f projective, τfk† is
strict with respect to the τV -filtration, and τfk† is a functor ιMTM
int(τX, (∗X0)) 7→
ιMTM
int(τY, (∗Y0)). Therefore, the above lemma together with Proposition 2.11
imply that the functor fk† : ιMTM
int(X) 7→ ιMTMint(Y ) sends ιMTMresc(X) to
ιMTM
resc(Y ). The second part of the assertion is obtained as in the proof of [SY15,
Th. 4.1].
(2) Arguing as in the proof of Proposition A.1 we have
OY ⊗OY [z] fk† (RF irrα+•M) ' f
k
† (OX ⊗OX [z] RF irrα+•M),
and the grading property of ιT gives, according to (1),
(2.64) OY ⊗OY [z] fk† (RF irrα+•M) ' f
k
†
(
i∗τ=z
τVα
τM
) ' i∗τ=zτVα(τfk† ( τM )).
As a consequence, by Lemma 2.21(3) applied to τfk† (
τM ), i∗τ=zτVα(τfk† (
τM )) is strict,
hence so is OY ⊗OY [z]fk† (RF irrα+•M), and therefore also fk† (RF irrα+•M) by faithful flatness
of OY over OY [z]. In other words, the spectral sequence of the filtered complex
τf†(F irrα+•M) degenerates at E1, a property which amounts to (2.62 ∗∗). Now, (2.64)
reads
OY ⊗OY [z] RF irrα+•f
k
† (M) ' i∗τ=zτVα(τfk† ( τM )),
hence the gradedness of fk† (M ).
2.4.d. The Lefschetz morphism and the Hard Lefschetz theorem
We keep the setting and notation of Section 2.4.c. Let c ∈ H2(X,C) be a real
(1, 1)-class. It defines a morphism Lc : fk† (ιT ) → fk+2† (ιT )(1) in ιMTMint(Y )
(see [Sab05, §1.6.e]).
Corollary 2.65
(1) If ιT is an object of IrrMHM(X), then Lc induces a bi-strict morphism for
each α ∈ [0, 1) and each k ∈ Z:
(fk† (M), F
irr
α+•f
k
† (M),W•f
k
† (M)) −→ (fk+2† (M), F irrα−1+•fk+2† (M),W•+2fk+2† (M)).
(2) If moreover ιT is pure and c is the first Chern class of an ample line bundle
then, for each k > 0, L kc induces a strict isomorphism
(f−k† (M), F
irr
α+•f
−k
† (M))
∼−→ (fk† (M), F irrα−k+•fk† (M)).
Proof. — We note that (2) follows from (1), since the Hard Lefschetz theorem holds
for pure objects, according to [Moc11a]. Then (1) is a consequence of Proposition
2.53(2).
Example 2.66 (also obtained in a different way by J.-D. Yu). — Let ϕ : X → P1 be
a projective morphism with pole divisor P = ϕ−1(∞). We set U = X r P . Then
we can apply 2.65(2) to ιT ϕ/z (see Section 2.4.g below) and f is the constant map,
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according to [Moc11a], since T ϕ/z is pure (see Section 1.6.a). We hence get a strict
isomorphism for an ample class c and β ∈ Q, by using the decreasing version of the
irregular Hodge filtration F−α−pirr := F
irr
α+p:
ck : F βirrH
dX−k(U,d + dϕ) ∼−→ F β+kirr HdX+k(U,d + dϕ), ∀β ∈ Q.
2.4.e. Pullback by a smooth morphism
Let g : X → Y be a smooth morphism. We denote by τg : τX → τY the induced
map. The smooth pullback τg+ : ιMTMint(τY ) 7→ ιMTMint(τX) is defined as in 1.23(c).
Proposition 2.67. — Let g : X → Y be a smooth morphism.
(1) The smooth pullback g+ preserves the well-rescaling property.
(2) Assume that (ιT ,W•) is an object of IrrMHM(τY ). Then g+(ιT ,W•) is an
object of IrrMHM(τY ) and we have for each α ∈ [0, 1):
(2.67 ∗) RF irrα+•g
+M ' g+RF irrα+•M.
Proof. — Assume that M is well-rescalable. Since O τX is O τY -flat, the functor
τg∗ is exact and the filtration τg∗τV•( τM ) satisfies all the characteristic properties of
the τV -filtration of τg+ τM (in particular, and importantly, strictness of τg∗ gr
τV
a
τM ).
Hence, τg+ τM is strictly R-specializable along τ = 0 and we have τV•(τg+ τM ) =
τg+τV•(
τM ). Moreover, the regularity property is easily seen to be satisfied, so 2.19
holds for g+ τM .
Moreover, we have in an obvious way for the OX -module structure:
i∗τ=z
τg∗τV•(
τM ) = g∗i∗τ=z
τV•(
τM ) ⊂ g∗i∗τ=z τM = i∗τ=zτg∗ τM ,
and this equality extends to the RX -module structure in an obvious way.
Assume that a sesquilinear pairing θιC has moderate growth along τX0. This means
that, when restricted to τM ′, τM ′′ viewed as contained in j∗ θM ′, j∗ θM ′′, it can be
extended as a section of Db τX ◦/C∗z . Then, its pullback by
τg, as defined by (1.31),
satisfies the similar property.
Both properties show that the functor g+ : ιMTMint(Y ) 7→ ιMTMint(X) sends
ιMTM
resc(Y ) to ιMTMresc(X).
Note that, since g+ preserves strictness, we know that the right-hand side of (2.67 ∗)
takes the form RF g+M for some filtration F•g+M. It is then enough to prove the
gradedness of g+ιT , and the proof will identify the filtration F•g+M with F irrα+•g+M.
We can now argue as in the case of the pushforward:
OX ⊗OX [z] g+RF irrα+•M = g
+
(
OY ⊗OY [z] RF irrα+•M
)
' g+(i∗τ=zτVα( τM )) (gradedness of ιT )
' i∗τ=zτVα(τg+ τM ) (previous argument).
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2.4.f. Mixed Hodge modules as objects of IrrMHM(X)
We keep the notation of Section 1.7.b.
Proposition 2.68. — The subcategory MHM(X,C) of ιMTMint(X) is contained in
IrrMHM(X).
Proof. — Proposition 2.40 shows the graded well-rescaling property of the Rint-
components of an object of MHM(X,C). Moreover, Formula (2.42) identifies the
rescaled object with the localized pullback by the functor p+ : ιMTMint(X) 7→
ιMTM
int(τX, ∗(τX0)) associated with the projection p : τX → X. Hence the proper-
ties of Definitions 2.50 and 2.52(1) are satisfied.
2.4.g. Exponential twist
In this subsection, we prove Theorem 0.2(2). Recall that P denotes the pole divisor
of the meromorphic function ϕ. Let ιT
ϕ/z
∗ be the object of ιMTMint(X, (∗P )) defined
in Section 1.6.a, with respect to the meromorphic function ϕ on X. We consider simi-
larly ιT
τϕ/z
∗ with respect to the meromorphic function τϕ on τX, which is an object of
ιMTM
int(τX, (∗ τP )). Then ιT τϕ/z∗ (∗τX0) is an object of ιMTMint(τX, (∗( τP ∪τX0))).
This is also the rescaled object of ιT
ϕ/z
∗ . We aim at proving the graded well-rescaling
property of its Rint-components, and a similar property for the twist with a mixed
Hodge module.
Let ιT be the object of ιMTMint(X) associated with a mixed Hodge module. It
induces an object τιT of ιMTMint(τX, (∗τX0)).
We claim that
(
ιT
τϕ/z
∗ (∗τX0) ⊗ τιT
)
[∗ τP ], which is an object of the category
ιMTM
int(τX, (∗τX0)) according to [Moc15, Prop. 11.3.3], satisfies the graded well-
rescaling property. This will show that the exponentially twisted mixed Hodge module
ιT
ϕ/z
∗ ⊗ ιT belongs to IrrMHM(X).
Concerning Definition 2.19, the only new point to be checked is the regularity along
τ = 0. If ϕ is the inverse of a coordinate function t, then this is contained in [Sab10,
Prop. 4.1(ii)]. In general, one uses the construction of [SY15, §2.a] to reduce to this
case, by using that the regularity property is preserved under the pushforward by a
projective morphism X ′ → X (if the zero set and the pole set P of ϕ do not intersect,
this simply amounts to considering, in the neighbourhood of any point of P , the graph
of the holomorphic function 1/ϕ).
Lastly, the grading condition is given by [SY15, Prop. 5.5&Rem. 5.6].
2.4.h. Open questions
Although the category ιMTM(X) is endowed with a nearby cycle functor, a local-
ization and dual localization functor, and a vanishing cycle functor, we do not know
whether IrrMHM(X) is preserved by these functors. Even if so, there remains the
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problem of computing the behaviour of the irregular Hodge filtration with respect to
these functors, as indicated in Remark 0.6(3).
2.5. Rigid irreducible holonomic DP1-modules
In this section we give a proof of Theorem 0.7. Our base variety X is now equal
to the Riemann sphere P1 (we use its analytic topology). Recall (see Remark 1.39)
that, to any irreducible holonomic DP1 -module corresponds exactly one object T of
MTM(P1) which is pure of weight zero, up to an obvious ambiguity, and there is at
most one integrable structure up to equivalence on this object. Our first goal is to
give a precise criterion for the existence of such an integrable structure, at least in
the rigid case.
We will reformulate in Proposition 2.69 the existence of a variant of the Katz algo-
rithm, due to Arinkin [Ari10] and Deligne [Del06], for possibly irregular irreducible
holonomic DP1 -modules, which terminates in rank one if and only if the rigidity prop-
erty holds. In such a case, the rigidity property holds at each step of the algorithm,
and the rank never increases all along the process. The algorithm consists in per-
forming suitably chosen operations: twist by a rank-one meromorphic connection,
changing the point at infinity, and Laplace transformation. Due to the first operation,
one can assume without loss of generality that the terminating rank-one holonomic
DP1-module is (OP1 ,d). That rigidity is preserved by the Laplace transformation is a
result due to Bloch-Esnault [BE04].
Proposition 2.69. — Let M be a rigid irreducible holonomic DP1-module. There exist
(a) a smooth projective complex variety X and a normal crossing divisor D ⊂ X,
together with a subdivisor H ⊂ D,
(b) a projective morphism f : X → P1,
(c) a meromorphic function ϕ on X with poles contained in D and whose pole and
zero divisors do not intersect,
(d) a locally free rank-one OX(∗D)-module N = Nreg with a regular singular mero-
morphic connection ∇,
such that, denoting by TM the polarizable pure twistor D-module of weight 0 associated
with M, and by TN the mixed twistor D-module associated with N,
(1) if M is locally formally unitary, the local system N∇ is unitary,
(2) TM is the image of the natural morphism
f0† (T
ϕ/z
∗ ⊗ Γ[!H]TN) −→ f0† (T ϕ/z∗ ⊗ Γ[∗H]TN).
Let us make precise that the minimal (or intermediate) extension Nmin of N is
an irreducible regular holonomic DX -module and N = Nmin(∗D). There is a unique
polarizable pure twistorD-module TNmin of weight 0 associated withNmin, and by def-
inition TN is the mixed twistor D-module TNmin [∗D]. In particular, Γ[∗H]TN = TN,
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but we keep the first notation to have in mind the analogous notation Γ[!H]TN. More-
over, if N∇ is locally unitary, then TNmin is a pure complex Hodge module of weight 0,
and TN is a complex mixed Hodge module.
Corollary 2.70. — Let M be a rigid irreducible holonomic DP1-module, with associated
pure twistor D-module TM. Then TM is integrable if and only if M is locally formally
unitary.
Proof. — If TM is integrable, then the associated M is locally formally unitary (this
does not use irreducibility nor rigidity): one applies Proposition 1.26(2a) to T as
well as to any triple obtained from T after ramification and exponential twist, which
remains integrable.
On the other hand, ifM is irreducible, rigid and locally unitary, then N∇ is unitary,
according to 2.69(1), so TN is integrable, and then so is TM, according to 2.69(2).
Proof of Theorem 0.7. — Since Corollary 2.70 gives the first part of the theorem, it
remains to prove the second part. The uniqueness up to equivalence follows from
Corollary 2.55. Let us use the notation and results of Proposition 2.69. Since TN is a
complex mixed Hodge module, so does Γ[?H]TN (? = ∗, !). Also, the natural morphism
Γ[!H]ιTN → Γ[∗H]ιTN is a morphism of mixed Hodge modules. From Theorem 0.2(2)
we conclude that(
ιT
ϕ/z ⊗ Γ[!H]ιTN
)resc −→ (ιT ϕ/z ⊗ Γ[∗H]ιTN)resc
is a morphism in IrrMHM(X), and from Theorem 0.2(1) we obtain that
f0†
[(
ιT
ϕ/z ⊗ Γ[!H]ιTN
)resc] −→ f0† [(ιT ϕ/z ⊗ Γ[∗H]ιTN)resc]
is a morphism in IrrMHM(P1). Its image in the abelian category IrrMHM(P1) restricts
through i∗τ=1 to the corresponding image in ιMTM
int(P1), which is nothing but TM.
This gives the desired result.
Remark 2.71 (The use of the graded-rescaling property). — Note that both source and
target of the morphism
f0† (E
ϕ ⊗ Γ[!H]N) −→ f0† (Eϕ ⊗ Γ[∗H]N)
carry an irregular Hodge filtration, obtained in a strict way by pushforward by f0† of
that of Eϕ⊗Γ[?H]N, according to Theorem 0.3(4), and the graded-rescaling property
implies that this morphism is strictly filtered with respect to it, so RF irrα+•M is the
strict image of the corresponding Rees morphism.
Proof of Proposition 2.69. — LetM be rigid irreducible and let us assume that there
exist X,D,H, f : X → P1, ϕ and (N,∇) as in 2.69(a)–(d) for M, satisfying 2.69(2).
We will prove the following properties.
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(i) If L is a rank-one meromorphic connection on P1 with poles along Σ ⊂ P1, then
Data 2.69(a)–(d) satisfying 2.69(2) exist for Γ[∗Σ](M ⊗ L) and for the image M′ of
Γ[!Σ](M⊗ L)→ Γ[∗Σ](M⊗ L).
Moreover, if N∇ is unitary and L is locally formally unitary, then so is M′ and
(N′,∇) can be chosen unitary.
(ii) Let ∞ be a point of P1, chosen as the point at infinity. By (i), we can assume
that M = Γ[∗∞]M. Let M′ be the Laplace transform of M with respect to this point.
Then Data 2.69(a)–(d) satisfying 2.69(2) exist for M′.
Moreover, if N∇ is unitary, N′∇ can be chosen to be unitary.
These two properties allow us to conclude the proof of the proposition, since any
rigid holonomic DP1-module can be obtained by applying a sequence of (i) and (ii)
to (OP1 ,d), according to the Arinkin-Deligne algorithm, and moreover, if M is locally
formally unitary, then the rank-one connections Lreg chosen at each step are locally
unitary.
We start by making explicit some admissible modifications of Data 2.69(a)–(d).
Let e′ : X ′ → X be a projective modification which induces an isomorphism
X ′re′−1(D) ∼−→ XrD, and set D′ = e′−1(D), H ′ = e′−1(H), f ′ = f ◦e′, ϕ′ = ϕ◦e′,
N′ = ∗e′+N. Then 2.69(2) and possibly 2.69(1) hold for M with these data. Indeed,
we have Eϕ ⊗N ' e′0† (Eϕ
′ ⊗N′) and, after Corollary 1.80,
Eϕ ⊗ Γ[!H]N = Γ[!H](Eϕ ⊗N) = Γ[!H]e′0† (Eϕ
′ ⊗N′) = e′0† (Eϕ
′ ⊗ Γ[!H′]N′),
and similarly e′k† (E
ϕ′ ⊗ Γ[!H′]N′) = 0, so f ′0† (Eϕ
′ ⊗ Γ[!H′]N′) ' f0† (Eϕ ⊗ Γ[!H]N).
A similar equality obviously holds with Γ[∗H′], and these isomorphisms can be lifted
at the level of MTM.
Let us show (i). There exists a meromorphic function ψ on P1 and a rank-one
meromorphic connection Lreg with regular singularities, such that L = Eψ ⊗ Lreg.
We can write L = (OP1(∗Σ),d + dψ + ω), where Σ is the pole divisor of L and ω is
a one-form with at most simple poles at Σ. Moreover, L is locally formally unitary
if and only if Lreg is unitary, i.e., the residues of ω at Σ are real. Set D1 = f−1(Σ).
By a suitable change of data as above, we can assume that the pole and zero divisors
of ϕ+ ψ ◦ f do not intersect, and that D∪D1 is a normal crossing divisor. We claim
that, with this assumption, the similar data with D′ = D ∪ D1, H ′ = H ∪ D1,
ϕ′ = ϕ+ ψ ◦ f , N′ = (Γ[∗D1]N)⊗ (Γ[∗D]f+Lreg) is a suitable set of data for M′.
Firstly, one can check that L⊗f0† (Eϕ⊗Γ[?H]N) ' f0†
(
f+L⊗ (Eϕ⊗Γ[?H]N)
)
. Then
one can notice that
f+(Eψ ⊗Lreg)⊗ (Eϕ⊗Γ[!H]N) = Eϕ
′ ⊗ (f+Lreg)⊗Γ[!H]N ' Eϕ
′ ⊗Γ[!H](f+Lreg⊗N),
since the second isomorphism is mostly obvious for rank-one regular meromorphic
connections and normal crossing divisors. Moreover, from the first two lines of 1.77(iii)
one deduces that Γ[!Σ] ◦ f0† ' f0† ◦ Γ[!D1]. It follows that, for ? = ∗, !, Γ[?Σ](L⊗M) is
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the image of the morphism
f0†
(
Eϕ
′ ⊗ Γ[?D1]Γ[!H](f+Lreg ⊗N)
)
−→ f0†
(
Eϕ
′ ⊗ Γ[?D1]Γ[∗H](f+Lreg ⊗N)
)
.
As a consequence, M′ is the image of
f0†
(
Eϕ
′ ⊗ Γ[!D1]Γ[!H](f+Lreg ⊗N)
)
−→ f0†
(
Eϕ
′ ⊗ Γ[∗D1]Γ[∗H](f+Lreg ⊗N)
)
,
and since Γ[?D1]Γ[?H] = Γ[?H′] (? = ∗, !), we obtained the desired assertion.
Let us now show (ii). Recall that the Laplace transformation is an exact functor
Modhol(P1, ∗∞) 7→ Modhol(P1, ∗∞), so M′ is the image of the Laplace transform of
f0† (E
ϕ⊗Γ[!H]N) to that of f0† (Eϕ⊗Γ[∗H]N). We denote by t the variable on P1t and we
introduce a new P1 with variable τ , and we denote by p, q : P1t ×P1τ → P1t ,P1τ the first
and second projections. For any holonomic DP1t -module M , its Laplace transform is
given by the formula q0† (E
−tτ ⊗ Γ[∗(P1t×∞)]p+Γ[∗∞]M) (and qk† (· · · ) = 0 for k 6= 0).
We apply this formula to M = f0† (E
ϕ ⊗ Γ[?H]N) (? = ∗, !).
SinceM = Γ[∗∞]M, we can assume thatD contains f−1(∞) butH does not contain
any component of it, and we can forget Γ[∗∞] in the previous formula. We denote by
pX , qX the projections X × P1τ → X,P1τ , so that q ◦ (f × IdP1τ ) = qX . For ? = ∗, !,
we have
q0†
(
E−tτ⊗Γ[∗(P1t×∞)]p+f0† (Eϕ ⊗ Γ[?H]N)
)
' q0†
(
E−tτ ⊗ Γ[∗(P1t×∞)](f × Id)0†p+X(Eϕ ⊗ Γ[?H]N)
)
(after 1.77(v))
' q0†
(
E−tτ ⊗ (f × Id)0†Γ[∗(X×∞)]p+X(Eϕ ⊗ Γ[?H]N)
)
(after 1.77(iii))
' q0†
(
(f × Id)0†Γ[∗(X×∞)](Ep
∗ϕ−τf ⊗ p+XΓ[?H]N)
)
(after 1.77(iii))
' q0X†
(
Ep
∗ϕ−τf ⊗ Γ[∗(X×∞)]p+XΓ[?H]N
)
(qk† (· · · ) = 0 for k 6= 0).
Set D1 = (D × P1τ ) ∪ (X ×∞), H1 = H × P1τ and N1 = Γ[∗(X×∞)]p+XN. Then the
latter expression can also be written as
q0X†
(
Ep
∗ϕ−τf ⊗ Γ[?H1]N1
)
.
Let e′ : X ′ → X × P1τ be a projective modification which induces an isomorphism
above the complement of D1, whose pullback is denoted by D′, such that the pole
and zero divisors of ϕ′ := (p ◦ e′)∗ϕ− e′∗(τf) do not intersect, and set H ′ = e′−1(H1)
and N′ = ∗e′+N1. Then
q0X†
(
Ep
∗ϕ−τf⊗Γ[?H1]N1
)
' q0X†e′0†
(
Eϕ
′ ⊗ Γ[?H′]N′
)
(after 1.77(vi) and Cor. 1.80 for ? =!)
' (qX ◦ e′)0†
(
Eϕ
′ ⊗ Γ[?H′]N′
)
(e′k† (· · · ) = 0 for k 6= 0).
Set now f ′ = qX ◦ e′. Then, with respect to the data X ′, D′, H ′, f ′ and ϕ′,N′, 2.69(2)
and possibly 2.69(1) hold for M′.
CHAPTER 3
IRREGULAR MIXED HODGE STRUCTURES
In collaboration with Jeng-Daw Yu(*)
3.1. Introduction to Chapter 3
Mirror symmetry has suggested various extensions of the notion of a mixed Hodge
structure, in order to make it compatible with the cohomological isomorphisms oc-
curring in some of the variants of mirror symmetry. These are
• the semi-infinite Hodge structures [Bar01],
• the tr-TERP structures [Her03]
• the non-commutative Hodge structures [KKP08],
• the exponential mixed Hodge structures [KS11],
• the integrable mixed twistor structures [Sim97, Moc15].
The purpose of this chapter is to make more explicit the category IrrMHS =
IrrMHM(pt) of irregular mixed Hodge structures, which is “in between” that of expo-
nential mixed Hodge structures (EMHS) and that of non-commutative mixed Hodge
structures (ιMTSint(C), Definition 1.19). The category IrrMHS is endowed with a
functor to the category of bi-filtered vector spaces, one filtration being induced by the
weight filtration, and the other one is called the irregular Hodge filtration. The inter-
est of IrrMHS is that morphisms in this category induce strictly bi-filtered morphisms
of bi-filtered vector spaces. On the other hand, this functor, when restricted to the
category of exponential mixed Hodge modules, was already considered by Deligne in
[Del07b] in some special cases.
As explained in Section 1.1, the notion of non-commutative mixed Hodge structure
is that of an integrable mixed twistor structure (a variant of the notion introduced
by Simpson [Sim97]). It is equivalent to the notion of integrable mixed twistor D-
module over a point, which enables an extension to dimensions > 1 and the use of
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functors in the category MTMint of integrable mixed twistor D-modules [Moc15].
Similarly, IrrMHS is the category of irregular mixed Hodge modules on a point, by
using the category IrrMHM introduced in Chapter 2.
The category EMHS is known to be a neutral Tannakian category by using additive
convolution as tensor product (see [KS11, §4.2]). We will endow IrrMHS with such
a structure (recall that MTSint(C) is endowed with such a structure, see Proposition
1.10), and we will show that the functors
EMHS 7−→ IrrMHS 7−→ ιMTSint(C)
are compatible with these structures. Moreover, the functor mentioned above from
IrrMHS(C) to that of bi-filtered vector spaces is also compatible with tensor products.
This is translated by Künneth formulas for IrrMHS, and leads to Thom-Sebastiani
formulas when applied to suitable objects of EMHS.
For any subfield k of R, the category EMHS(k) is defined, as well as the category
ιMTS
int
good(k). We will define accordingly the category IrrMHS(k) in such a way that
the above functors are defined over k.
3.2. Connections with a pole of order two
In this section, we define the functor “irregular Hodge filtration” for meromorphic
connections with a pole of order two, and prove its good behaviour with respect
to tensor product and duality. However, the category of free C[z]-modules with a
connection having a pole of order two at the origin, a regular singularity at infinity,
and no other pole, is not abelian, and more structure will be added in Section 3.3 in
order to develop an irregular Hodge theory.
3.2.a. Harder-Narasimhan filtration and irregular Hodge filtration
Let P1 be covered by two affine charts A1z,A1v with v = 1/z on the intersection of
the two charts. We set 0 = {v = 0} and ∞ = {z = 0}. Let M be a free OA1z -module
of finite rank, equipped with a connection
∇ :M −→ Ω1A1z (2 · [∞])⊗M ,
having a pole of order two at z = 0 and no other pole. We also denote by M∗ the
Deligne rational extension at v = 0, that we regard as a OP1(∗0)-module, endowed
with a rational connection having a pole of order two at z = 0 and a regular singularity
at v = 0. We will assume in this section that the eigenvalues of the monodromy of the
connection have absolute value equal to one (this assumption is automatically satisfied
for the irregular mixed Hodge structures defined in Section 3.3.b, see Lemma 3.28).
For each β ∈ R, we also denote byMβ the locally free OP1 -module (Deligne extension)
such that the connection has a simple pole at v = 0 and all eigenvalues of its residue
belong to [−β,−β + 1). It satisfies Mβ(k · [0]) = Mβ+k ⊂ M∗ for every k ∈ Z. We
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regard (Mβ)β∈R as an increasing filtration ofM∗, each term being equipped with the
induced rational connection
∇ :Mβ −→ Ω1P1([0] + 2 · [∞])⊗Mβ .
The jumping indices form a finite set modulo Z, and for each jumping index, we denote
by <β its predecessor. Then v∇∂v + β is nilpotent on Mβ/M<β , and the index of
nilpotence is bounded by a fixed integer independent of β, due to the finiteness above.
When we wish to fix the index in [0, 1), we will denote it by α instead of β.
We will denote by HNp(Mβ) the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of Mβ . We will
now work with the modules of sections on the various affine charts. So we set
M = Γ(A1z,M ) = Γ(P1,M∗),
which a free C[z]-module of finite rank, endowed with an action of z2∂z, which is
regular at v = 0 and we assume that the eigenvalues of the monodromy around v = 0
have absolute value equal to one. Then M [z−1] is a free C[z, z−1] = C[v, v−1]-module
and we have the free C[v]-modules VβM [z−1] (β ∈ R), that is, the Deligne extension
as above. We simply denote it by Vβ . It satisfies vkVβ = Vβ−k for every k ∈ Z.
The algebraic bundle Mβ on P1 is obtained by the gluing data
Vβ := VβM [z
−1] ⊂ M [z−1] ⊃ M
A1v ⊃ Gm ⊂ A1z
We then have
Mβ/M<β = Vβ/V<β =: gr
V
β M [z
−1].
For any β ∈ R, we consider the intersection Vβ ∩M in M [z−1]. This is a finite-
dimensional vector space, which is nothing but Γ(P1,Mβ). We have a natural mor-
phism
OP1 ⊗C Γ(P1,Mβ) −→Mβ
whose image is HN0(Mβ): this is seen by using the Birkhoff-Grothendieck decompo-
sition of Mβ to reduce to the rank-one case. It follows that
Γ
(
A1v,HN
0(Mβ)
) ' C[v] · (Vβ ∩M) ⊂ Γ(A1v,Mβ) = Vβ ,
Γ
(
A1z,HN
0(Mβ)
) ' C[z] · (Vβ ∩M) ⊂ Γ(A1z,Mβ) = M.
Then, for every p ∈ Z,
HNp(Mβ) ' HN0(Mβ(−p))(p) ' HN0(Mβ−p)(p),
so
Γ
(
A1v,HN
p(Mβ)
) ' v−pC[v] · (Vβ−p ∩M) ⊂ v−pΓ(A1v,Mβ−p) = v−pVβ−p = Vβ ,
Γ
(
A1z,HN
p(Mβ)
) ' C[z] · (Vβ−p ∩M) ⊂ Γ(A1z,Mβ−p) = M.
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Notice that HNp(Mβ) is a filtration of Mβ by sub-bundles. For β ∈ R, let us set
α = β − [β] ∈ [0, 1) and p = −[β] ∈ Z. The description above shows that
(3.1) FHNβ M := Γ
(
A1z,HN
p(Mα)
)
= C[z] · (Vβ ∩M),
is an increasing filtration of M by sub-bundles discretely indexed by R (i.e., each
FHNβ M/F
HN
<βM is a free C[z]-module). We will also regard it as decreasing by setting
F−βHN M = FHNβ M . It is an easy remark that this filtration satisfies the Griffiths
transversality property (see [SY15, Rem. 6.3]). The restriction of FHNβ M toM [z
−1] is
FHNβ (M [z
−1]) := (FHNβ M)[z
−1] = C[z, z−1] · (Vβ ∩M).
As usual for filtrations discretely indexed by R, we set grFHNβ = FHNβ /FHN<β .
We denote byH the fibreM|z=1 ofM (orM [z−1]) at z = 1, i.e.,H = M/(z−1)M =
M [z−1]/(z − 1)M [z−1]. This is a finite dimensional C-vector space.
Definition 3.2 (Irregular Hodge filtration). — The irregular Hodge filtration on H
is the increasing filtration indexed by R naturally induced by Vβ ∩ M on H =
M/(z − 1)M :
F irrβ H := (Vβ ∩M)
/
(Vβ ∩M) ∩ (z − 1)M.
On the other hand, we can endowH with the filtration naturally induced by FHNβ M :
FHNβ H := F
HN
β M
/
(FHNβ M) ∩ (z − 1)M.
Lemma 3.3. — The filtrations F irrβ H and FHNβ H coincide.
Proof. — The vector space FHNβ H is the image of C[z] · (Vβ ∩M) in M/(z − 1)M ,
which is also equal to the image of Vβ ∩M in M/(z − 1)M .
We now analyze the filtration induced on the nearby cycles at v = 0. For γ ∈ R
fixed, we consider the increasing filtration indexed by Z:
(3.4) Fp grVγ (M [z
−1]) := (Vγ ∩ z−pM)/(V<γ ∩ z−pM),
and the increasing filtration discretely indexed by R:
(3.5) FHNβ gr
V
γ (M [z
−1]) := FHNβ (M [z
−1]) ∩ Vγ/FHNβ (M [z−1]) ∩ V<γ .
Lemma 3.6. — For every β, γ ∈ R we have
grF
HN
β gr
V
γ (M [z
−1]) = 0 if β /∈ γ + Z,
and for p ∈ Z,
FHNγ+p gr
V
γ (M [z
−1]) = Fp grVγ (M [z
−1]).
Proof. — Let us fix γ ∈ R. The first point amounts to proving that, for any p ∈ Z,
Vγ ∩ FHN<γ+p(M [z−1]) + V<γ = Vγ ∩ FHNγ+p−1(M [z−1]) + V<γ .
Note that
FHN<γ+p(M [z
−1]) = C[z, z−1] · (V<γ+p ∩M) = C[z, z−1] · (V<γ ∩ z−pM),
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and C[z−1] · (V<γ ∩ z−pM) ⊂ V<γ , so
Vγ ∩ FHN<γ+p(M [z−1]) + V<γ = Vγ ∩
(
zC[z] · (V<γ ∩ z−pM)
)
+ V<γ .
It is thus enough to prove that
Vγ ∩
(
zC[z] · (V<γ ∩ z−pM)
) ⊂ Vγ−1 ∩ z−pM.
We prove by induction on ` > 1 that, if mj ∈ V<γ ∩ z−pM for j = 1, . . . , ` and∑
j z
jmj ∈ Vγ , then
∑
j z
jmj ∈ Vγ−1 ∩ z−pM .
If ` = 1, we have zm1 ∈ Vγ , so m1 ∈ Vγ−1 ∩ (V<γ ∩ z−pM) = Vγ−1 ∩ z−pM . If
` > 2, we have, since γ < γ + `− 1,
z`m` ∈ Vγ +
`−1∑
j=1
zj(V<γ ∩ z−pM) ⊂ V<γ+`−1,
hence
zm` ∈ V<γ ∩ (V<γ+1 ∩ z−p+1M) = V<γ ∩ z−p+1M ⊂ V<γ ∩ z−pM.
We thus rewrite the sum as∑`
j=1
zjmj =
`−2∑
j=1
zjmj + z
`−1(m`−1 + zm`),
which now satisfies the induction hypothesis, hence the result.
For the second point, by induction on p, it is a matter of proving that
FHNγ+p(M [z
−1]) ∩ Vγ = (Vγ ∩ z−pM) mod V<γ .
Since z−1C[z−1](Vγ ∩ z−pM) ⊂ Vγ−1, it is enough to prove that(∑
j>0
zj(Vγ ∩ z−pM)
)
∩ Vγ ⊂ (Vγ ∩ z−pM) + V<γ .
We argue by induction on the degree ` of an element
∑`
j=0 z
jmj of the left-hand term.
For such an element, we have z`m` ∈ Vγ+`−1, hence zm` ∈ Vγ∩z−p+1M ⊂ Vγ∩z−pM ,
so we can rewrite the sum as
∑`−2
j=0 z
jmj + z
`−1(m`−1 + zm`), and we conclude by
induction.
3.2.b. V -adapted trivializing lattices
A trivializing lattice forM is a free C[v]-latticeMo ofM [z−1] (i.e., C[v]-submodule
of maximal rank) such that the bundle M˜ on P1 obtained by gluing M and Mo is
trivializable. Such lattices do exist (any basis of M as a C[z]-module generates such
a C[v]-module). Then Γ(P1, M˜) = Mo ∩M is a finite-dimensional C-vector space of
dimension rkM and we have
(3.7) M =
⊕
j>0
zj(Mo ∩M), Mo = ⊕
j>0
vj(Mo ∩M), M [z−1] = ⊕
j∈Z
zj(Mo ∩M).
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We say that Mo is a V -adapted trivializing lattice for M if it moreover satisfies the
following property. For every γ ∈ R,
(3.8) Vγ ∩M =
⊕
j>0
zj(Vγ−j ∩Mo ∩M) =
⊕
j>0
v−j(Vγ−j ∩Mo ∩M).
Proposition 3.9. — There exists a V -adapted trivializing lattice for M .
Lemma 3.10. — There exists a finite family of finite-dimensional subspaces (Eβ)β∈R
such that, denoting by [•] the projection Vγ → grVγ (M [z−1]) (γ ∈ R),
(1) for every β ∈ R, Eβ ⊂ Vβ ∩M and Eβ ∩ V<β = 0,
(2) for every γ ∈ R, grVγ (M [z−1]) =
⊕
i∈Z[z
iEγ−i],
(3) for every γ ∈ R, Vγ ∩M =
⊕
j>0
β6γ−j
zjEβ.
Proof of Lemma 3.10. — Let us set
m = min{β | Vβ ∩M 6= 0}
µ = min{β |M = C[z] · (Vβ ∩M)} = min{β |M = FHNβ M}.
We will construct inductively a family Eβ so that Eβ = 0 for β /∈ [m,µ]. Assume we
have constructed Eβ for β < βo satisfying
(1)<βo for every β < βo, Eβ ⊂ Vβ ∩M and Eβ ∩ V<β = 0,
(2)<βo for every γ < βo, the sum
∑
i>0[z
iEγ−i] ⊂ grVγ (M [z−1]) is direct,
(3)<βo for every γ < βo, Vγ ∩M =
⊕
j>0
β6γ−j
zjEβ .
We will construct Eβo such that (1)6βo , (2)6βo and (3)6βo hold. We note that these
properties obviously hold if βo = m if we set Em = Vm ∩M . Let βo > m. We first
claim that the sum
(∗)βo
∑
j>0
β<βo−j
zjEβ + z
∑
i>0
ziEβo−1−i,
which is contained in Vβo∩M , is direct. The first component equals V<βo∩M and is a
direct sum. The second sum (forgetting the factor z) is written Eβo−1 +zEβo−2 + · · · ,
hence is part of the direct sum decomposition of Vβo−1 ∩M , so is also direct. This
remains true after multiplying by z. Let us consider its image in grVβo−1(M [z
−1]).
Each ziEβo−i−1 (i > 0) injects in grVβo−1(M [z
−1]), according to (1)<βo . Moreover,
by (2)<βo applied with a = βo − 1, the sum of the classes [ziEβo−i−1] (i > 0) in
grVβo−1(M [z
−1]) is direct. It follows that Eβo−1 ⊕ zEβo−2 ⊕ · · · maps isomorphically
onto its image in grVβo−1(M [z
−1]), and thus has intersection zero with V<βo−1. This
concludes the proof of the claim. Moreover, we see that
V<βo ∩ (∗)βo = V<βo ∩
(
(V<βo ∩M)⊕
⊕
i>1
ziEβo−i
)
= (V<βo ∩M)⊕ V<βo ∩
( ⊕
i>1
ziEβo−i
)
= V<βo ∩M.
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We now choose a supplementary subspace Eβo of (∗)βo in Vβo ∩ M . Then
Eβo ∩ V<βo = Eβo ∩ V<βo ∩M = 0, so (1)βo is satisfied. By construction, (3)βo is also
satisfied, and we have seen that (2)βo also holds for γ = βo.
For M as defined above, let us set E =
⊕
β6µEβ . We find, by induction on k > 0,
that
(Vµ ∩M) + z(Vµ ∩M) + · · ·+ zk(Vµ ∩M) = E ⊕ zE ⊕ · · · ⊕ zk−1E ⊕
(
zk
⊕
j>0
β6µ−j
zjEβ
)
.
Letting k tend to ∞, we obtain that M = C[z] ⊗C E, and thus dimE = rkM and
Eβ = 0 for β > µ.
Proof of Proposition 3.9. — Let E be as in the proof of Lemma 3.10. ThenM = C[z]·
E =
⊕
j>0 z
jE. We set Mo = C[v] · E = ⊕j>0 vjE ⊂ M [z−1]. Then E = Mo ∩M .
Moreover, by 3.10(3), we have Vγ ∩Mo ∩M =
⊕
β6γ Eβ , hence
Vγ ∩M =
⊕
j>0
zj
( ⊕
β6γ−j
Eβ
)
=
⊕
j>0
zj(Vγ−j ∩Mo ∩M).
We can also develop Vγ with respect to the decomposition (3.8). We have Vγ =⋃
q>0 Vγ ∩ z−qM and Vγ ∩ z−qM = z−q(Vγ+q ∩M), so, by (3.8),
(3.11) Vγ ∩ z−qM =
⊕
j>0
zj−q(Vγ+q−j ∩Mo ∩M) =
⊕
k>−q
zk(Vγ−k ∩Mo ∩M),
and therefore, taking the limit q →∞,
(3.12) Vγ =
⊕
k∈Z
zk(Vγ−k ∩Mo ∩M) =
⊕
k∈Z
vk(Vγ+k ∩Mo ∩M).
Let us now consider the irregular Hodge filtration.
Lemma 3.13. — Let Mo be a V -adapted trivializing lattice. By means of the identifi-
cation Mo ∩M ∼−→M/(z − 1)M , F irrβ H is identified with Vβ ∩Mo ∩M .
Proof. — The decompositions (3.7) and (3.8) show that the image of Vβ ∩ M in
H = M/(z−1)M , that is, F irrβ H, is equal to
∑
j>0(Vβ−j ∩Mo∩M), which is nothing
but Vβ ∩Mo ∩M .
Remark 3.14. — We also have
FHNβ M = C[z]⊗C (Vβ ∩Mo ∩M).
Indeed, by the previous identifications, we have
FHNβ M = C[z] · (Vβ ∩M) = C[z] ·
⊕
j>0
zj(Vβ−j ∩Mo ∩M)
=
⊕
k>0
zk(Vβ ∩Mo ∩M) = C[z]⊗C (Vβ ∩Mo ∩M),
hence the assertion.
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3.2.c. Application to the irregular Hodge filtration of some confluent hy-
pergeometric systems
Let us consider a sequence of real numbers 0 6 α0 6 α1 6 · · · 6 αµ−1 < 1 (µ > 1)
and let us consider the confluent hypergeometric differential operator
µ−1∏
k=0
(τ∂τ − αk)− τ.
It has a regular singularity at τ = 0 and an irregular singularity of slope 1/µ at
τ = ∞, and no other singularity. We know that the associated meromorphic flat
bundleH (α, 0) on P1 is irreducible (see [Kat90, Cor. 3.2.1]), that its index of rigidity
is equal to 2 (see [Kat90, Th. 3.7.1&Th. 3.7.3]), and that it is rigid (see [BE04,
Th. 4.7&Th. 4.10]). Since the αk’s are real, H (α, 0) is locally unitary at τ = 0. The
computation of the formal monodromy at τ =∞ is not difficult and shows the local
unitarity at τ = ∞ (see below the computation of Bdiag∞ after ramification, which is
enough). By Theorem 0.7, its minimal extension H min(α, 0) at τ = 0 underlies a
unique object T min(α, 0) of IrrMHM(P1τ ), and it comes equipped with a unique (up to
a shift) irregular Hodge filtration. We aim at determining the ranks of the irregular
Hodge bundles. We denote by T min(α, 0) the associated pure polarizable twistor
D-module on P1τ and by T (α, 0) the localized object in MTM
int(P1τ , (∗0)).
The following result is due to A.CastañoDomínguez and C. Sevenheck [CDS17],
that they proved in a different way. (1)
Theorem 3.15. — For any β ∈ R, we have rkF irrβ H (α, 0) = #{k | −αk 6 (β−k)/µ}.
Remarks 3.16
(1) Recall that the irregular Hodge filtration is unique up to a shift by a real
number, so the formula above is understood up to a shift of the filtration.
(2) In [Moc14a, Prop. 4], T.Mochizuki computes the R-module part of the local-
ized object T (α, 0) (the case of the matrix K (r, 1) with the notation of loc. cit.). In
such a way, a direct computation of the rescaled module would be possible, leading
possibly to a computation of the irregular Hodge filtration by using Definition 2.22.
We did not pursue in this direction.
(3) In [FG09, §6.1], Frenkel and Gross consider the case where α0 = · · ·=αµ−1 =0.
In such a case, the formula of Theorem 3.15 shows that each graded piece of the
irregular Hodge filtration has rank one and the jumps occur at k/µ (k = 0, . . . , µ− 1)
up to a global shift.
1. Added in proofs: For a general confluent hypergeometric differential system H (α,β) defined
by the hypergeometric differential equation
∏n
i=1(τ∂τ−αi)−τ
∏m
j=1(τ∂τ−βj) with n > m, αi, βj ∈
[0, 1) and αi 6= βj for all i, j, we recently generalized Theorem 3.15 by proving that the jumps of the
irregular Hodge filtration F irr• occur at p = ρ(i) := µαi − i + #{j | βj < αi} ∈ R, µ = n −m, and
the rank of the jump at p is #{i | ρ(i) = p}.
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Proof of Theorem 3.15
Ramification. — We consider the pullback Hµ(α, 0) of H (α, 0) by the ramification
ρ : v 7→ τ = vµ. It corresponds to the differential operator
µ−µ
µ−1∏
k=0
(v∂v − sk)− vµ, sk := µαk,
and we have a basis ω := (ω0, . . . , ωµ−1) of the free C[v, v−1]-module Hµ(α, 0) in
which the connection is given by
µ−1(v∂v + σk)ωk = vωk+1 k = 0, . . . , µ− 1,
where we have set ωµ := ω0 and σk = k − sk. In other words, we have
v∂vω = ω · (vA0 −A∞),
where
A∞ = diag(σ0, . . . , σµ−1) and A0 = µ

0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0 0
...
. . . . . . . . .
...
0 · · · 0 1 0
 .
It is easy to check that Hµ(α, 0) is a meromorphic flat bundle on P1v with a regular
singularity at v = 0, an irregular singularity of pure slope 1 at v = ∞, and no other
singularity. Moreover, the pullback Tµ(α, 0) of T (α, 0) endows Hµ(α, 0) with the
structure of an integrable mixed twistor D-module on P1v localized at v = 0, and its
minimal extension T minµ (α, 0) at v = 0 is a polarized twistor D-module which is pure
of weight 0, with associated C[v]〈∂v〉-module H minµ (α, 0).
At this point, we do not know that T minµ (α, 0) belongs to IrrMHM(P1v). On the
other hand, if this property holds, then we obtain T min(α, 0) as a direct summand
of the pushforward ρ0†T
min
µ (α, 0), so the irregular Hodge filtration of H (α, 0)|C∗τ can
be computed as the invariant part of the pushfoward of that of Hµ(α, 0)|C∗v , and
conversely, that of Hµ(α, 0)|C∗v is the pullback of that of H (α, 0)|C∗τ . It follows in
particular that the ranks and jumping indices are the same. We are thus reduced to
proving that T minµ (α, 0) belongs to IrrMHM(P1v) and to computing the ranks of its
irregular Hodge bundles.
Computation for Hµ(α, 0). — One checks that H minµ (α, 0) is the Laplace transform
of a regular holonomic C[t]〈∂t〉-module N , i.e.,H minµ (α, 0) = FN . We denote by N its
minimal extension at t =∞. Similarly, T minµ (α, 0) is the Fourier-Laplace transform of
an integrable polarizable regular twistor DP1t -module T which is pure of weight 0 and
with associated holonomic DP1t -module N (see [Sab06b]). By the rigidity theorem
[HS10, Th. 6.2], it is associated to a variation of polarized complex Hodge structure
of weight 0. By the argument before Proposition 2.61 we conclude that T minµ (α, 0)
belongs to IrrMHM(P1v).
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Lemma 3.17. — The irregular Hodge filtration F irr• H minµ (α, 0) satisfies the following
property:
∀β ∈ R, F irrβ H minµ (α, 0)|C∗v is OC∗v -locally free, and
i∗v=1F
irr
β H
min
µ (α, 0) = F
irr
β
[
i∗v=1H
min
µ (α, 0)
]
,
where the latter term is given by Proposition 2.61.
Let us take this lemma for granted. Recall also that the irregular Hodge filtration
on the fiber H minµ (α, 0)|v=1 can be computed in terms of the Deligne filtration FDel• ,
as follows from [ESY17, Prop. 3.1.2], and then we can apply [Sab10, Th. 6.1(2)] to
compute it in terms of the Brieskorn lattice G0(N) of the Hodge filtration of N. If
we set u = 1/v, then G0(N) is a free C[u]-module such that C[u, u−1]⊗C[u] G0(N) =
Hµ(α, 0).
The latter result gives a formula similar to that of Definition 3.2, namely,
dimF irrβ (H
min
µ (α, 0)|v=1) = dim
[
(Vβ ∩G0(N))/(Vβ ∩G0(N)) ∩ (u− 1)G0(N)
]
.
On the other hand, let G0(ω) denote the C[u]-submodule ofHµ(α, 0) generated by
ω0, . . . , ωµ−1. Set ω′k = v
[σk]ωk and Gp(ω) = u−pG0(ω). Then [DS04, (3.9)] applies
in the present context, and gives, for β ∈ R and p ∈ Z such that β − p ∈ [0, 1),
Vβ ∩G0(ω) = up
[
Vβ−p ∩Gp(ω)
]
= up
[ ∑
k|σk=β
C · ω′k
]
+ V<β ∩G0(ω) + Vβ ∩G−1(ω).
We deduce that
dim
[
(Vβ ∩G0(ω))/(Vβ ∩G0(ω)) ∩ (u− 1)G0(ω)
]
= #{k | σk 6 β}
= #{k | −αk 6 (β − k)/µ}.
Comparison of Brieskorn lattices. — The statement of Theorem 3.15 would now fol-
low from the identification
Gp(N) = G0(ω)
for some p, that we now prove (recall that the Hodge filtration on N, hence its
Brieskorn lattice, is defined up to a shift by an integer). Let us denote by Ĝ0 the
formalized module C[[u]]⊗C[u]G0. Then, according to [Mal96, Prop. 1.2], it is enough
to prove the equality Ĝ0(N) = Ĝ0(ω).
Since the connection takes the form
u2∂uω = ω · (−A0 + uA∞),
there is a constant base change after which the matrix is (−B0 +uB∞) with B0 diago-
nal with distinct eigenvalues. Then, one can find a formal base change after which the
matrix is (−B0 + uBdiag∞ ), where Bdiag∞ is the diagonal part of B∞ (see e.g. [Sab02,
§VI.3.f]). It is not difficult to compute that Bdiag∞ = c Id for some constant c ∈ R that
we do not need to make explicit. The conclusion is that Ĝ0(ω) splits into rank-one
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C[[u]]-modules with connection, which have pairwise distinct exponential part and the
same rank-one regular part.
On the other hand, if F•N is the Hodge filtration of N, then we choose a generating
index po of F•N, i.e., such that, for all ` > 0, Fpo+`N =
∑`
j=0 ∂
j
tFpoN, and we have
(see [Sab08, §1.d] and [SY15, App.])
G0(N) = u
po
∑
j>0
uj l̂oc(FpoN).
Moreover, the microlocalized lattice (FpoN)µ (see e.g. [Sab02, §V.3]) is supported
at the singularities ti of N and is written as (FpoN)µ =
⊕µ−1
i=0 (FpoN)
µ
ti . These are
rank-one C[[u]]-modules with a connection having a regular singularity, hence a log-
arithmic singularity, and Ĝ0(N) can be identified with
⊕µ−1
i=0 E
ti/u ⊗ (FpoN)µti as a
C[[u]]-module with connection (see [Sab02, Prop.V.3.4&Prop.V.3.6]). Our assertion
is now reduced to proving that these modules have the same rank-one regular part.
By construction, Hµ(α, 0) has an action of Z/µZ over v 7→ ζv (ζµ = 1) and
its wild harmonic metric is invariant by this action, since it is the pullback of the
harmonic metric forH (α, 0). This action therefore lifts to T minµ (α, 0). We also have
∂v 7→ ζ−1∂v, so we get a similar action on the inverse Fourier-Laplace transform of
T minµ (α, 0) induced by t 7→ ζ−1t. In particular, the Hodge filtration is equivariant
with respect to this action. Since this action permutes the ti’s, we conclude that the
germs (F poN)µti are exchanged, hence are isomorphic, as wanted.
Sketch of proof of Lemma 3.17. — We work algebraically with respect to v. Let
(N, F•N) be a filtered DP1t -module underlying a complex mixed Hodge module, and let
RFN be the associated Rees module. We consider the exponentially twisted module
M = E tv/z[v−1] ⊗ RFN as the localization along v = 0 of the R-module part of an
object of IrrMHM(Pt×P1v) whose direct image to P1v gives rise to the localized Laplace
transform F(RFN)[v−1]. The rescaling corresponds to adding the variable τ and con-
sidering τM = E τtv/z[v−1] ⊗ RFN. The τV -filtration is computed as in [Sab06b,
Prop.4.1], and we find
τVβ(E
τtv/z[v−1]⊗RFN) =
(
E τt/z ⊗RFN
)⊗C C[v, v−1].
The same property holds thus after pushforward onto P1v, and then a similar property
holds for τVβ/(τ − z)τVβ , showing eventually that
F irrβ (E
tv/z[v−1]⊗RFN) = F irrβ (E t/z ⊗RFN)⊗C C[v, v−1],
hence the assertion.
3.2.d. Irregular Hodge filtration and tensor product
We keep the notation of Section 3.2.a. The main result of this section is following
proposition.
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Proposition 3.18 (Tensor product formula for the irregular Hodge filtration)
Let M1,M2 be two C[z]〈z2∂z〉-modules as in Section 3.2.a. Then we have, on
H = H1 ⊗C H2 (see Section 3.2.a):
F irrβ H =
∑
β1+β2=β
F irrβ1 H1 ⊗C F irrβ2 H2.
As a consequence, we find, by taking bases of Hi adapted to F irr• Hi (i = 1, 2):
grF
irr
β H '
⊕
β1+β2=β
grF
irr
β1 H1 ⊗C grF
irr
β2 H2.
Note that the equality of dimensions was obtained in [Sab06a, Prop. 3.7] with a sup-
plementary assumption, and was inspired from [Var83] (see also [Sab02, Ex. III.2.9]).
Remark 3.19 (Tensor product formula for the Harder-Narasimhan filtration)
The same proof also gives
FHNβ M =
∑
β1+β2=β
FHNβ1 M1 ⊗C[z] FHNβ2 M2.
Lemma 3.20. — Assume that Moi is a trivializing lattice for Mi (i = 1, 2). Then
Mo := Mo1 ⊗C[v] Mo2 is a a trivializing lattice for M := M1 ⊗C[z] M2.
Proof. — By definition (3.7) of Mo1 ,Mo2 , we have
Mo = (C[v]⊗C (Mo1 ∩M1))⊗C[v] (C[v]⊗C (Mo2 ∩M2))
= C[v]⊗C
[
(Mo1 ∩M1)⊗C (Mo2 ∩M2)
]
,
and we have similarly
M = C[z]⊗C
[
(Mo1 ∩M1)⊗C (Mo2 ∩M2)
]
.
Then Mo ∩M = (Mo1 ∩M1)⊗C (Mo2 ∩M2)
We now consider the behaviour of V -adapted trivializing lattices by tensor product.
Proposition 3.21. — Assume that Mo1 (resp. Mo2 ) is a V -adapted trivializing lattice
for M1 (resp. M2). Then Mo := Mo1 ⊗C[v] Mo2 is a V -adapted trivializing lattice for
M := M1 ⊗C[z] M2.
Proof. — For γi ∈ R we set V (i)γi := Vγi(Mi[z−1]) (i = 1, 2). For γ ∈ R, let us set
Uγ : =
∑
γ1+γ2=γ
Vγ1(M1[z
−1])⊗C[v] Vγ2(M2[z−1])
=
⊕
k∈Z
vk
( ∑
γ1,γ2∈R
γ1+γ2=γ+k
(V (1)γ1 ∩Mo1 ∩M1)⊗ (V (2)γ2 ∩Mo2 ∩M2)
)
.
Claim 3.22. — Uγ = Vγ(M [z−1]).
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Note that the coefficient of vk in Uγ is Uγ+k ∩Mo ∩M . If this claim is proved, we
conclude both that Mo is a V -adapted trivializing lattice and that
Vγ ∩Mo ∩M =
∑
γ1,γ2∈R
γ1+γ2=γ
(V (1)γ1 ∩Mo1 ∩M1)⊗ (V (2)γ2 ∩Mo2 ∩M2),
which ends the proof of Proposition 3.21.
Proof of Proposition 3.18. — Lemma 3.13 together with the previous formula give
the desired assertion.
Proof of the claim. — For γ fixed, the filtration Uγ+k ∩Mo ∩M , which is equal to
the coefficient of vk in the above expression for Uγ , is an exhaustive increasing fil-
tration of the finite-dimensional vector space Mo ∩M , i.e., Uγ+k ∩Mo ∩M = 0 for
k  0 and Uγ+k∩Mo∩M = Mo∩M for k  0. It follows that Uγ has finite type over
C[v], and since it is contained in M [z−1], it is C[v]-free. Moreover, it is easily checked
that it is stable by v∂v and that, if Ni > 0 is such that (v∂v + γi)NiV (i)γi ⊂ V (i)<γi for
every γi ∈ R (i = 1, 2), then for every γ ∈ R one has (v∂v + γ)N1+N2Uγ ⊂ U<γ .
3.2.e. Irregular Hodge filtration and duality
Let M be as in Section 3.2.a. Then M∨ := HomC[z](M,C[z]) is a free C[z]-module
endowed with a natural connection with a pole of order two at the origin and a
regular singularity at infinity. We have a natural isomorphism M∨/(z − 1)M∨ '
HomC(H,C) =: H∨.
Proposition 3.23 (Duality for the irregular Hodge filtration). — With the previous as-
sumption, we have
F irrβ (H
∨) = (F irr<−βH)
⊥,
where the orthogonality is taken with respect with the tautological pairing H⊗CH∨→C.
As a consequence, we find an isomorphism
grF
irr
β (H
∨) ' (grF irr−β H)∨.
Proof. — Let Mo be a V -adapted trivializing lattice for M . Then the C-vector space
(Mo ∩M)∨ := HomC((Mo ∩M),C) generates M∨ as a C[z]-module, and we can set
(M∨)o :=
⊕
j>0 v
j(Mo ∩M)∨ to get a trivializing lattice for M∨. We thus have
M∨ =
⊕
j>0
zj(Mo∩M)∨, (M∨)o = ⊕
j>0
vj(Mo∩M)∨, M∨[z−1] = ⊕
j∈Z
zj(Mo∩M)∨,
with
M∨[z−1] = M∨ ⊗C[z] C[z, z−1] = HomC[z,z−1](M [z−1],C[z, z−1]) =: M [z−1]∨.
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Recall (see [Sab06a, Lem. 3.2]) that we have
Vγ(M
∨[z−1]) = HomC[v](V<−γ+1M [z−1],C[v])
= {ϕ ∈M [z−1]∨ | ϕ(V<−γ+1M [z−1]) ⊂ C[v]}.
We will prove that (Mo)∨ is a V -adapted trivialization lattice for M∨ and that
Vγ−k(M∨[z−1]) ∩ (Mo)∨ ∩M∨ = (V<−γ+k ∩Mo ∩M)⊥
by showing the decomposition
Vγ(M
∨[z−1]) =
⊕
k
zk(V<−γ+k ∩Mo ∩M)⊥.
Consider the decomposition of M∨[z−1] obtained above. Let ϕ=
∑`
k=j z
kϕk be an
element of Vγ(M∨[z−1]) (with ϕk∈(Mo∩M)∨). It satisfies ϕ(V<−γ+1M [z−1])⊂C[v],
and one checks that ϕ` ∈ (V<−γ+` ∩Mo ∩M)⊥. By decreasing induction one obtains
that ϕk ∈ (V<−γ+k ∩Mo ∩M)⊥ for all k = j, . . . , `, as was to be proved.
Remark 3.24 (Duality of the spectrum). — The formula of Proposition 3.23 is reminis-
cent of [Sab06a, §3] (see also [Sab02, Prop. III.2.7]) and occurs in many places in
Singularity theory under the name of “duality of exponents”.
3.2.f. Tannakian structure
Would the category consisting of free C[z]-modules of finite rank M equipped with
a connection ∇ having a pole of order 6 2 at the origin, a regular singularity at
infinity, and no other pole, be abelian, it would form a neutral Tannakian category
with respect to tensor product and fibre functor given by the fiber at z = 1, that is,
M 7→ H = M/(z − 1)M . The identity object 1 would be (C[z],d), and the criterion
of [DM82, Prop. 1.20] would obviously be fulfilled. Moreover, it would be endowed
with a duality functor.
The previous results show that the functor M 7→ (M,FHN• M) into the correspond-
ing filtered category would be compatible with the Tannakian structures, if both
would be abelian. Similarly, the functor M 7→ (H,F irr• H) would be compatible with
the Tannakian structure, if the latter were abelian.
In order to remedy to the defect of abelianity at the source category, we can re-
place it with the category ιMTSint(C) (see Proposition 1.16 and Section 1.1.e). Tak-
ing into account the weight filtration, the functors above send a W -filtered triple
((M ′,M ′′, ιC),W•) to the bi-filtered module (M ′′, FHN• M,W•M) or the bi-filtered
vector space (H,F irr• H,W•H). By Propositions 3.18 and 3.23, they are compatible
with tensor product and with taking dual.
The categories at the target are not abelian however. A replacement of the preser-
vation of the Tannakian structures would be that morphisms at the source are sent
to strictly bi-filtered morphism at the target. Unfortunately, we cannot assert that
morphisms in ιMTSint(C) give rise to strictly bi-filtered morphisms between objects
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(H,F irr• ,W•). This drawback will be overcome by restricting the category ιMTSint(C)
and considering the category IrrMHS of irregular mixed Hodge structures defined
below.
3.3. Irregular mixed Hodge structures
3.3.a. Rescaling an integrable R-triple
We review the construction in the simpler algebraic setting, which is enough when
dimX = 0. We consider the affine torus Gm,τ with coordinate ring C[τ, τ−1] and the
morphism µ : Gm,τ × A1z → A1z defined by µ(τ, z) = zτ−1. Equivalently, we consider
the injective morphism of rings µ∗ : C[z] → C[τ, τ−1, z] defined by (µ∗f)(z, τ) =
f(zτ−1), making C[τ, τ−1, z] a C[z]-module.
Rescaling a C[z]〈z2∂z〉-module. — Given a C[z]〈z2∂z〉-module M , we defined the as-
sociated rescaled module τM as the pullback µ+M by µ. In other words, τM =
C[τ, τ−1, z] ⊗C[z] M as a C[τ, τ−1, z]-module, and the integrable connection on τM
is the pullback by µ of that of M . The analytic version τM is equal to µ∗M as an
OCτ×Cz (∗ τX0)-module and is equipped with the pullback connection. We still denote
by τM ◦ the restriction of τM to Cτ × C∗z.
More explicitly, τM = C[τ, τ−1] ⊗C M as a C[τ, τ−1]-module, and we obtain the
C[τ, τ−1, z]〈ðτ , z2∂z〉-module structure by the following formulas:
(3.25)
z(1⊗m) = z ⊗m = τ ⊗ zm = τ(1⊗ zm),
ðτ (1⊗m) = −1⊗ z2∂zm,
z2∂z(1⊗m) = τ(1⊗ z2∂zm) = τ ⊗ z2∂zm.
Then Proposition 2.33 shows that, after analytification, the corresponding object τM
is graded well-rescalable.
Rescaling the pairing. — We denote by θM∇ the following local system on C∗τ × C∗z:
ker
[∇ : θM|C∗τ×C∗z −→ Ω1C∗τ×C∗z ⊗ θM|C∗τ×C∗z].
We then have θM∇ ' µ−1M∇. Let us note that ι ◦µ = µ ◦ ι. A ι-sesquilinear pairing
ιC
∇ : M ′∇ ⊗C ι−1M ′′∇ −→ CC∗z
can thus be pulled back as a sesquilinear pairing
θ
ιC
∇ := µ−1ιC∇ : θM ′∇ ⊗C ι−1 θM ′′∇ −→ CC∗τ×C∗z .
By tensoring with analytic functions, it defines a sesquilinear pairing
θ
ιC :
θM ′◦ ⊗C ι−1 θM ′′◦ −→ C∞C∗τ×C∗z .
Let us now notice that, on Cτ × C∗z, τM ◦ := τM|Cτ×C∗z is an OCτ×C∗z [1/τ ]-flat bundle
with a meromorphic connection having a regular singularity, whose restriction to
C∗τ × C∗z is θM ◦. In other words, it is equal to the Deligne meromorphic extension
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of θM ◦ along τ = 0. It follows (by expressing θιC on local multivalued flat sections)
that θιC extends in a unique way as a sesquilinear pairing
τ
ιC :
τM ′◦ ⊗C ι−1 τM ′′◦ −→ DbmodCτ×C∗z/C∗z ,
where the superscript “mod” means “moderate growth along {τ = 0}”.
Rescaling the integrable triple. — We can now conclude that the rescaling of an
object (M ′,M ′′, ιC∇) of Rint-ιTriples(pt) is defined as the object (τM ′, τM ′′, τιC)
of Rint-ιTriples(A1τ , (∗0)). The rescaling of a morphism λ = (λ′, λ′′) is defined as
(τλ′, τλ′′), so that we get the (composed) rescaling functor
resc : Rint-ιTriples(pt) 7−→ Rgr resc-ιTriples(A1τ ) 7−→ Rgr resc-ιTriples(Cτ ),
where the second functor is the analytification. This functor extends in a natural way
to the category of objects with finite filtration
resc : WRint-ιTriples(pt) 7−→WRgr resc-ιTriples(Cτ ).
We will also consider the composition of the functor with the natural functor
(see (2.45))
WRgr resc-ιTriples(Cτ ) 7−→WRint-ιTriples(Cτ , (∗0)).
3.3.b. Irregular mixed Hodge structures
Recall that the “stupid” localization functor (2.48) (with X = pt) identifies the cat-
egory ιMTMint(Cτ , [∗0]) with the full subcategory ιMTMint(Cτ , (∗0)) of the category
WRint-ιTriples(Cτ , (∗0)).
Definition 3.26
(1) The category IrrMHS(C) is the full subcategory of WRint-ιTriples(pt) whose
rescaled objects belong to ιMTMint(Cτ , (∗0)). In particular, IrrMHS(C) is a full sub-
category of ιMTSint(C).
(2) For a subfield k of R, the category IrrMHS(k) is the full subcategory of
ιMTS
int
good(k) whose objects belong to IrrMHS(C). In other words, the k-rationality
condition only depends on the underlying object in ιMTSint(C).
Remark 3.27. — For an object (M ′,M ′′, ιC∇) of ιMTSint(C), i.e., for an inte-
grable mixed twistor structure, the condition that the rescaled object belongs to
ιMTM
int(C∗τ ) implies that θιC∇ is nondegenerate, giving rise to a vector bundle on
P1z ×C∗τ whose graded piece grW` is the pullback of a vector bundle on C∗τ twisted by
OP1z (`). Recall that this property does not however characterize ιMTM
int(Cτ , [∗0]):
an admissibility condition at τ = 0 is added for the latter category.
Lemma 3.28. — Let (M ′,M ′′, ιC∇) be an object of IrrMHS(C). Then the eigenvalues
of the monodromy of M ′∇,M ′′∇ have absolute value equal to one (equivalently, the
jumping indices of the Deligne lattices at infinity are real).
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Proof. — It follows from [Sab05, Lem. 7.3.7] applied to each graded piece of the
W -filtration that, for any object of MTMint(Cτ , [∗0]), the eigenvalues of the mon-
odromy of the corresponding local systems (prime and double prime) around τ = 0
have absolute value equal to one (this is the local unitarity property in loc. cit.). For
a local system of the form θM∇ = µ−1M∇, this is equivalent to saying that the
eigenvalues of the monodromy of M∇ have absolute value equal to one, which is the
desired assertion.
Theorem 3.29
(1) The subcategories IrrMHM(pt) and IrrMHS(C) coincide, as well as the subcate-
gories IrrMHM(pt,k) and IrrMHS(k).
(2) The category IrrMHS(C) is abelian and naturally equipped with the structure of a
neutral Tannakian category, with fibre functor (M ′,M ′′, ιC∇) 7→ H := M ′′/(1−z)M ′′.
(3) There is a fully faithful functor MHS(C) 7→ IrrMHS(C) which identifies MHS(C)
to a full subcategory of IrrMHS(C).
(4) There is a natural functor “irregular Hodge filtration” from IrrMHS(C) to the
category of bi-filtered vector spaces (H,F irr• ,W•) (where F irr• is a filtration indexed
by R and jumps at most at A + Z for some finite A ⊂ [0, 1)) which is compatible
with tensor product and with taking dual. Any morphism in IrrMHS(C) gives rise to
a strictly bi-filtered morphism between the corresponding bi-filtered vector spaces.
Proof. — Let us first notice that, if 3.29(1) is proved, then Theorems 0.2 and 0.3,
proved in Chapter 2 can be applied in the special caseX = pt, and give 3.29(3), as well
as the functor “irregular Hodge filtration” of 3.29(4) together with the bi-strictness of
morphisms.
3.29(1) follows from Proposition 2.33 which ensures that τM is graded well-
rescalable.
For 3.29(2), the abelianity of IrrMHS= IrrMHM(pt) is a particular case of Propo-
sition 2.53(2). Let us first define the tensor product and the duality functor. Let
M,M1,M2 be free C[z]-modules of finite rank endowed with a connection ∇ with a
pole of order two at the origin, a regular singularity at infinity, and no other pole.
By using Lemma 2.39, it is easy to check that the pullback by µ of the dual of an
object of IrrMHS(C), resp. of the tensor product of objects of IrrMHS(C), is an object
of MTMint(Cτ , (∗0)). In order to show that both operations (duality and tensor
product) preserve IrrMHS(C), it remains to prove that the admissibility property is
preserved. This is a particular case of Lemmas 9.1.12 and 9.1.14 in [Moc15].
Last, for 3.29(4), It remains to prove the compatibility of the irregular Hodge filtra-
tion with tensor product and duality. We first notice that, according to Proposition
2.33, the irregular Hodge filtration as defined in loc. cit. for an object of IrrMHM(pt) is
nothing but the irregular Hodge filtration attached to M ′′ as in Definition 3.2. Then
Propositions 3.18 and 3.23 give the desired compatibility, as in Section 3.2.f.
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Remark 3.30 (k-structure). — By construction, IrrMHS(C) is a full neutral Tan-
nakian subcategory of ιMTSint(C). As a consequence of Definition 3.26(2), and
according to Proposition 1.16, IrrMHS(k) is a full neutral Tannakian subcategory of
ιMTM
int(pt,k).
Strictness for the Harder-Narasimhan filtration. — The statement 3.29(4) can be ex-
tended to the Harder-Narasimhan filtration. Let (M ′,M ′′, ιC∇) be an object of
IrrMHS(C) and setM = M ′′. We denote byMVβ the vector bundle on P1 obtained by
gluingM with Vβ(M [z−1]) with the identificationM [z−1] = Vβ(M [z−1])[z−1]. A mor-
phism of integrable mixed twistor structures also induces a strictly W -filtered bundle
morphism (M1Vβ ,W•) → (M2Vβ ,W•) since each morphism M1[z−1] → M2[z−1] is
strictly compatible with the V -filtration.
For α ∈ [0, 1) and k ∈ Z, we have MVα+k = MVα ⊗ OP1(k). Let us denote by
HN
• the Harder-Narasimhan filtration. We then have HN0MVα+k = HN−kMVα(k).
Note that HN0MVβ is the OP1 -sub-bundle of MVβ generated by M ∩ Vβ(M [z−1]) =
Γ(P1,MVβ) (see [Sab10, §1.a]). Any morphism λ : M1 → M2 compatible with the
connections extends in a unique way as a morphism M1Vβ → M2Vβ that we still
denote λ, and it is compatible with the Harder-Narasimhan filtration.
Proposition 3.31. — If (ιT1,W•), (ιT2,W•) are objects of IrrMHS(C) and if λ is a mor-
phism in IrrMHM(C), then for each α ∈ [0, 1), the induced morphism M1Vα →M2Vα,
when restricted on C∗z, is strictly compatible with the induced Harder-Narasimhan
filtrations.
Proof. — We remark that F irr,•α M is the fibre at z = 1 of the Harder-Narasimhan
filtration of MVα, according to Lemma 3.3 and we know (Theorem 3.29(4)) that λ
induces a strict morphism (M1, F irr• M1) → (M2, F irr• M2). We can argue similarly
with the fibre at any zo 6= 0 by applying Theorem 3.29(4) to λ|z=zo .
3.4. Application to Künneth and Thom-Sebastiani formulas
3.4.a. Künneth formula for IrrMHM
Let X be a smooth projective variety that we endow with its analytic structure,
set X = X×Cz, and let RintX be the subsheaf DX /Cz 〈z2∂z〉 of the sheaf DX of holo-
morphic differential operators on X . Let (T ,W ) be an object of WRint-Triples(X),
with T = (M ′,M ′′, CS). We will often set M = M ′′. Let M be the DX -module
ΞDR(T ) :=M /(z−1)M , which is filtered by the filtration induced byW•M . This is
a finite filtration by DX -submodules. If (T ,W ) is an object of IrrMHM(X), then M
is endowed with a coherent filtration F irr• M discretely indexed by R (see Section 2.4)
and ΞDR(T ) denotes the corresponding bi-filtered DX -module (Notation 0.12).
We denote by aX : X → pt the constant map. LetM be an RintX -module. Its rela-
tive de Rham complex DRM , with terms Ω•X /Cz ⊗OX M , gives rise to the de Rham
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cohomology modules HjdR(X,M ). These are OCz -modules endowed with a compat-
ible action of z2∂z, that is, Rintpt -modules, and we can equivalently regard them as
C[z]〈z2∂z〉-modules by means of the Deligne meromorphic extension at z = ∞. In
terms of Rint-module operations, we have
Hn+jdR (X,M ) = a
j
X†M , n = dimX.
For an object (T ,W ) of WRint-Triples(X), the pushforward ajX†(T ,W ) has com-
ponents Hn−jdR (X,M
′) and Hn+jdR (X,M
′′), with W -filtrations naturally induced by
W•T .
If (T ,W ) is an object of MTMint(X), then (see [Moc15]) ajX†(T ,W ) is an object
of MTSint(C) (see Section 1.1.d). Due to the equivalence of categories ιMTSint(C) '
MTSint(C), we can as well consider it as an object of ιMTSint(C).
Remark 3.32 (Strictness). — IfM =M ′′ is the second component of T as above, we
note that aX†M has OCz -flat cohomology, since it is strict, being part of an object of
MTSint(C).
By the previous remark, the D-module pushforward ajX†M =: H
n+j
dR (X,M)
is isomorphic to Hn+jdR (X,M )/(z − 1)Hn+jdR (X,M ). The filtered vector space
(Hn+jdR (X,M),W•H
n+j
dR (X,M)) will be denoted by H
n+j
dR (X,ΞDR(T ,W•)).
According to Section 3.2.f, this vector space is also bi-filtered by F irr• ,W•. We will
consider the bi-filtration only when (T ,W ) is an object of IrrMHM(X).
Corollary 3.33 (of Theorem 2.62). — For (T ,W ) in IrrMHM(X) with X smooth pro-
jective, the natural morphism
Hn+j(X,F irr• DRM) −→Hn+j(X,DRM) =: Hn+jdR (X,M)
is an injection for all j, and its image defines the filtration F irr• H
n+j
dR (X,M).
For (T ,W ) in IrrMHM(X), we then denote by Hn+jdR (X,ΞDR(T ,W•)) the bi-
filtered vector space (Hn+jdR (X,M), F
irr
• H
n+j
dR (X,M),W•H
n+j
dR (X,M)).
Corollary 3.34 (Künneth formula for IrrMHM). — Assume that (Ti,W ) are objects of
IrrMHM(Xi) (i = 1, 2), and that (T1T2,W ) is an object of IrrMHM(X1×X2). Then
Hn1+n2+kdR (X1 ×X2,M1zM2) '
⊕
k1+k2=k
Hn1+k1dR (X1,M1)⊗Oz Hn2+k2dR (X2,M2),
and
F irrβ H
n1+n2+k
dR (M1 M2) '
⊕
k1+k2=k
∑
β1+β2=β
F irrβ1 H
n1+k1
dR (M1)⊗C F irrβ2 Hn2+k2dR (M2).
Proof. — Assume that, for i = 1, 2, (Ti,W ) is an object of MTMint(Xi). There is an
external product functor  : MTMint(X1) ×MTMint(X2) 7→ MTMint(X1 × X2) and
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the projective pushforward functor is compatible with it (see [Moc15, Prop. 11.4.6
& Lem. 11.4.14]), so that in particular
akX1×X2†(T1 T2) '
⊕
k1+k2=k
ak1X1†(T1) a
k2
X2†(T2),
in a way compatible with W . Taking the “double prime component”, the first iso-
morphism of the corollary holds between the corresponding C[z]〈z2∂z〉-modules, in
a way compatible with W•. Proposition 3.18, gives the Künneth formula for the
corresponding irregular Hodge filtrations. If T1,T2,T1  T2 are objects of IrrMHM,
then Corollary 3.33 identifies the irregular Hodge filtrations of the corresponding
C[z]〈z2∂z〉-modules with those appearing in the second isomorphism of the corol-
lary.
3.4.b. Complex mixed Hodge modules and their Brieskorn lattice
We will consider complex mixed Hodge modules as in Definition 1.86, but we
will only need a less precise notion. We will say that a W -filtered RFDX -module
(M ,W•M ) underlies a mixed twistor DX -module if RX ⊗RFDX WkM is equal to
WkM ′′ of a complex mixed Hodge module.
We will also say that (M, F•M,W•M) underlies a complex mixed Hodge module if
(RFM,W•RFM) does so. We will say that a filtered DX -module (M, F•M) underlies
a complex mixed Hodge module if it can be completed as (M, F•M,W•M) underlying
a complex mixed Hodge module.
Let ϕ be a meromorphic function on X with pole divisor P , and let (M, F•M) be
a filtered holonomic DX -module underlying a complex mixed Hodge module. We set
M = RFM.
Definition 3.35 (Brieskorn lattice). — The C[z]-module with action of z2∂z
Gk0(X,M , ϕ) := H
k
dR
(
X,E ϕ/z ⊗M )
is called the Brieskorn lattice of M with respect to ϕ.
If ϕ induces a morphism X → P1, then E ϕ/z = E ϕ/z∗ and we have
Gk0(X,M , ϕ) = H
k
(
X, (Ω
•
X(∗Pred)⊗RFM, z∇+ dϕ)
)
.
Proposition 3.36. — If M underlies a complex mixed Hodge module, then the
Brieskorn lattice satisfies the following properties.
(1) Gk0(X,M , ϕ) is C[z]-free of finite rank.
(2) If ρ : X → Y is a finite morphism between projective smooth varieties of
dimension n and m respectively, and if ψ ∈ OY (Q) is a meromorphic function on Y
with pole divisor Q then, setting ϕ = ψ ◦ ρ, we have for all k:
Gn+k0 (X,M , ϕ) = G
m+k
0 (Y, ρ
0
†M , ψ).
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Proof
(1) This follows from Remark 3.32, since E ϕ/z ⊗ M underlies an object of
MTMint(X), as recalled in Section1.6.b. See also a different proof on Page 103.
(2) We note that ρj†M = 0 if j 6= 0 since ρ is finite. We can apply Proposition
1.89, and in particular the analogue of 1.77(iii) (third line) to obtain ρ0†(E
ϕ/z⊗M ) '
E ψ/z ⊗ ρ0†M . We then apply akY † to both terms.
Proposition 3.37 (Thom-Sebastiani formula for the Brieskorn lattice)
Let ϕi (i = 1, 2) be meromorphic functions and suppose Mi underlie complex
mixed Hodge modules on the smooth projective varieties Xi. Set X = X1 × X2,
ϕ = ϕ1 ϕ2 and M =M1zM2. Then the Brieskorn lattice of M with respect to ϕ
satisfies
Gk0(X,M , ϕ) '
⊕
i+j=k
Gi0(X1,M1, ϕ1)⊗C[z] Gj0(X2,M2, ϕ2).
Proof. — This is nothing but the first isomorphism in Corollary 3.34, according to
(3.41). We will however give another proof, in the spirit of the latter approach, on
Page 104.
3.4.c. Statement of the Thom-Sebastiani formula
LetX be a smooth complex projective variety, and let ϕ be a rational function onX
with pole divisor P . We set Eϕ := (OX(∗Pred),d + dϕ). Let (M, F•M) be a filtered
holonomic left DX -module underlying a complex mixed Hodge module, and such that
M = M(∗Pred). We regard M as an OX -module with integrable connection ∇. The
twisted de Rham cohomology
HkdR(X,E
ϕ ⊗M) : = Hk(X, (Ω•X(∗Pred)⊗M,∇+ dϕ))
= Hk
(
X, (Ω
•
X ⊗M,∇+ dϕ)
)
is naturally equipped with a decreasing filtration F •irrH
k
dR(X,E
ϕ ⊗ M) indexed
by R called the irregular Hodge filtration: According to [SY15, Th. 1.3], Eϕ ⊗M is
endowed with a filtration F •irr, which induces a filtration F
•
irr on the twisted de Rham
complex DR(Eϕ ⊗ M), and induces the desired filtration on the hypercohomology
of DR(Eϕ ⊗ M). Moreover, [SY15, Cor. 1.4] (see also [Moc17]) shows a good
behaviour by taking hypercohomology (degeneration at E1 of the spectral sequence).
Given two such sets of data (Xi, ϕi, (Mi, F•Mi))i=1,2, we consider their external
product:
(3.38) X = X1 ×X2, ϕ = ϕ1  ϕ2, (M, F•M) = (M1, F•M1) (M2, F•M2),
where ϕ1  ϕ2 is the Thom-Sebastiani sum defined by (ϕ1  ϕ2)(x1, x2) :=ϕ1(x1) +
ϕ2(x2), having pole divisor P := (P1 ×X2) ∪ (X1 × P2).
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Theorem 3.39 (Thom-Sebastiani formula for the irregular Hodge filtration)
Under these assumptions, we have for each β ∈ R:
F irrβ H
k(X,Eϕ ⊗M)
' ⊕
k1+k2=k
( ∑
β1+β2=β
F irrβ1 H
k1(X1,E
ϕ1 ⊗M1)⊗C F irrβ2 Hk2(X2,Eϕ2 ⊗M2)
)
.
Remark 3.40. — With this theorem together with [SY15, Cor. 8.19], one obtains
another proof of the behaviour of the spectrum of tame functions on smooth affine
varieties with respect to the Thom-Sebastiani sum (see [NS99, §2]).
The Thom-Sebastiani formula of Theorem 3.39 generalizes to arbitrary complex
mixed Hodge modules the formula previously obtained by K.-C.Chen and the second
author in [CY16]. The case considered in loc. cit. is that of a regular function ϕi on
a smooth quasi-projective variety Ui, with an open embedding ji : Ui ↪→ Xi, with Xi
smooth projective such that XirUi is a divisor with normal crossings and ϕi extends
as a morphism Xi → P1, and Mi = ji+OUi . While the proof of [CY16] relies on
a detailed analysis near the divisors at infinity, the proof given here uses the full
strength of the category MTMint(X) proved by Mochizuki in [Moc15]. We will also
sketch another proof, which emphasizes the role of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration
(3.1). It takes advantage of D-module theory to reduce the question to the case where
Xi = A1 and ϕi is a global coordinate on A1 (i = 1, 2). In such a case, the pushforward
of M by ϕ is then identified with the additive convolution of M1 with M2. In order
to reduce to this case, we will use the construction explained in [SY15, §2] to reduce
the question to the case where ϕi are morphisms Xi → P1, and then we will apply
the one-dimensional result to the various direct images of Mi by ϕi.
First proof of Theorem 3.39. — If Ti are objects of MTMint(Xi) corresponding to
complex mixed Hodge modules, and if ϕi are meromorphic functions on Xi (i = 1, 2),
then T ϕi/z ⊗ Ti are objects of IrrMHM(Xi) (see Theorem 0.2(2)). One first checks
easily that
(T
ϕ1/z∗ ⊗T1) (T ϕ2/z∗ ⊗T2) = T (ϕ1ϕ2)/z∗ ⊗ (T1 T2).
Then we observe that
Γ[∗P ]
[
(T
ϕ1/z∗ ⊗T1) (T ϕ2/z∗ ⊗T2)
]
= Γ[∗P1](T
ϕ1/z∗ ⊗T1) Γ[∗P2](T ϕ2/z∗ ⊗T2).
It follows that
(3.41) (T ϕ1/z ⊗T1) (T ϕ2/z ⊗T2) = T (ϕ1ϕ2)/z ⊗ (T1 T2),
and thus (T ϕ1/z ⊗ T1)  (T ϕ2/z ⊗ T2) also belongs to IrrMHM(X1 ×X2). We can
thus apply Corollary 3.34.
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Second proof of Theorem 3.39. — For (M, F•M) underlying a complex mixed Hodge
module on the smooth complex projective variety X, set M := RFM =
⊕
p FpMz
p.
We first give another proof of Proposition 3.36(1).
Second proof of Proposition 3.36(1). — Let us set U = X r Pred. The computation
of the C[z]-module Hk
(
X, (Ω•X ⊗ RFM, z∇ + dϕ)
)
can be done by working in the
algebraic context with respect to X, and in such a context, setting (M,F•M) =
(M, F•M)|U , we have
Gk0(X,M , ϕ) 'Hk
(
U, (Ω
•
U ⊗RFM, z∇+ dϕ)
)
.
If ϕ is a morphism X → P1, then [Sab99, Prop. in §1] is the desired statement.
Let us now consider the general case, that is, let ϕ be a global section of OX(P ). By
the construction of [SY15, Rem. 2.3], there exists a filtered holonomic DX×P1-module
(N, F•N) which underlies a complex mixed Hodge module on a product X × P1 such
that, denoting by p the projection X × P1 → X, we have (M, F•M) = p+(N, F•N) =
H 0p+(N, F•N) (note that the notationM, N in loc. cit. is switched). We denote by t
the affine coordinate on P1 such that ϕ is the composition of t and the inclusion of the
graph of ϕ, on the open set U ⊂ X where ϕ is holomorphic. Arguing like in [SY15,
Lem. 2.4], we have
(3.42) Gk0(X,M , ϕ) ' Gk+10 (X × P1,N , t).
The first part of the proof can be applied to N .
Theorem 3.43. — If (M, F•M) underlies a complex mixed Hodge module, the Harder-
Narasimhan filtration (3.1) of the Brieskorn lattice Gk0(X,M , ϕ) induces the irregular
Hodge filtration F •irrH
k
(
X, (Ω•X ⊗M,∇+ dϕ)
)
by restriction to z = 1.
Proof in the case where X = P1, ϕ = Id : P1 → P1. — In this case, we denote by t
the coordinate on the affine chart A1 = P1 r {∞}. Then Eϕ = (OP1(∗∞),d + dt).
In this case, Gk0(X,M , ϕ) = 0 for k 6= 1. Then we set G0 = G10(X,M , ϕ). By
Lemma 3.3, the image of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration FHNβ in M/(z − 1)M is
that of Vβ ∩G0. The identification asserted by the theorem is exactly that obtained
in [Sab10, Prop. 6.10], since the filtration F •irr is also identified with the Deligne
filtration F •Del (see [SY15, (5.2)]).
Proof in the case where ϕ : X → P1 is a morphism. — In this case, Pred = ϕ−1(∞).
We set n = dimX. We first claim that
(3.44) Gk0(X,M , ϕ) ' G10(P1, ϕk−n† M , t).
This follows from the property that the Hodge-to-deRham spectral sequence for the
filtered module (M, F•M) degenerates at E1, since it underlies a complex mixed Hodge
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module. This implies that ϕj†RFM = RFϕ
j
†M. It is then easy to check that (recall
that E ϕ/z = E ϕ/z∗ )
ϕj†(E
ϕ/z ⊗RFM) ' E t/z ⊗ ϕj†(RFM).
Taking hypercohomology on P1 gives the result, since the hypercohomology on P1
only exists in degree one, as remarked above.
On the other hand, by the E1-degeneration property for the irregular Hodge filtra-
tion by a projective morphism (here equal to ϕ), as stated in [SY15, Th. 1.3(4)], we
have
F
•
irrH
k
(
X, (Ω
•
X ⊗M,∇+ dϕ)
)
= F
•
irrH
1
(
P1, (Ω•P1 ⊗ ϕk−n† M,∇+ dt)
)
.
(See a similar reasoning in the proof of [ESY17, Th. 3.3.1].)
In this case, the theorem follows from the first case applied to the various ϕj†M
with their Hodge filtration.
Proof in the general case. — Let ϕ be a global section of OX(P ), and let (N, F•N)
be attached to (M, F•M) as in the second proof of Proposition 3.36(1) on Page 103.
According to the definition of F irr• (Eϕ ⊗M) from F irr• (Et ⊗N) (see [SY15, Def. 5.1]),
and due to the degeneration at E1 of the spectral sequences attached to the irregular
Hodge filtration for the maps aX : X → pt and aX×P1 : X × P1 → pt, we obtain that
F irr• H
k
(
X, (Ω
•
X ⊗M,∇+ dϕ)
)
= F irr• H
k+1
(
X × P1, (Ω•X×P1 ⊗N,∇+ dt)
)
.
We can now apply to (N, F•N) the case where the function is a morphism to P1 and
obtain the result for (M, F•M), according to (3.42).
End of the second proof of Theorem 3.39. — We can apply Remark 3.19 to each sum-
mand occurring in Proposition 3.37 to obtain the Thom-Sebastiani formula for the
filtration induced by the Harder-Narasimhan filtration. Lastly, we use Theorem 3.43
to identify the latter with the irregular Hodge filtration.
Second proof of Proposition 3.37. — Since X1, X2 are projective, we can work in the
algebraic category of complex mixed Hodge modules. We denote by pi (i = 1, 2)
the projections X := X1 ×X2 → Xi. Recall that a left RFDX -module is an RFOX -
module equipped with an integrable z-connection, and that RFOX = OX [z]. The pull-
back RFDX -module p+1N1 is OX1×X2 [z]⊗p−11 OX1 [z] p
−1
1 N1 equipped with the pull-
back z-connection. We then set
N1 RFD N2 := p+1N1 ⊗OX1×X2 [z] p+2N2.
The natural morphism
p−11 DR(N1)⊗C[z] p−12 DR(N2) −→ DR(N1 RFD N2)
is an isomorphism if Ni is RFDXi-coherent. Indeed, the question is local, and we
can reduce to the case where Ni ' RFDXi by taking a local resolution by free
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RFDXi-modules. The question reduces to proving that the natural morphism
p−11 OX1 [z]⊗C[z] p−12 OX2 [z] −→ OX1×X2 [z]
is an isomorphism, which is clear in the present algebraic setting. Still in the algebraic
setting, we conclude by using an argument similar to that of [HTT08, Lem. 1.5.31]
that the natural morphism
RΓ
(
X1,DR(N1)
)⊗C[z] RΓ(X2,DR(N2)) −→ RΓ(X,DR(N1 RFD N2))
is an isomorphism. We notice that, as in (3.41),
(E ϕ1/z ⊗M1)RFD (E ϕ2/z ⊗M2) ' E ϕ/z ⊗M .
To conclude, it is enough to use the property that, given bounded complexes L•1
and L•2 of flat C[z]-modules with free C[z]-cohomology, then the Künneth formula
for the cohomology of L•1 ⊗C[z] L•2 holds, that is, we have an isomorphism of free
C[z]-modules
Hk(L
•
1 ⊗C[z] L•2) '
⊕
i+j=k
Hi(L
•
1)⊗C[z] Hj(L•2).
We apply the latter result to L•i = RΓ
(
Xi,DR(E ϕi/z ⊗Mi)
)
(i = 1, 2). The
C[z]-freeness of the cohomology is provided by Proposition 3.36.
3.5. Finite group actions and alternating products
3.5.a. General framework
Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n and let S be a finite group
acting on it by algebraic automorphisms. We fix an embedding X/S ↪→ Y into a
smooth projective variety Y of dimension m, and we denote by ρ : X → Y the
composition X → X/S ↪→ Y .
Let (T ,W•) be an object of ιMTMint(X). Assume that (T ,W•) is endowed with
automorphisms λσ : (T ,W•)
∼−→ σ†(T ,W•) such that σ′†(λσ) ◦ λσ′ = λσ◦σ′ for all
σ, σ′ ∈ S (we then say that (T ,W•) is S-equivariant). Note that ρk†T = 0 for k 6= 0
since ρ is finite, and S acts on (ρ0†T ,W•ρ
0
†T ) by automorphisms in ιMTM
int(Y ) since
ρ◦σ = ρ for all σ ∈ S. As a consequence, (ρ0†T ,W•ρ0†T ) decomposes in ιMTMint(Y )
with respect to the characters of S:
(3.45) (ρ0†T ,W•ρ
0
†T ) =
⊕
χ∈Hom(S,C∗)
(ρ0†T ,W•ρ
0
†T )
χ.
Proposition 3.46. — If (T ,W•) is an object of the full subcategory IrrMHM(X), then
the decomposition (3.45) holds in IrrMHM(Y ). Moreover, using, Notation 0.12, the
bi-filtered vector space ΞDRρ0†(T ,W•) has a similar decomposition compatible with
the decomposition ρ0†M =
⊕
χ(ρ
0
†M)
χ, i.e., the filtrations F irr• ρ0†M and W•ρ
0
†M both
decompose with respect to the action of S.
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Proof. — For the first part, we use that (ρ0†T ,W•ρ
0
†T ) is an object of IrrMHM(Y )
(see Theorem 2.62) and that the category IrrMHM(Y ) is stable by direct summand
in ιMTMint(Y ) (Proposition 2.53(2)). The second part is then clear, because the
construction of F irr• is compatible with direct sums in WRint-ιTriples(τY, (∗τY0)).
Corollary 3.47. — With the assumption of Proposition 3.46, S acts on every vector
space HkdR(X,M) by linear automorphisms which strictly preserve F
irr
• H
k
dR(X,M) and
W•H
k
dR(X,M). The χ-component(
HkdR(X,M)
χ, (F irr• H
k
dR(X,M))
χ, (W•H
k
dR(X,M))
χ
)
is naturally identified with Hk+m−ndR
(
Y,ΞDR((ρ
0
†(T ,W•))
χ)
)
.
Proof. — Denoting by aY : Y → pt the constant map, we apply the functor akY † to
the objects in Proposition 3.46.
Corollary 3.48. — Let ψ ∈ OY (Q) be a meromorphic function with pole divisor Q and
let M be an RX -module underlying a complex mixed Hodge module on X which is
S-equivariant. Set ϕ = ψ ◦ ρ. Then the Brieskorn lattice Gk0(X,M , ϕ) decomposes
as
⊕
χ∈Hom(S,C∗)G
k
0(X,M , ϕ)
χ and Gk0(X,M , ϕ)χ ' Gk+m−n0 (Y, (ρ0†M )χ, ψ).
Proof. — This is a consequence of Proposition 3.36(2).
3.5.b. Alternating products
Let Sr denote the symmetric group on r letters. Let (X,M , ϕ) be the data of a
smooth projective variety, an RX -module underlying a mixed Hodge module (T ,W•)
on X and a meromorphic function ϕ with pole divisor P . The symmetric group acts
on Xr and the Thom-Sebastiani sum
ϕ⊕r(x1, . . . , xr) := ϕ(x1) + · · ·+ ϕ(xr)
is a meromorphic function on Xr which descends as a meromorphic function ϕ(⊕r) on
the quotient space Xr/Sr. One can choose an embedding Xr/Sr ↪→ Y into a smooth
projective variety Y such that ϕ(⊕r) is the restriction to Xr/Sr of a meromorphic
function ψ on Y . As above, we denote by ρ : Xr → Y the corresponding finite
morphism and by n resp. m the dimension of X resp. Y .
Let us denote byM
zr the r-fold external productM z · · ·zM , underlying the
mixed Hodge module (T ,W•)r on Xr. It is obviously Sr-equivariant, by the action
σ · (m1, . . . ,mr) = (mσ(1), . . . ,mσ(r)).
Let sgn : Sr → {±1} be the signature. As a particular case of Corollary 3.48, we
find
Gk0(X
r,M
zr, ϕ⊕r)sgn ' Gk+(m−n)r0 (Y, (ρ0†M
zr)sgn, ψ).
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Proposition 3.49. — Assume Gk0(X,M , ϕ) = 0 except for k = `. Then the C[z]〈z2∂z〉-
linear morphism
(3.49 ∗)
r∧
C[z]
G`0(X,M , ϕ)→G`r0 (Xr,M
zr, ϕ⊕r)sgn'G(`+m−n)r0 (Y, (ρ0†M
zr)sgn, ψ)
is an isomorphism, where the alternating product on the left-hand side is the antisym-
metric component
[
G`0(X,M , ϕ)
⊗r]sgn of the r-fold tensor product of the Brieskorn
lattice by itself. Also, the morphism of bi-filtered vector spaces
(3.49 ∗∗)
r∧(
H`dR(X,M), F
irr
• ,W•
) −→ H(`+m−n)rdR (Y,ΞDR((ρ0†(T ,W•)r)sgn))
is an isomorphism.
Proof. — The assumption implies that the Thom-Sebastiani formula of Proposition
3.37 reads
Gk0(X
r,M
zr, ϕ⊕r) '
{⊗r
C[z]G
`
0(X,M , ϕ) if k = `r,
0 otherwise,
and the first assertion follows by taking the sgn-isotypical part. For the second asser-
tion, one can adapt the proof of Proposition 3.21 to the case of the exterior product,
and get the second assertion from the first one.
3.5.c. Irregular Hodge filtration for the mirror of the Grassmannian
We now consider a geometric example in order to make more concrete Proposi-
tion 3.49. Let U be a smooth quasi-projective variety and let ϕ : U → C be a regular
function on U . We consider the mixed Hodge module QHU on it (see [Sai90]). Its
underlying filtered right DU -module is ΩnU with the filtration such that gr
F
p Ω
n
U = 0
if p 6= −n. We use the left DU -module OU with the filtration FH• satisfying the same
jumping property. Let us choose an open embedding j : U ↪→ X of U into some
projective variety X such that X rU is a divisor D. The pushforward Hj∗QHU has the
underlying filtered DX -module (OX(∗D), FH• OX(∗D)). We denote by RF (OX(∗D))
the associated RFDX -module. In this algebraic context, the Brieskorn lattices
Gk0(X,RF (OX(∗D)), ϕ) do not depend on the choice of X and we then simply denote
them by G•0(U,ϕ).
We assume that ϕ is cohomologically tame, in the sense that there exists a projective
morphism ϕZ : Z → C extending ϕ (so k : U ↪→ Z is a partial compactification)
such that the complex Rk∗CU has no vanishing cycles with respect to ϕZ anywhere
on Z r U . This implies in particular that the critical points of ϕ on U are isolated.
Moreover, this also implies, by the proposition in [Sab99, §1], that Gk0(U,ϕ) = 0
for k 6= n = dimU and Gn0 (U,ϕ) is C[z]-free of rank equal to the sum of the Milnor
numbers of ϕ on U .
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Example 3.50. — The mirror of Pn is the function
ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) = x1 + · · ·+ xn + 1
x1 · · ·xn
on the torus U = (C∗)n. It is a convenient nondegenerate Laurent polynomial in
the sense of Kouchnirenko [Kou76], hence satisfies the cohomological tameness prop-
erty above (see e.g. [Sab06a]). The C[z]-freeness in this case has been obtained in
[AS97, Th. 5.1]. We have rkGn0 (U,ϕ) = n+ 1. We claim that the irregular (decreas-
ing) Hodge filtration F •irrH
n(U,d + dϕ) (recall that F βirr := F
irr
−β) satisfies
dim grβFirr H
n(U,d + dϕ) =
{
1 if β = 0, 1, . . . , n,
0 otherwise.
Indeed, this is a consequence of [DS04, Prop. 3.2] with the following changes. Our
Gn0 (U,ϕ) is denoted there by Gn and, setting η0 = z−nω0 = z−ndx1/x1∧· · ·∧dxn/xn,
we define ηk = z−nωk (k = 0, . . . , n) as in loc. cit., and ηk ∈ V−n+k ∩ Gn induces a
basis of grn−kFirr H
n(U,d + dϕ). Notice that this is the Example in Remark 3.16(3).
For p ∈ N, let us set
dp = #{(i1, . . . , ir) ∈ Zr | i1 + · · ·+ ir = p, n > i1 > · · · > ir > 0}.
Then
dp = dim gr
p
Firr
r∧
Hn(U,d + dϕ).
Recall also (see e.g. [GH78, p. 196]) that the cohomology H∗(G(r, n + 1),Q) of the
Grassmannian G(r, n+ 1) is Hodge-Tate with
dimH2p(G(r, n+ 1),C) = dim grpF H
∗(G(r, n+ 1),C) = dp.
Let us come back to the general setting. We have QHrU ' QHUr in MHM(U)
(see [Sai90, (4.2.13) to (4.2.15)]) and in the present algebraic setting, (3.49 ∗) reads
r∧
C[z]
Gn0 (U,ϕ) ' Gmr0 (Y, (ρ0†RFOX [∗Pred])sgn, ψ).
We will simplify the right-hand side. Let ∆r−1(U) ⊂ Ur denote the Zariski closed
subset where at least two components coincide and set Urr−1 := Ur r ∆r−1. The
morphism ρ : Urr−1 → Urr−1/Sr =: V rr−1 is finite étale and V rr−1 is smooth quasi-
projective. We then consider the algebraic mixed Hodge module (Hρ∗QHUrr−1)
sgn, whose
associated perverse sheaf is the anti-invariant shifted local system (ρ∗QUrr−1)
sgn[rn].
We denote by Gk0(V rr−1, sgn, ϕ(⊕r)) the corresponding Brieskorn lattices. In general,
we a priori do not know whether Gk0(V rr−1, sgn, ϕ(⊕r)) is zero for k 6= nr. Let us
however notice that, when ϕ (which is cohomologically tame) has only simple critical
points, like in Example 3.50, then ϕ(⊕r) is cohomologically tame on V rr−1 with respect
to the local system (ρ∗QUrr−1)
sgn (see [KS08, Rem. 3.13]), so in this case we can say
that Gk0(V rr−1, sgn, ϕ(⊕r)) = 0 for k 6= nr.
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Proposition 3.51. — If ϕ : U → C is cohomologically tame on U then, as C[z]〈z2∂z〉-
modules,
G`0(V
r
r−1, sgn, ϕ
(⊕r)) '
{∧r
C[z]G
n
0 (U,ϕ) if ` = nr,
0 otherwise.
Proof. — Since we have QHrU ' QHUr , we are led to identifying G`0(V rr−1, sgn, ϕ(⊕r))
with G`0(Ur, ϕ(⊕r))sgn.
For r > 2, and for s ∈ [1, r − 1], let ∆s = ∆s(U) ⊂ Ur denote the union of the
diagonals of Ur defined by the equality of r−s+1 components, and let us set ∆0 = ∅.
The pure diagonals ∆s r∆s−1 are denoted by ∆(s). We also denote by Urs the open
subset Ur r∆s. They form sequences
∅ = ∆0 ⊂ ∆1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ ∆r−1, Ur = Ur0 ⊃ Ur1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Urr−1.
We have the following properties:
• ∆s is of pure dimension sn with irreducible components all identified with Us,
and the restriction of ϕ⊕r to any such component is of the form ϕ⊕sa := a1ϕ· · ·asϕ
with ai (i = 1, . . . , s) satisfying a1 + · · ·+ as = r.
• ∆(s) is a disjoint union of copies of Uss−1 and we have a commutative diagram⊔
Uss−1
 _

∆(s)
 _
⊔
Us // ∆s
where the inclusions are open.
Let us fix s, r with 1 6 s < r and consider the open-closed decomposition⊔
Uss−1 = ∆(s) ↪
i−−→ Urs−1
j←−−↩ Urs .
It induces the distinguished triangle in Db(MHM(Urs−1)):
Hi∗QH∆(s)((s− r)n) −→ QHUrs−1 −→
Hj∗QHUrs
+1−−−→
and we recall that QH∆(s) is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of Q
H
Uss−1
. According
to Proposition 3.36(2), we obtain a long exact sequence of C[z]〈z2∂z〉-modules
(3.52) · · · −→ zs−r⊕G`+2(s−r)n0 (Uss−1, ϕ⊕r|Uss−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)
−→ G`0(Urs−1, ϕ⊕r) −→ G`0(Urs , ϕ⊕r) −→ · · ·
For any component in (∗), there exists a transposition in Sr which acts as the identity
on the corresponding Us, hence it acts by the identity on the corresponding term
G
`+2(s−r)n
0 (U
s, ϕ⊕r|Uss−1), so that (∗)
sgn = 0. As a consequence,
G`0(U
r
s−1, ϕ
⊕r)sgn −→ G`0(Urs , ϕ⊕r)sgn
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is an isomorphism for every `. Composing these isomorphisms from s = 1 to s = r−1
entails
G`0(U
r, ϕ⊕r)sgn ∼−→ G`0(Urr−1, ϕ⊕r)sgn.
This gives the desired result since the left-hand side is zero unless ` = rn, and the
right-hand side is isomorphic to G`0(Urr−1, sgn, ϕ⊕r) by an analogue of Corollary 3.48.
Corollary 3.53. — With an obvious notation we have
n∧(
Hr(U,d + dϕ), F •irrH
n(U,d + dϕ)
)
' (Hnr(V rr−1, sgn,d + dϕ(⊕r)), F •irrHnr(V rr−1, sgn,d + dϕ(⊕r))).
Example 3.50 (concluded). — Keeping the notation of Example 3.50, we conclude
that, for all p ∈ Z we have
dp = dim gr
p
F H
∗(G(r, n+ 1),C) = dim grp
F irr
Hnr(V rr−1, sgn,d + dϕ
(⊕r)).
3.6. Exponential mixed Hodge structures and irregular Hodge structures
Let us recall the main properties of the category EMHS(Q) of exponential mixed
Q-Hodge structures, as defined in [KS11]. It is the full sub-category of the category
MHM(A1,Q) of algebraic mixed Hodge modules (see [Sai90]) consisting of objects
whose underlying perverse sheaf FQ has global hypercohomology equal to zero. It
is endowed with the structure of a neutral Tannakian category with the additive
convolution functor and fibre functor defined as follows: let t be the coordinate on A1
and consider the compactification of A1an as a disc A1an with boundary S∞; let I ⊂ S∞
be the open interval defined by the condition arg t ∈ (pi/2, 3pi/2) and let α : A1an ↪→
A1an ∪ I be the open inclusion; then the vector space H0c (A1an ∪ I,Rα∗FQ) is the
desired fibre. Moreover, if j0 : A1 r {0} ↪→ A1 denotes the inclusion, then the unit
object 1 in this category is the mixed Hodge module with underlying perverse sheaf
j0!QA1r{0}.
Proposition 3.54. — There is a natural faithful functor EMHS(R) 7→ IrrMHS(R) of
neutral Tannakian categories, sending EMHS(Q) to IrrMHS(Q).
In this way, we can consider EMHS(Q) as a subcategory of IrrMHS(Q).
Proof
(1) We first show that there is a natural functor EMHS(R) 7→ ιMTMint(pt) which
takes values in IrrMHS(C). In order to work in the analytic category, we identify
MHM(A1,R) as a subcategory of MHM(P1,R) by the functor j∗. In [Moc15, §13.5],
T.Mochizuki constructs a functor MHM(P1,R) 7→ MTMint(P1). Its variant with val-
ues in ιMTMint(P1) is described in Section 1.7.b. To a real mixed Hodge module
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(N, F•N,FR,W•) (where FR is a real perverse sheaf on P1), one associates the object
(M ′,M ′′, ιC∇,W ) of WRint-Triples(P1) in the following way:
• M ′′ = RFN is the Rees module of the filtration F•N, and M ′ = RFN∨ is
similarly defined from the dual filtered DP1-module (N∨, F•N∨).
• The pairing ιC∇ is obtained from the distribution-valued pairing
C : N∨ ⊗C N −→ DbP1
that the real structure defines.
• The filtration W naturally extends to M ′,M ′′ and ιC∇ is naturally com-
patible with it, so that W defines a filtration in Rint-Triples(P1).
Let T t/z be the object of ιMTMint(P1) attached to the function t. By Theorem
0.2(2), the functor T t/z ⊗ • sends MHM(P1,R) to IrrMHM(P1). The desired functor
is obtained by composing with pushforward by the constant map IrrMHM(P1) →
IrrMHM(pt) = IrrMHS(C). Putting all together, we have constructed a natural functor
MHM(A1,R) 7→ ιMTMint(pt) which takes values in IrrMHS(C).
The fibre of the integrable mixed twistor object corresponding to (N, F•N,FR,W•)
at z = 1 is H0dR(P1,Et ⊗ N), which is known to be isomorphic to the Betti space
H0c (A1an ∪ I,Rα∗FC). This implies the faithfulness of the restriction to EMHS(R) of
the functor MHM(A1,R) 7→ ιMTMint(pt).
(2) We will now prove that the previous functor EMHS(R) 7→ ιMTMint(pt) is
compatible with the Tannakian structure, i.e., transforms additive convolution in
EMHS(R) to tensor product in ιMTMint(pt). Since the Tannakian structure on
IrrMHS(C) is that induced by that of ιMTMint(pt), the above functor EMHS(R) →
IrrMHS(C) is also compatible with the Tannakian structures. It is enough to consider
the functor EMHS(R) 7→ MTMint(pt).
We already notice that the assertion, only considered forM ′,M ′′, follows from the
Thom-Sebastiani formula of Proposition 3.37 applied to ϕ1 = ϕ2 = IdP1 . However, we
will give a different proof, in analogy with the property that Fourier transformation
changes the convolution of L1 functions with the product of their Fourier transforms.
It will be easier to work in the algebraic category, and use the algebraically defined
functors in [Moc15, Chap. 14]. We denote by s : A1t1 × A1t2 → A1t the sum map
(t1, t2) 7→ t = t1 + t2 and by a : A1t → pt the constant map. Let T1,T2 be objects
of EMHS(R), that we regard as objects of MTMint(A1). The additive convolution
is then defined by the formula T1 ? T2 = Ts0∗(T1  T2). Moreover, we know that
Tsj∗(T1 T2) = 0 for j 6= 0 according to the faithfulness of the restriction functor
to z = 1, since this holds for the underlying D-modules. The object in IrrMHS(C)
corresponding to T1 ?T2 is (we use Notation (1.73 ∗))
Ta0∗
[
T t/z ⊗ (T1 ?T2)
]
= Ta0∗
[
T t/z ⊗ Ts0∗(T1 T2)
]
,
and we know similarly that Taj∗
[
T t/z⊗(T1?T2)
]
= 0 for j 6= 0. By adapting [Moc15,
Lem. 11.3.4] to the present algebraic setting, with T0 (there) corresponding to T t/z
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(here), we obtain
T t/z ⊗ Ts0∗(T1 T2) ' Ts0∗
[
s∗T t/z ⊗ (T1 T2)
]
' Ts0∗
[
(T t1/z ⊗T1) (T t2/z ⊗T2)
]
' Ts∗
[
(T t1/z ⊗T1) (T t2/z ⊗T2)
]
.
We conclude that, working in Db(MTMint(A1)),
Ta0∗
[
T t/z ⊗ (T1 ?T2)
] ' Ta∗[T t/z ⊗ (T1 ?T2)]
' Ta∗Ts∗
[
(T t1/z ⊗T1) (T t2/z ⊗T2)
]
' Ta1∗(T t1/z ⊗T1) Ta2∗(T t2/z ⊗T2),
where the last line uses the compatibility of the pushforward with composition
(see [Moc15, Prop. 14.3.18]) and the compatibility of the pushforward with the
external product, which follows from [Moc15, Lem. 11.4.14].
(3) We end the proof by considering the rationality question. Here also, it is enough
to work with MTMintgood(pt) instead of ιMTM
int
good(pt).
(a) If T is the image of a real mixed Hodge module on P1, then it comes
equipped with a real structure κ which makes it an object of MTMintgood(P1,R).
Indeed, this follows from the argument in the bottom of Page 406 in [Moc15].
Note that the k-perverse sheaf coming in the definition of a k-mixed Hodge
module gives rise to a k-Betti structure for T , as seen by noticing that the
condition on compatibility with the Stokes structure is empty.
(b) Let us now consider T t/z as defined in Section 1.6.a with the function
ϕ = Id : P1 → P1. It is a pure object in MTMintgood(P1,Q).
(c) We conclude from [Moc15, Prop. 13.4.6] that T t/z⊗T (with the good
k-structures above) is an object of MTMintgood(P1, [∗∞],k) (see Remark 1.75).
By the pushforward theorem of [Moc15, Prop. 13.4.25], we conclude that
the pushforward of T t/z ⊗ T by the constant map P1 → pt is an object of
MTMintgood(pt,k). Together with the first part of the proof, we obtain that
EMHS(k) is sent to IrrMHS(k).
(d) For the tannakian property, the argument in Item (2) of the proof above
can be adapted to MTMintgood(A1,k), by using [Moc15, Prop. 13.4.26].
APPENDIX
A.1. Base change theorems in the complex analytic setting
In Appendix A.1, we denote by f : X → Y a proper holomorphic map between
complex manifolds. We fix a complex manifold S and we denote by fS : X×S → Y ×S
the map f × IdS . We denote by pX : X ×S → X the projection, and similarly for Y ,
or simply p if the context is clear.
A.1.a. Base change for coherent O-modules
Proposition A.1. — Let F be a coherent OX-module. Then for each k ∈ Z, the
canonical morphism
p∗YR
kf∗F −→ RkfS,∗p∗XF
is an isomorphism, and the same holds if F is an inductive limit of coherent
OX-modules.
Proof. — Since f is proper, we have natural isomorphisms
p∗YR
kf∗F := OY×S ⊗p−1Y OY p
−1
Y R
kf∗F
∼−→ OY×S ⊗p−1Y OY R
kfS,∗p−1X F [KS90, Prop. 2.5.11]
∼−→ RkfS,∗
(
f−1S OY×S ⊗f−1S p−1Y OY p
−1
X F
)
[KS90, Prop. 2.6.6]
and we use the morphisms f−1S p
−1
Y OY = p
−1
X f
−1OY → p−1X OX and f−1S OY×S →
OX×S , to define the canonical morphism.
Since the morphism is well-defined, the question is local on S, so we can assume
that S is an open set in CdimS . We denote by P = PdimS the projective space and
by ∞ its divisor at infinity. We now denote by qX : X × P → X the projection and
by qanX the partial analytification functor Mod(OX [t]) 7→ Mod(OX×P(∗∞)), where t
is a chosen coordinate system on CdimS . We know that it is quasi-inverse to the
sheaf-theoretic pushforward functor qX,∗ restricted to the localized objects, which
has no higher direct images by Grauert’s theorem (see e.g. [DS03, App.A]). Let us
set F [t] = OX [t]⊗OX F .
Since f is proper, it is compatible with inductive limits and we have
(Rkf∗F )[t]
∼−→ Rkf∗(F [t]).
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Therefore,
(Rkf∗F )[t]
∼−→ Rkf∗(qX,∗qanX F [t]) = qY,∗RkfP,∗(qanX F [t]),
and thus
q∗Y
(
(Rkf∗F )[t]
) ∼−→ RkfP,∗(qanX F [t]).
Restricting to S gives the desired isomorphism.
A.1.b. Base change for good RX -modules
Proposition A.2. — Let M be a good RX -module. Then for each k, there is a func-
torial morphism
p+YH
kf+M −→H kfS,+p+XM
which is an isomorphism.
Proof. — We decompose f as the composition of the graph inclusion (closed immer-
sion) and the second projection. It is then enough to construct the morphism in both
cases.
Proof in the case of a projection. — We assume that f is the projectionX=Y×Z→Y .
We have a natural morphism
p+YRf∗
p
DRX /Y M −→ RfS,∗pDRX×S/Y ×S p+XM
(recall that p+M = p∗M equipped with the pullback connection). The morphism
induced at the level of E2 terms of the spectral sequences is an isomorphism, according
to Proposition A.1. By the goodness property, the spectral sequences degenerate at
a finite stage, hence the result.
Proof in the case of an immersion. — Due to the possible existence of z-torsion,
Kashiwara’s equivalence does not hold without any supplementary assumption for
R-modules. Nevertheless, many results concerning pushforward and pullback of a D-
module by a closed immersion can be extended. Let f : X ↪→ Y be the immersion of a
closed submanifold X of Y and let us set δ = dimX−dimY . We haveH kf+ = 0 for
k 6= 0, and a natural isomorphism Id ∼−→ f+[δ]f+ on Mod(RX ). On the other hand,
given any RY -module M supported on X, the natural morphism f+f+[δ]M →M
is injective but its cokernel is a priori only a z-torsion RY -module supported on X.
We have
f+S [δ]p
+
YH
0f+M ' p+Xf+[δ]H 0f+M ' p+XM .
Applying H 0fS,+ on the left, we get
H 0fS,+f
+
S [δ]p
+
YH
0f+M 'H 0fS,+p+XM
and it remains to check that the natural morphism H 0fS,+f+S [δ]p
+
YH
0f+M →
p+YH
0f+M is an isomorphism. This is a local question on X,Y, S and can be checked
by a local computation.
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A.2. Compatibility between duality and external product
We give the proof of the compatibility as asserted in the third line of 1.77(iv). We
consider left D-modules, and right D-modules are regarded as left Dop-modules (i.e.,
D with its opposed structure). Let us consider the diagram
X ×X ′
p
{{
p′
##
X X ′
Note that DX×X′ is DXDX′ -flat since OX×X′ is OXOX′ -flat. Let us now assume
that M,M′ are D-coherent (or in Dbcoh(D)).
(1) On the one hand, we have
RHomDXDX′ (MM
′,DX DX′) ' RHomDX (M,DX)RHomDX′ (M′,DX′).
As a matter of fact, let I• be a DX ⊗DopX -injective resolution of DX , and similarly
with I ′•, and let J• be a (DX DX′)⊗ (DX DX′)op-injective resolution of I• I ′•.
We clearly have a (DX DX′)op-linear morphism
HomDX (M, I
•
)HomDX′ (M
′, I ′•) =HomDXDX′ (MM
′, I•  I ′•)
−→HomDXDX′ (MM′, J
•
).
The desired isomorphism is now a local question, and since M,M′ are coherent, it is
enough, by taking a locally free resolution of them, to check it for D , for which the
assertion is clear.
(2) Next, there is a natural morphism (in Db(DopX×X′)):
RHomDXDX′ (MM
′,DX DX′)⊗DXDX′ DX×X′
−→ RHomDXDX′ (MM′,DX×X′),
where DX×X′ is regarded as a DX  DX′ -module and as a DopX×X′ -module. Indeed,
one considers an injective resolution J• of DXDX′ as a (DXDX′)⊗(DXDX′)op-
module. There is thus a natural morphism of DopX×X′ -modules
HomDXDX′ (MM
′, J•)⊗DXDX′ DX×X′
−→HomDXDX′ (MM′, J
• ⊗DXDX′ DX×X′).
One then chooses an injective resolution K• of J•⊗DXDX′ DX×X′ as a (DXDX′)⊗
DopX×X′ -module, and one obtained the desired morphism.
If moreover M,M′ are D-coherent, then this morphism is an isomorphism in
Db(DopX×X′). Indeed, the assertion is local, and by taking local free resolutions of
M,M′, one can reduce to the case M = DX and M′ = DX′ , in which case we clearly
have an isomorphism.
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(3) Lastly, one has a natural morphism
RHomDXDX′ (MM
′,DX×X′) −→ RHomDX×X′ (MD M′,DX×X′).
Indeed, since DX×X′ is DX  DX′ -flat, an injective DX×X′-module is also an in-
jective DX  DX′ -module. By taking an injective resolution I• of DX×X′ as a
DX×X′ ⊗DopX×X′-module, we get a morphism of DopX×X′-complexes
HomDXDX′ (MM
′, I•) −→HomDX×X′ (MD M′, I•),
hence the desired morphism. It is an isomorphism if M,M′ are D-coherent, which is
seen as above.
Adding the usual shifts, one obtains for coherent M,M′:
DMD DM′ 'D(MD M′).
As a matter of fact, the left-hand side is the term considered in (2), after (1), and the
right-hand side is the second term in (3).
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